
General Editors’ Introduction

SUSAN STRYKER and PAISLEY CURRAH

L ooking back over the first volume of TSQ, including this issue devoted to

cultural production with which our inaugural year concludes, we are struck

anew by the depth and breadth of research that can be conducted through the lens

of transgender studies. As editors Julian B. Carter, David J. Getsy, and Trish Salah

point out in the opening paragraph of their introduction, the question of how

creativity expresses itself through the cultural reworking of the material world,

including the transformation of our own living bodies, cannot be separated from

very general questions about the long arc of our species’ experience, the human

enterprise, and the evolvingmargins of these undertakings. Transgender studies can

thus sink long taproots into analyses grounded in the concept of culture, histories of

art, philosophies of the body, and theories of representation as it tries tomake sense

of a contemporary moment in which mass media completely saturated with trans-

content, and trans-related literary works, visual media, and other arts practices are

exploding into unprecedented levels of popular awareness and critical attention.

Significantly, the field of cultural production encompassing trans- topics

increasingly includes work that addresses neither the making of art and literature

by people understood to be transgender in some sociological sense nor the rep-

resentation of such lives in creative work but, rather, that expresses capacities,

perceptions, feelings, and knowledges informed, often obliquely and in non-

identitarian ways, by experiences and consequences of nonnormative genderings

and embodiments. Perhaps transgender creativity can be thought to occupy a

chaotic intersection, at which Eurocentric modernity’s ongoing quest for the

transcendence of tradition through new aesthetic forms crashes into the limit of

our dawning reality that we are living amid what will likely be viewed as the next

great planetary extinction. Might transgender name no more and no less than the

common work of imagining the transformation of our embodied personhood in

light of a future in which “human” as we have known it will be absent, perhaps

having become something else?
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If there is an overarching theme in the work collected herein, it is that of

the relationship between trans- and poiesis: etymologically, simply “making”;

literally, the root of poetry, which is a making of meaning that exceeds the

functional communicative use of language; materially and metaphorically, a plo-

sive breath of life into word; critically, as in Heidegger, that which brings forth;

most expansively, a creative action that transforms and continues the world. How

might transversal movement across existing categorizations, conceptualizations,

and organizations of being be generative of new becomings, emergent life, novel

modes of continuance? These are the questions that motivate trans cultural

production, that invite us all to move and to make ourselves and our worlds

differently.

To engage with and enact such concerns in the pages of an academic jour-

nal is to confront restrictions in one’s mode of expression: we must work in print

media, with a few pictures. Printed words stage the body’s absence, yet the rela-

tionship of creative expression to bodies in processes of transformation is pre-

cisely what seems most vital to address. Consequently, the work collected here is,

for the most part, the representation in words of works of cultural production in

other media. The editors of this issue nevertheless have done a commendable job

selecting a collection of essays that document the wide range of contemporary

trans cultural production, including work not only on literature but also on

photography, film, architecture, dance, theater, performance art, new media, and

curation. These essays offer the field of transgender studies a useful point of

departure for the ongoing and potentially vast undertaking of trans cultural

criticism and the interpretation of trans cultural production.
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Introduction

JULIAN B. CARTER, DAVID J. GETSY, and TRISH SALAH

T his issue of TSQ explores trans both in relation to and as a form of creative

practice—a project that repeatedly brought the editorial team face-to-face

with some fundamental questions. What does trans look like? Must it be apparent

or easily legible? Through which strategies might we articulate the significance

of the many ways culture makers explore and express issues of form, content,

medium, technique, duration, reception, authenticity, and originality in relation

to trans aesthetics or sensibilities? How should we approach the vexed politics of

trans representation, with all the issues they raise about accuracy, inclusion,

and accountability? How long a history can we imagine for what this issue of

TSQ is calling “trans cultural production”? Gender expresses culture, and cul-

ture transforms the material world, including the materiality of our bodies; at

what point, then, does it become analytically necessary to distinguish a particu-

larly “transgender” creativity from amore pervasive drive to create cultural forms,

including embodied selves? Who knows? We can’t say, after all, what dreams

animated the artists who outlined their hands on cave walls by blowing pigment

through hollow reeds.

The materials gathered here respond to these questions and open others,

collectively embarking upon debate about the relationship of creativity to embodied

experience in the contemporary world. One of our first editorial decisions was to

focus on the present and the recent past, because we are currently witnessing an

explosion of creative and critical work on and by trans subjects. It is too soon

(and the phenomenon is too multiform and widespread) to venture a synthetic

analysis of that work, but we can offer a few observations. First, we want to draw

attention to a persistent tension between, on the one hand, the construction and

representation of individual trans subjects and, on the other hand, concerns with

making and representing trans collectivities. Second, we wish to stress the exciting

range of divergent perspectives, methods, and priorities that are driving both

practitioners and critics.
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The bounded individual self is a cultural product of the modern West that

has artifactual counterparts in the related creative forms of autobiography, por-

traiture, and the novel. One of the founding works of transgender cultural studies

was Jay Prosser’s 1998 Second Skins, which interpreted twentieth-century trans-

sexual autobiographies as metaphors for and materializations of the narrative

process of transition. Another was Susan Stryker’s (1994) “My Words to Victor

Frankenstein above the Village of Chamounix,” in which Stryker spoke back, in

the first person, to the narrator of Mary Shelley’s fictional autobiography. More

recent literary scholarship suggests that the modern novel took shape in part

through fictional autobiographies purporting to document the lives of people

who transed gender (e.g., Saxton, Mance, and Edwards, forthcoming). In this

view the narrative conventions that have dominated both subjectivity and fiction

in the West since the eighteenth century have been entwined with representations

of transgender experience—to the point that both the modern English-language

story and the modern Anglophone self could be interpreted as inflected by trans

cultural productions. If we understand modern Western modes of becoming

trans as manifestations of a long cultural concern with self-creation and the

resulting problem of interface between the individual and the collective, it

makes sense that some of the foundational analyses of cultural production from

a transgender-studies perspective drew so heavily on autobiography: the genre

of autobiography takes the singularity of experience as its organizing principle

and foregrounds the lone voice of its solitary self-creating subject. Yet at the same

time, such narratives perform that voice’s reach into the broader social world.

To take a classic instance, the 1968 paperback edition of Christine Jor-

gensen’s autobiography (orig. published 1967) soon sold over 400,000 copies

(Stryker 2000: ix). The proliferating story of that earnest trans self, told publicly

and directly, contradicted widespread cultural ascriptions of “sex change” as an

anticreative, nonreproductive cul-de-sac that doomed its practitioners to isola-

tion if not social death. Jorgensen’s autobiography and similar midcentury

narratives drew on long cultural traditions of celebrating self-creation to create

persuasive positive accounts of trans being. Such testaments to existence and

survival helped to generate shared trans identity, community, and debate. In the

visual arts, photographic portraiture mobilizes a similar gesture, and the pho-

tograph also played a central role in the cultural visibility of twentieth-century

Western trans subjects. Indeed, many trans autobiographies include photo-

graphic illustrations. By the end of the century, trans and genderqueer photo-

graphers (e.g., Loren Cameron and Catherine Opie) were actively constructing an

archive of affirmative images of themselves and their communities. An important

contributor to this archive was Del LaGrace Volcano, whose more recent work

is the subject of a new analysis by Eliza Steinbock in this issue.
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While trans autobiographies are shaped by generic conventions that work

to isolate the trans subject as a unique individual, trans photographic portraits

often function as evidence of a particular person’s physical presence. However,

photography’s indexical function places the trans body in a double bind: it

must declare its visibility, but in doing so, it initiates the diagnostic gaze that

demands that the temporal process of transition be legible on the body. Alongside

the legacy of the Enlightenment investment in self-creation, then, both auto-

biographies and photographic portraits reflect the diagnostic texts and images

that powerfully shaped much trans becoming in a mid-twentieth-century med-

icalized Western context.1

While autobiography and photography remain major practices of trans

cultural production, they have increasingly been joined by other concerns and

modes. Self-creation and self-representation are not the whole story of trans

cultural production. In this issue, filmmaker Jules Rosskam, curator Jordy Jones,

and conceptual artist Tobaron Waxman describe their explorations of form as

direct rejections of the dominant expectation that trans artists will depict trans

bodies and lives in uncomplicated realist or narrative modes. If the tale of the

intrepid individual transsexual autobiographer emerged as the dominant figure

for transgender cultural production, that is perhaps because, as Joanne Meyer-

owitz (2002: 67) suggests, the genre of transsexual autobiography, with its nar-

rative of individual struggle against adversity and for self-actualization, is par-

ticularly expressive of the values of late modernity in the United States. There are

other histories one could tell. Meyerowitz’s work details the collective develop-

ment of support networks, community newspapers, and magazines in US trans

communities from the 1950s onward. In Quebec, Viviane K. Namaste (2004, 2005)

has documented histories of trans women’s individual and collective labor in

burlesque, vaudeville, and other entertainments that today are associated with

street life, sex work, and low culture. These are not often recognized as sites of

trans sociality and cultural production, aesthetic innovation, and political resi-

lience. Such alternative narratives underscore that trans cultural production also

takes place at the local level and in ephemeral forms less easily recuperated and

less frequently archived than the (often sensationalist) autobiographical narra-

tive. Subaltern cultural production of this sort may nonetheless participate in

other economies, as is evidenced in this volume by the subtle transvaluation of

symbolic and economic capital performed by photographs ofmujercito sex workers

analyzed by Susana Vargas Cervantes.

As both the autobiographer and the burlesque dancer know, to produce

culture is to demand an audience. The externalization of experience in the form

of a film, a dance, an artwork, a poem, or a video calls for an array of viewers

and readers—likewise, the artful deployment of an ensemble number, a comic
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anecdote, or an erotic thrill. Yet the distinction between the maker and the

recipient or consumer of culture is not always clear. As Laura Horak discusses,

the vernacular form of the DIY transition video has exploded to become what is

arguably the first form of truly mass cultural production by trans subjects. Easily

accessible via the Internet, the archive of these images and stories grows daily in a

collective expression of trans subjects’ presence, difference, and multiplicity.

Cultural production is not simply a euphemism for art. Naming the fact

that culture is not native or natural, but is the product of human effort, brings

attention to the struggles through which it takes shape. A culture results from the

interplay of the political, economic, and historical factors that establish value—

both in the everyday modes and in the official forms through which a society

represents itself to itself. Transgender cultural production is not only evidence for

and generative of collective discourse around individual experience and social

relations; it is also affective and epistemological movement embedded in and

expressive of the material conditions that support and limit our imaginations

about who matters and what is possible. As it looks to the trans practices of artists

and communities, this issue necessarily contends with the ways in which culture

and meaning are made in relation (often a resistant relation) to the distribution

of available conceptual and material resources. For instance, the YouTube videos

Horak discusses may constitute a collective sense of trans embodiment and

experience, but she shows that they are nonetheless inflected by race, class, and

geography, a situation exacerbated by the fact that Internet access is neither free

nor universal. Similarly, Kareem Khubchandani unpacks the complexities of hijra

theatrical self-representation in a cultural context informed both by the colo-

nialist fetishization of that gender/caste tradition and by the current funding

classifications deployed by Western NGOs.

While there has been an emergence of cultural and aesthetic work by trans

artists in the last quarter century, it would be naı̈ve to cast this sudden interna-

tional visibility in terms that are purely celebratory. Rather than simply lauding

the amplitude and frequency of this production, we are compelled to ask what

resistances and negotiations have made this amplitude possible and which

continue to attempt to suppress or commodify it. How do culturally dominant

fantasies and representations of trans people inform or impinge upon trans self-

representation even as they facilitate entry?What modes of cultural disappearance

and dehistoricization do we engage as trans individuals present their selves, their

work, and their community as if for the very first time? A visible international

trans community political debate is emerging, and it is fueled by contentions

about how such different geographies and traditions relate to each other in their

practices. These conversations are yielding both a wider range of texts and images

created by trans producers and a new reconsideration of superficially “non-trans”
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topics through a trans critical lens.2 Increas-

ingly, the questions demanded by trans-

gender studies are being asked of areas

that have not previously been understood

in relation to gender and are compelling

a wide reconsideration of both biopolitics

and necropolitics.

In this issue readers will find essays

on canonical texts, high art, popular cul-

ture, street performance, and DIY film-

making. All of these speak from, of, and

to trans experience, but they offer no one

statement about what trans culture is or

should be.We interpret this heterogeneity as

evidence of a thriving field that far exceeds

our capacity to survey in one journal issue.

We make no claims to be comprehensive in

our editorial selection but trust readers to

receive this work as a partial selection from

a wide (and ever-growing) range of possibilities. Ultimately, we intend the essays

in this volume to convey possible routes rather than a comprehensive map, gaps

in the selection indicating potential rather than exclusion. We hope that the range

of cultural forms and media will spur future production in addition to bring-

ing different media into dialogue about issues of shared concern. This volume

offers rich thinking about temporality and the relation of the present to the past

(Crawford, Eastwood, Horak, Steinbock); questions of alliance and connection

across difference (Cowan, Kuppers, Waxman, Käng); and especially the status of

the body in cultural production. When bodies were physically present as part of

the production, what were they doing? What sort of sign was the body when it

was represented? What did it exclude and imply? Given the magnificent range of

bodies, morphologies, and inhabitations, how could any selection do justice?

This issue’s cover, Math Bass’s 2013 sculpture Where Two Become One

(fig. 1), offers one visual answer. In its simplicity, the sculpture speaks to many of

the enabling problematics of representation and categorization that drive the

current state of trans cultural production. It offers no immediately recognizable

trans iconography, but its conceptual parameters imbue this seemingly simple

work with transgender capacity (Getsy 2014). Consisting of concrete casts of

the inside of two pairs of jeans, upended, this two-part sculpture is both repre-

sentational and abstract. The upside-down bodily forms, truncated at midthigh

and waist, focus the viewer’s attention on the place where the legs meet. Yet these

Figure 1. Math Bass, Where Two

Become One, 2013, cement, life size.

ª 2014 Math Bass
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forms offer no positive evidence of the sexed body, reminding us that anyone can

wear jeans who can fit inside a pair (and the gender assigned to jeans may be

disregarded in favor of a chosen fit). The sculptures materialize the open, inde-

terminate potentiality of the intimate space inside the jeans. Their forms index the

spaces bodies once filled (or once could fill)—indeterminate and “concrete” at

the same time. This work calls forth the body but does not depict it, instead

materializing a space for bodies to be imagined.

The title of the work,Where Two Become One, refers both to the crotch as

the join between two legs and to the relationship of these two truncated sculp-

tures. Placed together, these two objects compel viewers to compare and contrast,

searching for similarities and differences between these spaces of imagined (but

not imaged) sexual signification and desire. In English we refer to pants or jeans

using a collective noun—that is, we speak of a single “pair” of jeans, which are,

like the bodies invoked but not depicted, always plural. Consequently, Bass’s

economic visual pun reminds us that here we cannot conceive of the singular

without its constitutional plurality. Upside down, this work compels us to face the

crotch (where two become one) only to realize that we are given no evidence for

the sexed body, nor given a body at all. Instead, these pairs are themselves paired

into one work. Any one of these terms always implies its own multiplicity—just

like the very different kinds of bodies that could wear the jeans from which these

were cast. In this work, the singular is constituted by the capacity to be plural, by

its invocation of the many bodies that could occupy the space into which the

concrete was poured.3 These sculptures can encapsulate what many trans cul-

tural producers demand: consideration of the democratic plurality of bodies and

genders and attention to the potentially endless proliferation of imagination,

accommodation, and desire that exists in ongoing intimacy with the body’s con-

crete material forms.

* * *

As we began work on this special issue in November 2013, we hosted a public

roundtable at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in which the coeditors,

new media and performance artist Micha Cárdenas, and filmmaker Jules Ross-

kam discussed the present status and future prospects for trans cultural pro-

duction. (The documentation of this event is available online on the website of

the TSQ editorial office: lgbt.arizona.edu/tsq-main.) It was during that conver-

sation and its Q&A that we realized how persistent questions of visibility and

representation are, even while they are joined by other practices and avenues of

inquiry. In response, we decided to include a range of different submission for-

mats, opening the issue to critics, artists, and scholars alike. Full-length analytic
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articles are complemented by shorter pieces: first-person accounts, polemical

statements, notes from the field, and short essays. We felt it important to include

at least a few contributions by makers to give a sense of the successes and struggles

they have faced. These accounts vivify the historical and analytic discussions of

trans cultural producers, keeping the urgency of these discussions present.

Four of our contributors mobilize divergent approaches to a trans poetics.

Literary critics use the term poetics to refer not only to the theory of poetry but

also to the ways in which the different aspects of any text converge to create effects

on the reader. By extension, poetics can refer to the making of meaning through

the manipulation of form and as such resonates powerfully with trans critical and

embodied practices. Working with the colloquial phrase in which transsexuals

who do not pass are said to be “read,” Alexander Eastwood raises methodological

questions about historicist literary criticism’s limited utility for a trans reading

practice. Eastwood brings these intradisciplinary debates into dialogue with two

founding moves of trans representational politics: critiques of cis cultural critics’

“violent” deployment of trans figures and the injunction to proliferate visible

genres of trans self-inscription (see Stone 1991; Namaste 1996). Reading fiction by

Ralph Ellison and Tennessee Jones for their show of resonant affects rather than

shared historical identities, Eastwood suggests that trans literary historiography

may have less to gain by seeking the roots of an emergent tradition than by

elaborating an affective poetics of reading.

Like Eastwood, Trace Peterson confronts the methodological and practical

challenges of charting trans literary history, but while Eastwood rethinks recep-

tion in terms of readerly desire for affective connection across multiple/historical

identity differentials, Peterson revisits and refuses literary studies’ hallowed dis-

tinction between close reading and biographical criticism. Peterson investigates

the tangled roots of a US trans poetic aesthetic through an exploration of the work

of three early practitioners: Samuel Ace,MaxWolfe Valerio, and kari edwards. She

suggests that contending with trans erasure requires a con/textual historiography

highlighting aesthetic and affective solutions to writing without tradition or social

location. Toward that end, Peterson theorizes these practitioners’ similar poetic

strategies for contending with biographical material, the habitability of a poetic

“I,” and the inhabitation of genre.

Both Eastwood and Peterson engage with the binary logics and identi-

tarian imperatives that continue to structure Western literary historiography but

that trans lives and aesthetic practices frequently thwart or recalibrate, demon-

strating both the affective and signifying labor of making a self and of making self

in a work. In contrast, Petra Kuppers’s meditation on disability poetics disengages

from literary critical concerns as well as from conventional identitarian bound-

aries on the self. Kuppers questions the extent to which any creative practitioner
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must work in the absence of tradition and social location. Gently contesting

conventional distinctions between nature and culture, cis and trans, disability and

indigeneity, land and language, verse and body, criticism and creative writing,

Kuppers’s work mobilizes “the movement politics of trans,” articulating a per-

ceptual world predicated on confluence. What emerges is a hybrid poetic practice

that does not seek roots but instead floats down the river, going with the flow

of change.

The poetics of form and place, history and the way we remember change,

are central to Lucas Crawford’s “aesthetic transgendering” of Manhattan’s High

Line park. Crawford undertakes this transing in response to the way that widely

circulated celebratory narratives of the neighborhood’s gentrification abject the

transsexual women who once worked and socialized in the neighborhood under

its (prerenovation) shadow. Crawford blends discursive analysis of travel guides

and blogs with autoethnography, original verse, and formal analysis of the park’s

design elements, performing his claim that “transgender embodiment is both

poetic and architectural work, inasmuch as it is creative, spatial, transformative,

discursive, and a matter of design.” Like Peterson, Crawford insists that the era-

sure of transgender experience matters; like Kuppers, he emphasizes the gener-

ative interplay of material and textual creative forms and the potentially trans-

formative effects of refusing to respect normative distinctions between different

kinds of bodies.

Eliza Steinbock also explores an analogy between the trans body and an

aesthetic medium in her examination of the significance of the negative in Del

LaGrace Volcano’s 2011 photographs collectively titled Herm Body. Steinbock

interrogates the materiality of the photographic process—that is, the actual pro-

duction and use of negatives to make prints—as a generative metaphor in Vol-

cano’s self-representation of herm’s aging body. Situating Volcano’s recent works

in relation to the dubious history of medical representation of intersex people,

Steinbock argues that Volcano shows how such negative traces can be produc-

tively restaged. Volcano’s photographs do not shy away from difficult feelings but

rather use them to ruminate on the possibility of a representation of the trans

body that speaks to its complex histories.

In an interview with Dominic Johnson, contemporary conceptual artist

Tobaron Waxman notes the widespread expectation that trans artists will in fact

represent trans bodies, and especially their own. Complicating that expectation

has been immensely generative for Waxman’s practice, much of which uses body-

based media (e.g., hair, skin, the human voice) to explore issues of separation and

boundary maintenance that are pertinent not only to the gender binary but to

racial, religious, and national identities.
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Kareem Khubchandani also explores the activist potential of creative

refusals to respect normative distinction in his account of BecauseWeHave a Voice

Too, a play presented at Bangalore’s Queer Pride celebrations in 2012. In this

instance, street performers staged solidarity between hijras and transmen who

unite across lines of gender identity, class, and caste in opposition to their

common oppressors: NGOs, foreign funders ignorant of the lived conditions with

which transgender people contend, local law enforcement, and sexually preda-

tory cismen. Though hijras and transmen are imagined in different relations to

Indian indigeneity and face different mechanisms of exclusion from middle-class

employment, both struggle to survive in a system that devalues people “who

identify as women [or] who are perceived to be women.” Khubchandani’s brief

analysis shows how a piece of political theater can propose and enact a shared

transgender identity for the purposes of resistance.

Political theater mixes with fiction in T. L. Cowan’s layered theorization

of the “transfeminist kill/joy.” Cowan interrogates the persistence of wishes for

trans-excluding feminist happiness by attending to their interruption through

expressions of rage and love in the fiction of Ryka Aoki, performance art by

Mirha-Soleil Ross, and a cabaret act by the Fully Functional Cabaret, a trans

women’s performance collective. Highlighting the articulation of feminist trans-

misogyny with persistent racism and sex-worker stigma, Cowan reads the trans-

feminist kill/joy as political aesthetic and transformative resistance in several reg-

isters. Cowan draws on recent work in affect theory as well as longer histories

of womanist-/feminist-of-color critique to argue that these transfeminist artists

interrupt feminist feelings of conviviality and pleasure predicated on their exclusion

while they also engage in the reconstructive and reparative praxis Chela Sandoval

terms “a hermeneutics of love.”

Khubchandani and Cowan overlap in offering a trans vision of a feminist

solidarity that rests neither on shared gender identity nor on the exclusion of

difference. Despite their shared activist orientation toward art making, where

Khubchandani sees political potential in a collective transgender identity gathered

under the queer umbrella, Cowan both theorizes and amplifies critiques made by

Aoki, Ross, Red Durkin, Sara Ahmed, and others to highlight specific political

violences of whorephobia, racism, transmisogyny, and classism that have sub-

tended and arguably enabled the appearance of queer feminist collectivities.

The earliest transsexual critique of queer/feminist instrumentalization of

trans figures is likely Namaste’s 1996 challenge to queer theory’s “tragic misreading”

of the race, class, trans, and sex-work politics at play in the death of Latina trans

sex worker Venus Extravaganza. While that critique has been extended and

reiterated by more activists, artists, and scholars than could be named here

(including Eastwood in this issue), in substantial ways it seems to be unregistered
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by what Jasbir Puar (1996) aptly characterized as the homonormativity of US

queer theory.4 Distancing her analysis from Anglo–North American taxonomies,

both activist and juridico-clinical, of transgender, Susana Vargas Cervantes

describes photographs of Mexicanmujercitos drawn from sensational journalism,

showing how these images document a process of subject formation that does not

depend on the kind of coherent alignment of gender, sexual identity, and practice

conventional in North American accounts of the performative self. Rather, she

suggests thatmujercito images record the way that Mexican selves come into being

in a pigmentocratic and socially stratified cultural context. Further, Vargas Cer-

vantes suggests that through images filled with signifiers of class and skin color

privilege, mujercito sex workers perform the signifying work that affectively

registers the desirability and possibility of mujercito lives.

Dredge Byung’chu Käng describes the K-pop cover-dance scene in

Bangkok’s gay bars, showing how Thai “sissies” (tut) embody an aspirational pan-

Asian identity by adopting a specifically Korean femininity. Carefully situating tut

cover dancers both in the local genderscape and in the larger socioeconomic

order, Käng insists that dancing a national culture is as significant as embodying a

gender and shows us in detail how a particular kind of trans gender performance

is also a performance of race and nation. Like Vargas Cervantes’s account of

mujercito photographs, Käng’s essay demonstrates the ways in which marginal

and popular cultural fields are traversed and striated by collective performances

that are both libidinal modes of self-inscription and self-actualization and trans-

cultural movements of identification across difference.

Filmmaker Jules Rosskam also explores the margins of popular culture in a

piece considering nonnormative form. Rosskam’s most recent film refuses nar-

rative closure, linear time, and unified character development—which in turn

has led to its confused rejection by the major LGBT film festivals. Rosskam takes

aim at the dominance of narrative and autobiography in trans culture, arguing

that conventional cinematic forms are inadequate to capture the open-ended

possibilities of trans lives and relationships and pointing to their dominance as an

aesthetic restriction on an audience’s ability to imagine trans experience in a more

open-ended and capacious way.

In contrast, Laura Horak argues for the potency and efficacy of the highly

conventional autobiographical transition narratives that circulate on YouTube.

Arguably the most widespread form of trans cultural production in terms of

the sheer numbers of makers and viewers involved, the populist form of the

YouTube vlog has become a central form of cultural production by and for trans

youth. While Rosskam explores experimental structures to free trans represen-

tation from a contradictory narrative structure that demands singularity, Horak
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contends that the repetitive form in these video diaries of transition encourages

trans youth literally to see themselves as part of a vast community.

The issue concludes with the past. In our “Archives” section, we offer an

excerpt from a 2001 interview with San Francisco–based artist and activist Jordy

Jones, whose curatorial vision was influential in shaping a vision of trans art in the

1990s and into the newmillennium.While it is primarily a snapshot of a particular

place and time, this piece also reminds us of the temporal disjunction between art

worlds and academic worlds: the former move much faster than the latter, so that

ideas and phenomena conventionally dated to their emergence in scholarly pub-

lications are sometimes a decade old before they are described in print.With its mix

of practitioners and academics, this volume offers a view of recent trans cultural

production and of its burgeoning scholarly literature. In the time it took to produce

this issue, we have already seen further increases in the range and energy of cultural

work and learned of emerging new scholarship. Such developments are exciting

reminders of the work yet to be done, the histories yet to be told, and the ongoing

process of creative change that takes trans experience as its foundation.

Julian B. Carter is associate professor and chair of critical studies at California College of the

Arts in San Francisco and Oakland, where he also serves as special assistant to the provost for

faculty development. Recently he transitioned from historical research on the intersections of

white racial construction and sexual norms to undisciplined writing on contemporary dance

and performance. Current essays appear in The Transgender Studies Reader 2 (2013), The

Makings and Meanings of Queer Dance (forthcoming), and the inaugural issue of TSQ: Trans-

gender Studies Quarterly (May 2014); he also contributed to GLQ, Journal of the History of

Sexuality, and the groundbreaking anthology Science and Homosexualities (1996). He is the

author of The Heart of Whiteness: Sexual Normality and the Future of the Race, 1880–1940

(2007). He is a member of the Joan Jonas Research Seminar hosted by the Wattis Institute for

Contemporary Art in San Francisco.

David J. Getsy is the Goldabelle McComb Finn Distinguished Professor of Art History and chair

of the Department of Art History, Theory, and Criticism at the School of the Art Institute of

Chicago. His research focuses on the status of the human figure in modern and contemporary

art. His books include Rodin: Sex and the Making of Modern Sculpture (2010), Body Doubles:

Sculpture in Britain, 1877–1905 (2004), Scott Burton: Collected Writings on Art and Performance,

1965–1975 (2012), and the edited collection From Diversion to Subversion: Games, Play, and

Twentieth-Century Art (2011). A new book, Abstract Bodies: Sixties Sculpture in the Expanded Field

of Gender, is forthcoming in 2015. Getsy is also chair of the editorial board of the Art Bulletin.

Trish Salah is assistant professor of women’s and gender studies at the University of Winnipeg.

She is principal investigator for Towards a Trans Minor Literature, a Social Sciences and
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Humanities Research Council–funded initiative to develop critical frameworks for reading trans

literatures. Recent essays appear in Trans Activism in Canada: A Reader (2014), Muslim Women,

Transnational Feminism and the Ethics of Pedagogy (2014), and in the inaugural issue of TSQ:

Transgender Studies Quarterly (2014). She is the author of Wanting in Arabic (2002 [2nd

edition, 2013]), a Lambda Literary Award–winning book, and Lyric Sexology, Vol. 1 (2014).

Notes

1. Contemporary dance offers a usefully different approach to personal narratives of trans

becoming. See Carter 2012.

2. On the latter, see, e.g., Getsy 2009 and Getsy 2012, both of which are revised and

expanded in Getsy, forthcoming.

3. For further consideration of the way that solitary bodies can invoke multitudes, see

Carter, forthcoming.

4. For an earlier discussion of the relationship between trans figures, poetics, and queer

feminist theory, see Salah 2009. For a discussion of the relation of transmisogyny,

classism, and whorephobia to cultural capital, see Salah 2013.
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A Transgender Poetics
of the High Line Park

LUCAS CRAWFORD

Abstract This hybrid poetic-critical text theorizes New York City’s High Line park—both its design

and its reception in popular culture—as potential material for transgender poiesis, or creation.

Keywords architecture, transgender, High Line

A ccording to the Lonely Planet Discover New York guide, “It’s hard to believe

that the High Line—a shining example of brilliant urban renewal—was

once a dingy rail line that anchored a rather unsavory district of thugs, trannies

and slaughterhouses” (Bonetto et al. 2012). In this succinct commentary, readers

learn that the new High Line park’s significance may only be grasped through the

violence of a specific juxtaposition with transgender; one cannot appreciate how

far the area has come, apparently, until one hears about how low it had sunk. As in

other reviews of the park, this means that “trannies” become the inverse to the

High Line, both as a history that makes the park’s popularity “hard to believe” and

as a discursive presence that must continually—even compulsively—be conjured

up and cast out. The presumed moral dimension of the High Line is clear: even

when it was “dingy,” it was an “anchor,” as if its matter held the area’s inhabitants

from drifting into the Hudson River by sheer weight and pull. Now that the

railway has been buffed up—it is “shining”—it is an icon both of the meat-

packing district’s cultural cachet and of urban renewal itself. Bolstered by the ease

with which the phrase “trannies and slaughterhouses” pairs the (racialized, class-

specific, laboring) trans sex worker with death, meat, and outmoded commerce,

the trans history of the meatpacking district becomes the very antithesis of urban

vitality. Yet, as David Valentine shows in Imagining Transgender: An Ethnography

of a Category (2007), transgender as an idea, experience, and even a debate, was the

life of the meat market—despite the way in which those who worked its public

spaces were associated with social and physical death.1 Indeed, to many people it
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is not “hard to believe” that underneath a hip neighborhood lies a past of mar-

ginalized people or that the gaze of the urban planner or politician has the

alchemical capacity to transform bodies into social symptoms. At this juncture, at

which the championing of architectural transition seems to rely on the abjection

of transsexual transition, an opening question is obvious: what gives?

This article analyzes marginal and pop cultural reviews of the High Line

park as a way to gauge the extent to which the trans histories of the park’s milieu

haunt the much-celebrated new park. The importance of blog and travel-guide

reviews is crucial to locating this phantom transgender history for two reasons:

first, there is—symptomatically—no mention of transgender whatsoever in any

official discourse of the High Line park, and, second, these seemingly unimpor-

tant, sometimes anonymous, and often disposable cultural artifacts index an

everyday reception of the High Line that can perhaps only be shared in such non-

politically-correct worlds as these. Whereas Friends of the High Line (the non-

profit group credited with saving the High Line) tells entrants to the design

competition that they must plan for “controls on adult/nightclub uses” (Friends

of the High Line 2003), a blogger unfettered by politesse and untrained in the

apolitically couched rhetoric of gentrification might better illuminate the popular

meanings of this space: a neighborhood that “used to be more Tranny Hooker

than Helmut Lang” (Jaycess 2009). In such frank admissions, online writers

theorize (sometimes awkwardly and unpleasantly) the relationship of the public

to transgender history and to the social stakes of gentrification. It is my perhaps

perverse contention that by attending to such lowly pieces of cultural criticism, we

may find a useful interpretive code through which to understand the High Line

and its official discourse.

First, this article will argue that in the quotidian reception of the High

Line park, transgender is discursively positioned not only as the opposite of the

park but as the opposite of life itself. Secondly, motivated by the injustice of this

juxtaposition, the article undertakes its own aesthetic transgendering of the High

Line by mixing architectural analysis of several of the park’s key design elements,

my own poetry, and autoethnographic material, each of which draw from my

time on the High Line (beginning with many visits made during the park’s infancy

in the summer of 2009, which I spent in New York) and from my transgender

experience (a concept with a less clear definition and date, though a name change

in early 2008 was important as an event that erupted into new and old inter-

pretations of my body as the body of a trans woman, a trans man, a fag, a dyke, a

“weird-looking” man, etc.).2

These methodological choices illustrate an abiding theoretical interest in

how creation—and transgender as creation—occurs. In this, the article follows

the arguments and example of Susan Stryker’s article “Dungeon Intimacies: The
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Poetics of Transsexual Sadomasochism,” in which she discusses trans S&M

practices as generative of new architectures of affect. As Stryker 2008 puts it, trans

body modification, as an incarnation of the dungeon space’s emphasis on

experimentation, “is the moment of poiesis, when that which has been grasped

extends itself into the world, thereby transforming not only ‘the imagining being,’

but others and the environment that holds them” (43). Where does Gaston

Bachelard, Stryker’s inspiration, imagine that such habit-altering work can be

done? In “the shimmering iridescence of poetic reverie” (39). In this markedly

architectural formulation of poetry’s vigor—recall that architecture is an industry

that arbitrates light and perspective—Stryker reminds us that poetry, architecture,

and transgender are already profoundly engaged. In this “light,” the eclectic archive

and transgenre form of this article are what allow me to show that (1) transgender

poetry is an act of architectural poiesis; (2) the aesthetic life of the High Line may

be an act of transgender poiesis; and (3) transgender embodiment is poetic and

architectural work, inasmuch as it is creative, spatial, transformative, discursive,

and a matter of design. Ultimately, this work aims to sustain what might be called a

transgender poiesis of architecture—a creative making of relations and bodies that

doesn’t merely occur in but occurs with public structures.

I

Contexts and Subtexts

Though many readers will have heard of the High Line, its location in Manhattan

is not reason enough to assume general knowledge, so I provide some basic

context here, drawing from chronologies provided by Friends of the High Line on

their website and in their volume, Designing the High Line: Gansevoort Street to

Thirtieth Street (2008). The elevated railway that is now the High Line park was

built in the 1930s in order to protect pedestrians; the street-level railroad tracks

(built in 1851) had become such a hazard that Tenth Avenue had earned the

nickname Death Avenue. From 1934 to 1980, trains on the High Line brought

supplies to the meatpacking district. The railroad—elevated twenty-nine feet and

stretching twenty-two city blocks—snakes its way along the West Side of Man-

hattan. With one last carload of frozen turkeys in 1980, the High Line became a

relic. After 1980, the High Line was left untended and grew a fantastic and acci-

dental landscape, in part from seeds that had fallen from trains over the preceding

decades. In Walking the High Line, photographer Joel Sternfeld (2001) captures

this landscape in images of (1) drastically variant bursts of plants largely nonin-

digenous to New York and (2) the improvised uses of this prohibited space, such

as a plank that allowed someone to walk from their apartment onto the High Line

or a small lit Christmas tree. Both the accidental landscape and the improvised

public uses of the High Line were beautiful remainders of the uglier marketplace
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that demanded the High Line structure and quickly made it obsolete. In the mid

1980s, the first calls for demolition were heard from people who owned land

under the High Line. A twenty-year process ensued in which political rivalries

(Giuliani supported demolition; Bloomberg supported preservation), corporate

sponsorships (the foundation of adjacent retailer Diane von Furstenberg pledged

$20 million), and competing hopes (720 teams submitted to the open “ideas”

competition in 2003) sustained the conversation.

Concurrently, the neighborhood bordered by the High Line underwent

drastic gentrification as high-end boutiques and restaurants moved in and rents

rose. In 2003, as Friends of the High Line held their open ideas competition for the

High Line, the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission approved the

bordering area as a historic district (Shockley 2003: 1). Formerly “the meat

market” and then “the meatpacking district,” the area is now officially known as

the Gansevoort Market Historical District. This name evokes a long, ultimately

military, history: Col. Peter Gansevoort (7), Fort Gansevoort (7), Gansevoort

Street (7), and Gansevoort Market—a farmers market that opened in 1879 but

receded in importance and size in the 1920s (8). Clearly, the area that borders the

High Line has had any hint of “meat” removed in this renaming and reframing of

its history. In New York City’s “Gansevoort Market Historic District Designation

Report,” transgender is never mentioned, although “gay” “nightclubs” are briefly

noted (19). The report jumps from the arrival of a post-Stonewall gay scene in the

1970s, to one mention of the gay history but dreary character of the area in a 1995

New York Times article, to the vitality of the area today. In this report about the

area’s historic designation, the renaming’s attempt at “protecting history” in

general is shown to involve the concealment of some histories—those of kink,

transgender, AIDS, and racialization—in particular.

In 2005, the High Line structure was officially “railbanked”; its ownership

was transferred to the city with the understanding (laid out in a “Trail Use

Agreement”) that future incarnations of the High Line would be for public rec-

reational use. By a process unrelated to the open ideas competition, James Corner

Field Operations (landscape architects) and Diller Scofidio+Renfro (DS+R,

architects) were selected to design the park.3 For the purposes of safety, the

structure of the High Line was rebuilt and its landscape removed. The park’s first

phase (Gansevoort Street to Twentieth Street) opened in June 2009, and its second

phase (Twentieth Street to Thirtieth Street) opened in June 2011. The city was

recently (2012) granted property rights to the rest of the structure, and this

portion (“High Line at the Rail Yards”) will open in three phases, the first of which

opened September 21, 2014. The High Line is, therefore, an ongoing project; its

style and its urban effects continue to unfold.
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Indeed, the urban fabric through which the High Line now runs (perhaps

like a seam) is quite something: upon the opening of the first phase of the High

Line in 2009, it was estimated that the project had already “initiated more than 30

new projects in the nearby neighorhood, including Renzo Piano’s new satellite for

the Whitney Museum of American Art” (Cilento 2009) and the now-infamous

Standard Hotel, which straddles the High Line. In June 2006, both the New York

Post and New York magazine reported, to much titillation, that willing exhibi-

tionists were having sex pressed up against the windows of their hotel rooms at the

Standard, in full view of High Line visitors. There is a gently sad irony to the

celebration of these acts, however hot they might be for those involved: These

semi-public acts occur in the vicinity of now-shuttered leather and kink venues,

where experimentation, self-risking, and urgent needs for connection ruled the

day; these acts are semipublic but very protected and unilateral (strangers can

look at you, but cannot talk to you, respond to you, and certainly not fuck you);

these acts are yours for only $305 per night. (For trans and queer folks accustomed

to making room for themselves in public space, sex in the park might make a

suitable alternative.)

“Slaughterhouses and Transsexuals”

Lonely Planet is far from alone in its juxtaposition of “trannies and slaughter-

houses” with the High Line. Slaughterhouses and transsexuals! If the words of this

phrase cannot be reorganized to tell a better story, then what about its letters? The

phrase contains eleven. The phrase contains the combustible molecules of its own

transmogrification, its own trans-poiesis into which readers might variously write

themselves from many angles, near or far from their navigation of the inherently

incomplete and unsettling work of self-identification.

* * *

A terse hetero laughs at transsexuals. These laughs are snares, lugnuts

He rests, butt along grass, Lotus-legs, host to hot aroused thoughts

although he has gone other routes, sang other songs, hung onto other resolute slugs

(All these hetero louts long for trans hugs! A hex on thee, losers!)

The great Eros—roses, long last songs, set tresses, hearts. An art that sees, hears

He hangs out here, leers at her. He sought to outlast these thoughts

to oust them, to test the hetero soul

He eats her hole, groans. Oh, her ears, her nose, her rear

The nexuses: head to butt, tongue to testes.

He halts her, stat, lest he shoot too soon.
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Later, he rates her, slags her, tells tales

sells out the arousal, the languorous rest

He’s a rooster that hates hen, hates nest

He’s alone, no letters She has her language

He’s eaten up; he laughs at her; he’s alone She has her language

Next hetero sex role, he hears

slaughter tones, slaughter roast

The heart steers alone, houses loss

The ears taste a ghost

Below, I analyze several more instances in which the trans history of the

High Line is conjured up and cast out, guided by this question: what remains?

First, I turn to another Lonely Planet guide, this one titled New York City:

Encounter. In the guide’s estimation, the neighborhood “did a brisk business in

prostitution, mostly plied by transsexual[s] or gay men” (Otis 2010: 116) but is

now a place for “shopping, eating, and drinking” (116). Author Ginger Otis ends

the brief section on the meatpacking district with a hope: “With the coming of the

long-awaited High Line, and more incursions from restaurants, galleries and

high-end boutiques, this is one neighborhood that’s not looking back” (116).

Clearly, this positive prediction for the future is based on the denial of the

past—a past that is nonetheless broached just a few short sentences previously. If

there is an opening premise to witness here, it is that this is one neighborhood that

is looking back, even if it’s with the purpose of learning not to “see.” This narrative

maneuver of erasure signifies that while transgender can be thought of as that

which can be eliminated, the act of including its traces is nonetheless necessary to

the author.4 While heterosexual people and trans people can live out many

affirmative, interesting, or otherwise worthwhile relationships, the straight-on-

trans gaze represented in most of these pop cultural texts is neither reciprocal nor

simple. The desires expressed in these accounts require the relegation of trans

bodies into/as history, as happens literally in the poem above.5

With a less cheerful tone, Michael Klausner (2009) concisely equates the

district’s past—“Mafia rub outs . . . transsexual prostitution busts . . . [and]

dungeons and leather”—with social death. As he recalls on his New York Times

blog, “Twenty years ago the only way to be caught in this neighborhood would

have been dead.” Having defined the environment as one that is inhospitable to

life, Klausner happens to mention that this time period of “twenty years” also

measures how long he has been a “suburbanite” in New Jersey. This implicit

doubling of histories—the overlay of a personal history of suburbanization with

a cultural history of a neighborhood’s gentrification—aptly configures the High
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Line as the avatar of Klausner’s own reckoning with the past. Performatively here,

transgender leads to death; the High Line leads to self-reflexive thought. Indeed,

in Klausner’s account, the High Line is a privileged space that is, in a sense, above

and beyond the area’s history. While the new meatpacking district (what he calls

MePa) is “dichotomous” in its combination of chic boutiques with mom-and-

pop shops that hang meat hooks in their windows, the High Line holds a special

position. As he puts it, “Sitting on the edge of all this [dichotomous space],

hovering silently above like a severed limb, is the High Line.” Klausner’s metaphor

of the “severed limb” is apt and suggestive. Its evocation of accidents, forced

removal, body modification, and disability are not out of place in a discussion of a

structure that functioned as the avatar of the area’s gentrification. Though

Klausner seems to equate the High Line’s spatial position with the quality of being

“cut off” from the social dynamics below, we could extend Klausner’s rhetoric of

the limb thusly: rather than being “above” anything, the High Line is a tightly

controlled limb that extends the body politic into the sky. If there is a forcibly

removed element at work, it is transgender, trans sex work, trans death, and the

racialized economic conditions that structure(d) life for the trans people and

other people of color who live(d) there. The figure of transgender functions in

precisely this “severed” mode for Klausner; transgender is brought up as a past

and cut out of the story. In this figuring, transgender (as a seeming disability of the

body politic) does indeed assume the form of a removed limb. A transgender-

savvy reader of Klausner’s rhetoric might not understand this as a straightforward

erasure; they might instead ask if Klausner has left just enough of the “limb” of

transgender behind for us to turn inside out.

In contrast to Klausner’s “limb” rhetoric, bloggers who write about the

High Line reveal a more open nostalgia for transgender. I suggest, first, that this

nostalgia for the “tranny hooker” doesn’t lament but instead depends on the

absence of this figure and, second, that this very phrase may now function as a

watchword for cool urbanites in the know. As Jaycess reports on their blog: “I felt

bittersweet overlooking the meat-packing district at the south end, [sic] I used to

live nearby when it was more Tranny Hooker than Helmut Lang.” This is an

admission of nostalgia for a life of which one was (at most) a witness, and it

demands the question: about what is this person nostalgic? One understanding of

this nostalgia is that it ought to be remonstrated for its romanticization of feel-

ing that one is near to “danger” or to exoticized “difference.” Another critical

approach would see Jaycess’s expression of bittersweetness as admitting some-

thing important: this person is moved by, moved toward, even attracted to trans

women’s sexuality through the safe distances of time and removal. The physical

conduit through which this distant desire travels? The High Line. Through an

interpretive lens that takes the potential desirability of trans people as a given, we
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can understand the rhetorical value of the High Line as inhering in its role as a

lightning rod for many (often fraught, sometimes cryptic) public attachments to

transgender.

Another article, this one by Joy Stocke inWild River Review (2011), exhibits

just such an attachment. The author takes great care to imagine a trans woman’s

sexualized body, as if, once again, the author misses this body. As she writes:

If you stopped in the bodega on the corner of Horatio and Washington for your

morning bagel and coffee, you might have found yourself next to a beautiful

woman in short skirt and high platform boots baring a six-pack midriff beneath a

leather halter top, a hint of beard peaking through her pancake makeup. . . . Back

then, it was hard to imagine in less than twenty years the butcher shop on

Washington Street, where split hogs dangled from ropes, would become a bou-

tique owned by a world famous designer. The transsexuals moved on, too. But

everything changes, as was so clearly demonstrated the last Saturday morning in

April on one of New York City’s great urban renewal projects, the High Line.

Again, butchering and trans women are rhetorically coupled and then positioned

as the crass materiality from which the High Line park sprung. In this instance,

however, the author reveals that she was sure looking closely at this trans body! As

is clear in the excerpt above, it is not without a fetishizing or judgmental gaze that

the author does this. Yet, it is fascinating that in a review of the High Line, Stocke

pays far closer attention tomemories of trans women’s bodies than she does to the

High Line. Quite explicitly in this case, a “review” of the High Line becomes the

occasion for a re-viewing of one’s attachment to trans women. All of the sup-

positions in the description are infused with an almost gleeful desire to disclose

something, even if it’s just the author’s special, now historical, knowledge of trans

bodies. “If” you went to a specific bodega on a specific corner, you “might” have

seen these many details of a trans body. The author clearly did see these things, or

likes to remember herself as someone who knew how and where to do so—an

interesting attribute about which to boast years later. This is in no way to smugly

call out commentators who show any connection to trans sexuality (in this par-

ticular case, trans women’s sexuality). It is, rather, to understand the High Line

as an architectural node—or transection—around and through which cross-

temporal, cross-identity flows of desire and affect move, become perceptible, and

can be addressed. In sum, transgender sexuality is certainly not the antithesis of

the new, “shining,” unburdened High Line; rather, the High Line is its legacies,

and perhaps particularly this one, as evidenced by the very repetition compulsion

of reviewers who cannot stop talking about how we no longer need to talk about

“tranny hookers” in “MePa.”
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Official High Line discourse adopts a very different rhetorical approach to

the area’s transgender legacies: the closer one gets to official High Line discourse,

the less manifest trans history becomes. For instance, although the words trans-

gender and transsexuality do not appear in any official High Line discourse in my

research, one of the criteria for the “open ideas” competition was that proposed

designs had to provide “controls on adult/nightclub uses.” Real people’s “adult”

behaviors, depersonalized and muted here as spatial “uses,” acknowledges the

area’s subcultural history, but only subtextually. The unmentionable history

is therefore doubly negated (the unmentionable history, which does not need

mentioning, shall be controlled!). Another flash of recognition of the space’s

“adult” inheritances appears on the doors of the park’s (sex-segregated) wash-

rooms. Washrooms are a special site for the practices of public sexuality (both out

of the necessities created by poverty, homelessness, or homophobia and/or for the

exhibitionism and the flouting of middle-class respectability it represents).6

Contrariwise, the High Line washrooms close at 8 p.m., though the park is open

until 10 p.m. (Hours fluctuate throughout the year.) This disjunction produces an

odd framing of the body of the park visitor, a body that must bemore “in control”

of itself the later the day gets. Admitted here is the fact that something does still

happen in private nooks of public space when the sun sets, public park surveillance

cameras be damned. “Preservation of historic/neighborhood character” was also

one of the “community objectives” to be pursued by entrants to 2003’s open ideas

competition. Hold this together with the desire to efface the district’s most famous

“neighborhood character”—“adult uses”—and it’s clear that the image of what is

being “preserved” in the “saving” of the High Line is a fantasy. In section 2, below, I

interpret the High Line park design in search of better, more interesting, fantasies.

II

The architects selected to design the High Line park, Diller Scofidio+Renfro

(hereafter DS+R) have a long history of making multidisciplinary work that (1)

addresses the force with which the conventions of American public space bear on

women and (2) alters public spaces by using the built conventions of modernist

architecture against itself.7 For instance, their Brasserie restaurant in mid-

town Manhattan (reopened in 2000 after a 1995 fire closed the original 1958

Philip Johnson–designed space) makes the sex-segregated washrooms a place of

thinking and experimentation: one long sink spans both bathrooms, breaking

the wall between them; built-in peepholes in a stall door flirt with a queer con-

ception of stranger-intimacy; flamboyant color, texture, and angles all queerly

reverse themodernist (andmasculinist) virtue of “unadorned” architecture of which

the restaurant’s home, the Seagram Building, is an icon; and gendered washroom

iconography becomes an art installation in the bar area, where the stick figures are set
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up as though being piped out of cake decorating bags, as if gender is somuch icing

on the cake (a delicious statement to make in a modernist building that tightly

upheld the movement’s disdain for ornament). Before such high-profile projects

came streaming in, however, DS+R made many a guerrilla installation, art pro-

ject, and transgenre public project. Most relevant to the social dynamics of the

High Line project is their 1993 public installation “Soft Sell,” which consisted of

(1) a video of whispering red lips projected onto a shuttered porn theater near

Times Square and (2) a looping audio track that called out to passersby them and

then asked if they’d like to buy certain things. For instance, the voice asked: “Hey

you, wanna buy a second chance?” “Hey you, wanna buy some motherly love?”

“Hey you, wanna buy your name in lights?” By using the remnants of a porn theater

to query the consumer desires of tourists and shoppers, DS+R not only linked

economic exchange to the desexualization of Times Square but also called out the

unpurchasable objects of desire that underlie the interminable desire to shop and

buy (such as a mother’s love or a second chance). In this and other projects, DS+R

responded to the conditions of public life, public desire, gentrification, and sexuality.

This microreview of DS+R’s practice intends to point out that they have

an extensive history of creating performative, nonutilitarian architecture that

takes its context seriously, including the bodies that do or did inhabit a space. In

the words of leading DS+R critic Ed Dimendberg (2007: 136), the trio excels at

“mak[ing] perceptible a social situation that is understood to be the ‘cause’ of the

project in the first place.”8 Below, I show that the High Line park is saturated with

transgender, not just as a haunting history abjected in informal reviews, but also

as a referent the reality of which has been translated, aesthetically, into a space’s

capacity to move and affect the public that coheres around it.

* * *

Feel It for Yourself:

Walk the High Line

Trace your toe along

every dotted scissor-cut line

every piece of scrubbed-up

collaged piece of the Hudson Line

Put your ear to shallow turf to hear

the ocean or a conductor’s ghost

The High Line’s body says:

I’ve already been dead, dude and now

I’M THIS. I don’t know for how long
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Visit the High Line after hours

Scale the side like punks used to

Do it cricket-quick

Lie on your back in the thicket

With your right hand,

rub every mark of time on your body

thumbing through your archive

With your left, stroke the old tracks

they’ve inserted into the sidewalk

Stroke the old tracks that cut

across the High Line’s chest

like the scars

I don’t have

During my first two weeks of an intensive Introduction to Architecture

course at Columbia, the studio focused on the High Line park, the first phase of

which had just opened. As a first assignment, students were tasked with deciding

upon six verbs that described what the park was doing. Some students suggested

that the High Line engaged in: expanding, building, renewing, reclaiming,

uplifting, growing, sharing, and other affirmative operations. Though it didn’t

gainmuch traction in our group discussions, I was more excited by Scofidio’s own

sense of what the park did. As Scofidio describes it, the design deals with the pain

of historical legacy; the park is “inspired by the melancholic, unruly beauty” of

this “postindustrial ruin where nature has reclaimed a once-vital piece of urban

infrastructure” (Friends of the High Line 2008: 31). In DS+R’s self-analysis, the

High Line design is concerned with the entanglement of time, loss, markets, and

material transformation.

In this way, the High Line’s temporality works against that of the opti-

mistic/uplifting forces that make reclamation projects thinkable in the first

instance. This may be witnessed in the park itself—first, via its repurposing of old

materials. As stated earlier, for the safety of the new park, the original High Line

structure was dismantled. DS+R decided, however, to strategically insert pieces

of the old structure into the park. It is easy to understand this reuse of materials

as “honoring” the old structure, but given Scofidio’s statement above, it is

more accurate to say that these pieces are relics, traces, the stuff of an open grave.

Old train tracks cut across the concrete body of the park’s walkway, leading

nowhere. Foucault (1977: 145) famously suggests: “History is the concrete body of a

development.” Here, the “development” is displayed rather than concealed in the

name of naturalizing and validating the present. Having become a collage of itself,
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a body-in-process, the High Line gives newmeaning to Foucault’s use of the word

concrete. The “concrete body” of the ever-developing High Line appears as merely

one incarnation of an ongoing phenomenon. This is an architectural act of

transgender inasmuch as it insists on the historical quality of material, cuts across

both the given linearity of the bridge and the linear conceptions of history that

would allow us to forget the past, and uses materials that appear to be outmoded

and turns them into something new (if newness is nonetheless understood as the

product of grappling with loss). These tracks cut across the High Line like a

surgery scar, or like the crease that folds across a man’s shirt where his breast

remains. For some, the simile might be the main factor and weakness here—the

tracks are only “like” a scar. For my transgender body on the High Line, the odd

collection of a track across a park, stubble pushing through make-up, imagined

past and future scars, and the folds of my shirt were neither “merely” meta-

phorical nor purely coeval. Rather, they formed what, in a lightly Benjaminian

vocabulary, could be called a constellation—a shared history arranged spatially

and by relevance rather than by era, chronology, type, or nation.

A second transgender mode enacted between the architecture and its trans

interlocutor is the High Line’s preservation and revelation of structure. Following

architectural thinkers such as Annmarie Adams, Mark Wigley, Jennifer Bloomer,

and Joel Sanders, I have argued elsewhere that DS+R question the long-standing

binary associations of (1) women with decor (and, in turn, with transience,

superficiality, and dishonesty) and (2) men with structure (and, in turn, with

naturalness, honesty, stability, and plainness).9 In the introduction to his edited

collection STUD: Architectures of Masculinity, Sanders (1996) describes just how

long such associations have been around and how they’ve survived. As he sug-

gests, “Western architects and theorists from Vitruvius to Le Corbusier . . . in their

attempt to locate and to fix architecture’s underlying principles in a vision of

transhistorical nature, recruit masculinity to justify practice” (11). By way of

recruiting a theory of masculinity as fixed and transhistorical (in order to prop up

and naturalize their styles as “authentic, rational, and timeless” [14]), architects

must perform an exorcism of both femininity and transience, which, in a sense,

become synonymous. As Sanders describes this conundrum, “Because of its long-

standing associations with the feminine, ornament has come under sustained

attack in this century from architectural modernists invested in upholding the

notion of a building’s pared-down inner truth” (14). Given this living history, it is

not without transgender resonance that the High Line takes formerly structural

elements and turns them into decor. The material of the repurposed train tracks

transitions through time, perhaps not from structure to decor—“male” to

“female”—but to something else.
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Likewise, the park’s ornament and furniture—both matters of

“decor”—are used not just to blur the boundaries between decor and structure

but to suspend the distinction. What DS+R aptly call “peel-up benches” are both

benches and part of the body of the park. The bench is not designed as if it is

merely “added” to the given structure; it is instead shown to be “peeled” away

from the body. Here, structure is configured as rising up to become something

else; the organic quality of the benches reinforces once again the feeling that the

High Line is a body. Secondly, the High Line’s subtle water features shun the

grandiose quality of fountain design—which usually serves, in part, to demarcate

a fountain from the rest of the space, as an ornamental feature—in favor of

placing this usual matter of decor literally underfoot; that is, in certain places, the

walkway has indentations that run for a couple of feet, in which water flows

during the summer. The result is a very shallow puddle created in the High Line’s

body. In this park, the fountains are made to be walked through; they take up the

space of scored surface. The water that moves through these fountains continu-

ously recycles through the park’s pipes, almost as blood does in veins. Obviously,

bodies do nothing if not change, weaken, decompose, and take on new incar-

nations. In sum, rather than see the High Line as a structure of masculine per-

manence that’s impervious to visitors and the passing of time, we are encouraged

to see the current High Line as just one version of an ongoing, always transi-

tioning, body. DS+R build (literal) fluidity, movement, and “peeled” structure

into the body of the park.

Finally, it is necessary to underline the nonlinearity of the High Line park;

the meandering modes of movement the park allows are no small feat consid-

ering that the park is a very straight, thin strip. The shape of the park’s pathways

anticipates a variety of speeds and directions. It certainly anticipates movement,

in addition to small pockets of rest; it also builds against the desire to rush as if one

were on a city sidewalk. In fact, one of the design principles DS+R named in their

2005 Framework Plan was “Keep it slow” (Friends of the Highline 2008: 37), a

principle we could interpret as relevant to the park’s relation to “progress,”

change, and history. In addition to “preserv[ing] slow meandering experience

through varied conditions” (37), DS+R also includes a slow-going staircase, the

spread-out steps and landings of which are meant to extend one’s transition time

between city street and park. As DS+R (2014) describes this design on its website,

“Access points are durational experiences designed to prolong the transition from

the frenetic pace of city streets to the slow otherwordly landscape above.”

Those who wish to rush through the park could do so—but only by

moving against the grain of the space. Tellingly, the aerial designs make clear that

moving straight is not only rendered impossible by the walkway’s path, but,

moreover, the very felt experience of walking in linear fashion is confounded by
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the manner in which the concrete planks are laid. As DS+R (2014) writes, “The

long paving units have tapered ends that comb into planting beds creating a

textured, ‘pathless’ landscape where the public can meander in unscripted ways.”

If, as Stryker (2008: 42) suggests, “gender is a percussive symphony of automa-

tisms”—a (bad?) habit—the High Line’s choreography of movement frees us up

for a moment by virtue of its disruption of mobility habits. Moreover, while the

pattern of the walkway points uniformly in one direction, this is not the direction

of the meandering path. If one merely follows the straight path seemingly laid out

in the concrete, if one follows the given straight orientation, one will end up lost in

the bushes and off of the path. Moving through the High Line by foot or scooter

or stroller means moving and being moved against the straight lines laid out on

the park floor and also against one’s felt devotion to be straightforwardly “ori-

ented.” Moving with the High Line canmean moving against one’s habits and, in

the manner Sara Ahmed (2010) suggests throughout her oeuvre, directing oneself

differently to matters of time, space, and feeling.10 There is irony, injustice, and a

memorial impulse shown in this juxtaposition of instances of “dis-placement”:

the gentrification of the meatpacking district forced the area’s residents, workers,

and visitors to orient themselves elsewhere, to different spaces, and to different

lives in one or a multitude of ways, while the “melancholic” design of the new

park designs itself against straightforward orientations, despite its long, thin body.

Thus, the open question that this article poses, knowing full well how desperate it

may sound: can a trans history be “told,” via feeling, in a visitor’s tripping toes or

rolled ankle on the High Line in 2015?

Conclusion

As captured by the juxtaposition above, the two sections of this article work

against each other and in so doing capture the complexity of the High Line’s social

meaning (and probably my mixed feelings about this park). The first section

reminds us that the High Line park is made possible by (and makes possible)

extreme gentrification and the erasure of transgender, racialized, and queer his-

tories. Future work will hopefully develop multiple stories belonging to these

complex histories and be written by those who are more qualified to that work

than myself. In this erasure, however, we witnessed the High Line becoming a

rhetorical node around which public attachments to transgender emerge and

become available for comment (something that official High Line discourse

avoids). In the second section, I interpreted just a few of the High Line’s aesthetic

conditions, which I read as sympathetic to or even generative of transgender-

relevant ideas and affects concerning décor, structure, directionality, time,

memory, and speed. Admittedly, this might be less a reading of the High Line and
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more a reading of my experience as a transgender person visiting the High Line.

(But when is our reading not imbued with our perspectives?) While this feels like

uncertain and experimental methodological territory, I remind myself that

writing a theory of spatiality that presumes a transgender visitor to the space or

transgender reader of the article is its own attempt to make new reading practices

(even if transgender remains a concept that collects people only loosely). In any

case, the form of this article asserts that it is by keeping these two competing

sections in suspension that the High Line may be productively understood in

relation to transgender. I suspect that readers will have highly varying opinions on

the possibilities for design, poetry, and aesthetic analysis to comprise a tough

response to the violence of the dynamics that make urban “renewal” projects

possible. In my view, these often trivialized and long-feminized tactics are equally

as crucial to the imagining and executing of alternative worlds as more utilitarian

modes of intervention (and, for some of us, more crucial).

The High Line is, as Stryker (2008: 37) writes of a San Francisco armory,

“thematerialized remnant of its own distinctive meshwork of force relations.” The

political path to the park conceals this meshwork, but in a world of trans aes-

thetics and interpretation, this concealment fails. It doesn’t “pass.”While the High

Line is worthy of neither exaltation nor condemnation, it may be, this article risks,

a mass of material worthy of collaboration. Klausner’s metaphor of the High Line

as a “severed limb” keeps Stryker’s work in the picture and allows me to end by

returning to the underlying theoretical concerns with which the article begins.

Stryker’s account wraps with a theorization of Antony and the Johnsons’ song

“Cripple and the Starfish,” in which she says she is “moved . . . by the singer’s

plaintive association of amputation with the yearning for a transformation of

affect” (45). If, for Stryker, the deeply felt assemblage of surgically altered body

parts with S&M modes of pain and pleasure signifies “the subjective experience

of transformative growth in which absence becomes the space of possibility”

(45), then the High Line—as a formerly “trans,” now “transitioned” but still

limb-like space—also holds such promise. The day before I dropped the archi-

tecture course at Columbia, I accidentally sliced off a large chip of my fingertip

during a “poetic reverie” about transgender and the High Line.Weeks later, I went

back for my equipment at 6 a.m. Blood still stained the floor, and the dry thick

chip of my fingertip sat on my sketchbook in the middle of a quarter-size stain, a

readymade watercolor of loss, regeneration, and feeling. That night, I went to the

High Line and started tomake notes for an essay Iwould write one day, or perhaps

some poems. I adapted to the injury and began using my other hand for many

things. I haven’t been able to revert. For Stryker, transsexuality was an extension

of BDSM’s experimentation into the wider world. With far less panache but
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perhaps equal amounts of blood, my awkward experimentation with architec-

tural education at Columbia has been extended into poetry and, in ways that are

necessarily imperceptible to me in part, into the structures of my own transgender

affect. It is a promising—with all of the deferral, unpredictability, and uncer-

tainty of the word—thought for me that for the polymorphously perverse, a piece

of genital, a piece of a starfish, a piece of architecture, or a piece of a finger are all

potential matters of metamorphosis.

* * *

Huddle, 24 May 2012

—after Simone Forti—

Today on the High Line

dancers will reprise

a number from 1961:

a tight slow mass

of bodies will seep

down the High Line

One by one, each will break

off from the group

elevate itself, rise

like a drawbridge

atop the huddle

and melt back in, into

the centre of things

A diseased eye frees itself

from the tyranny of a whole

A hot gust rises and a draft

sneaks in at an oblique angle

A set of sore shoulders

inflates and exhumes

A clock’s second hand fights

upwards, falls down slower

Today on the High Line, history again

The self-same story of a limb

that rises, falls, rises again

but never again like this
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Lucas Crawford is the Ruth Wynn Woodward Lecturer at Simon Fraser University. His book,

Transgender Architectonics, is forthcoming. Lucas’s most recent poetry publication appears in

Rattle (2014). His poetry manuscript on the High Line was crafted as part of a five-week

residency at the Banff Centre for the Arts.

Notes

1. By trans, transing, transgender, and transsexual, this article does not refer to any supposed

shared identity or community by those who did or do live, work, or visit this area; as

David Valentine (2007: 105) shows, people were just as likely to refer to themselves as

“gay, fem queens, girls, and sometimes (though often jokingly) as women.” As his friend

Tara puts it, “I am a woman of trans . . . [ . . . ] transAfrican experience!” (105). As Tara

and Valentine show, prioritizing the category of transgender sometimes “obscures the

racial and class structures which characterize the transgender community” (104). When

used to describe the history of the High Line area, the word trans is meant to demarcate a

subculture (a style, politics, set of practices, and people), with the understanding from

the outset that the valences and importance of the word vary greatly across political

orientations, personalities, races, classes, and so on. I also take as important points that

we do not know in advance how relationality will work between people, and that we

cannot know what is shared by people of similar or different labels.

2. By using the vocabulary of trans and trans woman throughout—as most popular dis-

cussions of the High Line focus on trans women who did sex work—I intend to keep the

term as open as possible. Yet, this article analyzes the discourse of others who have

discussed trans bodies in a very particular way; if the article analyzes the trans body as a

figure, it is because in the discourses I am critiquing, she is indeed reduced (or ele-

vated—depending on your viewpoint) to a particular kind of figure. While the goal here

cannot be to restore truth to these figurations, it can be to rough up the smoothness of

them and to show that the ease with which people make use of them is not simple.

3. The purpose of the “ideas competition” was, in the words of Friends of the High Line

(2013), to create “lively public debate about the ways to make the High Line as beautiful,

vibrant, and original as the finest public spaces in the world . . . to catalyze the devel-

opment of truly original designs—but those designs did not necessarily have to be

realistic or practical.” Some of the winning and honored entries included a community

swimming pool, a combination edible garden and set of wind turbines to generate

energy, a roller coaster, an extensive graffiti mural-as-park, and even simply leaving the

plants to overtake the structure.

4. For a brief introduction to the ways in which attempts at erasure leave telling traces, see

Derrida 1978.

5. While I am loath to pre-interpret the poem, it is appropriate to clarify some points.

However consensual and satisfying the poem’s encountermight have been in its moment,

what the poem’s “loutish hetero” shares with the accounts discussed in this article is an

active and belated reformulation of one’s relation to trans as past. While the bloggers

discussed below can be close to trans embodiment only through the distance of time, the

man of the poem can only be close to transgender if he quickly shutters it into the past

(not a universal trans-straight experience, but certainly a very culturally legible one—one
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worth querying). Given that this melancholic abjection of one’s trans desire is a pillar in

cis-patriarchal thought, if readers were to understand the poem’s man as an avatar of cis-

sexism, it would not be without grounds.

I thank a peer reviewer for encouraging me to clarify how I would view the

possible interpretation that the poem could be displacing trans women who lived this

experience for my own voice. “Displacement” is the critical concern that undergirds

this article, and I could describe many ways in which being out of place is a structuring

(though not always or purely unpleasant) feeling for me. However, I wish to underline

two things instead. First, the goal of the article is emphatically not to speak for or report

from the trans women who lived in the area in the past, though I hope this work will be

done soon. The article pursues goals that are in my grasp as an architectural critic and

poet. Secondly and more to the theoretical aim of the article: while being concerned

about displacing others in discourse is obviously a worthy aim, this concern need not

include the presumption that we all have a clear place in discourse or that we know these

“places” in advance. Derrida reminds us that the Latin root of “appropriation” is “to

own.” Poiesis is not about taking or owning a pre-existing story from someone else whose

“place” we do not share (and whose “place” can we ever fully share?) but is about making

new stories with imagination, which means thinking, feeling, and making things that are

not strictly “real” (yet). This, I suggest, is the proper/appropriate (more derivations of “to

own”) “place” of poetry. I wonder, further, if we might (following Stryker) think of

“trans” itself as a capacity to see oneself, or feel oneself, where one seems (to others) not

to be. Might thoughtful dis-placing be the spatial-affective mode of trans?

6. For more on the history of queer public sex, see Bérubé 2003; Delany 1999; and Rubin

2012.

7. Because this portion of the article focuses on architectural elements more than landscape

elements, I discuss DS+R as the relevant creators here. The landscape architects, James

Corner Field Operations, are the focus of another article in progress.

8. For instance, in Brasserie’s men’s washroom, a urinal is placed in a stall only to have this

new “privacy” compromised with a large peeking hole. This feature “makes perceptible”

the norms of privacy that are thought to be the “cause” of needing stall doors “in the first

place.”

9. See my essays, “The Blurring Capacities of Transgender Architecture: Next Steps for

Queer Space Studies,” in Scott Stewart’s Talk about Sex (2013), and “Derivative Plumbing:

Redesigning Transgender Affect with Diller Scofidio+Renfro’s Brasserie,” in the Journal

of Homosexuality (2014). The essays address DS+R’s Blur Building and Brasserie,

respectively.

10. See The Promise of Happiness, in which Ahmed (2010) interrogates the rhetoric of “right”

or “wrong” directions, their supposed relation to happiness, and especially, how lives are

shaped according to these beliefs. As she laments: “We have to work on the body such that

the body’s immediate reactions, how we sense the world and make sense of the world,

take us in the ‘right’ direction” (34).
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Transfeminist Kill/Joys
Rage, Love, and Reparative Performance

T. L . COWAN

Abstract This paper considers recent transfeminist critical creative work through an affective trope

contingently named here as that belonging to the “transfeminist kill/joy,” after Sara Ahmed’s framing

of the “feminist killjoy.” The trope of the transfeminist kill/joy can been read as a set of proliferating

dialectics expressed as the rage that comes into being through living the violent effects of trans-

phobia and trans-misogyny and through the practice of transformational love as a struggle for

existence. The texts under consideration here work both to spoil feelings of political and social well-

being or pleasure that are contingent upon the tacit absence or explicit exclusion of trans women in

feminist conceptual and physical spaces and to re-structure, claim, and repair feminist happiness as a

reparative impulse that holds these political affects in tension as creative potential.

Keywords transfeminism, feminist killjoy, political affects, reparative reading, transgender cultural

and performance studies, dialectical criticism, cabaret studies

How do we create a culture where we love trans women?

—Laverne Cox, “Remixing the Trans and Hip Hop Conversation”

Love as a social movement is enacted by revolutionary, mobile, and global con-

ditions of citizen-activists who are allied through the apparatus of emancipation.

—Chela Sandoval, Methodology of the Oppressed

I love your big hands and your busted teeth.

—The Fully Functional Cabaret, “I Want It All”

T his essay considers an affective trope that I have come to recognize as “the

transfeminist kill/joy”: a set of proliferating dialectics expressed as the rage1

that comes into being through living the violent effects of transphobia and trans-

misogyny and the practice of transformational love as a struggle for existence.2

While the transfeminist kill/joy might certainly be understood as a politicized
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aesthetic and form of social action that extends well beyond (cis)gender feminist

politics and social life,3 here I read for the poetics of killing trans-absent or trans-

excluding feminist joy. In this discussion of recent transfeminist critical creative

work, I trace how the transfeminist kill/joy works both to spoil feelings of political

and social well-being or pleasure that are contingent upon the tacit absence or

explicit exclusion of trans women in feminist conceptual and physical spaces and

to restructure, claim, and repair feminist happiness through what Chela Sandoval

(2000: 180) has called “a hermeneutics of love.”

In my framing of the “transfeminist kill/joy,” I hope to signal, as does

Sara Ahmed (2010) in her original framing of the feminist killjoy, that the mere

presence or arrival of perceived difference can be understood as “threaten[ing]

the social bond” (68) within privileged feminist scenarios.4 While Ahmed frames

the killing of feminist joy (67)mostly in terms of women of color in white feminist

spaces, and certainly racism and transphobia and trans-misogyny are not inter-

changeable,5 I suggest that trans-absent or trans-excluding feminist political and

social scenarios can be understood to experience a similar threat to the “organic

enjoyment and solidarity” (67) of the (perceived homogeneity of the) group when

forced to deal with the presence or proximity of trans women, since this arrival

“exposes not only the unreliableness of the body as a source of their identities

and politics, but also the fallacy of women’s universal experiences and oppres-

sions” (Koyama 2006: 704). Put in the terms of Ahmed’s earlier work (2006), the

transfeminist kill/joy is an assemblage of affects that reorients feminist happiness

toward rather than against trans women,6 and uses anger and love to resist a

feminism designed exclusively for non-trans women, not necessarily feminism by

all non-trans women.7

Central to my exploration of the transfeminist kill/joy are the following

questions: How do I (or can I) inhabit a transfeminist criticality without falling

into the patriarchal trap of “recycling the most threadbare of clichés: the angry,

man-hating lesbian” (Salamon 2008: 125)?8 Is it possible to inscribe the trope of

the transfeminist kill/joy without reinscribing the trope of the straw feminist as

demonic other? Rather than holding steady in a paranoid position, assured that

“no time could be too early for having-already-known, for its having already-

been-inevitable, that something bad would happen” (Sedgwick 2003: 132), can this

essay, along with the work of the kill/joys I study here, imagine a different inevi-

tability, a reparative temporality constituted by the hopeful inevitability of love?

The texts and performances that I think about here—Ryka Aoki’s short

story “To the New World”; Mirha-Soleil Ross’s one-woman show, Yapping Out

Loud: Contagious Thought from an Unrepentant Whore; and the collaborative Fully

Functional Cabaret with Star Amerasu, Ryka Aoki, Annie Danger, Red Durkin,

Bryn Kelly, and Shawna Virago—foreground potentiality in the forms of rage and
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love, recalcitrance and hope, and resist what Eve Sedgwick called “paranoid

reading,” in favor of what I am calling “reparative performances” that “succeed in

extracting sustenance from the object of a culture—even of a culture whose

avowed desire has often been not to sustain them” (Sedgwick 2003: 149). They live

in the mobile tension between kill and joy: between the rhetorical, economic, and

physical violences and killing logics of coercive gender norms in mainstream US

and Canadian cultures and the exclusions and attacks practiced by some feminist

communities against trans people, and against trans women especially, and the

willfully resistant joy, thrill, love, and hope offered by transfeminist aesthetics,

politics, and knowledge production, which make new cultures and sustain living

through experiments in polemical sociality.9

Scenario 1: The Farmers Market

Dammit—I thought Asian hair was supposed to be easy!

MillieWong was on the verge of tears. Tangled and frizzy . . . shouldn’t it be long and

straight? She yanked at her brush. Maybe it was some hidden genetic female thing:

her sister had perfect hair, and her mother, too. You’re so stupid! You don’t even

pass to your own hair! You clumsy tranny freak . . .

—Ryka Aoki, “To the New World”

In her short story “To the New World,” Ryka Aoki introduces readers to our

heroine, Millie Wong, whose day begins with her “on the verge of tears,” unable to

get her “tangled and frizzy” hair to cooperate and become “perfect hair,” which

she figures as “long and straight” like her sister’s and mother’s hair. Millie

wonders if the problemwith her hair is “some hidden genetic female thing.”Millie

chastises herself as a “clumsy tranny freak,” who can’t even pass to her own hair.

This introduction sets up the scenario in which Millie gradually forgives her hair,

remembering that she “slept with wet hair, that’s all,” and she sets out into the

world—after a session with the straightening iron—with “hair like shimmering

ribbons,” to the farmers market to find some food to celebrate her dearly departed

grandmother’s birthday (Aoki 2012: 53).

On this first half-page of the story, Aoki (2012) creates a scenario in which

Millie’s hair stands in at once for her ethnicity (“Asian hair was supposed to

be easy!”), for her failed “female thing,” and for the successful intervention of

self-administered technology (the straightening iron) to set things right. And

although the LA winter drizzle quickly “spoils all the work she had put into her

hair” (54), the attentions of a tow truck driver makeMillie smile. This transaction,

like her hair battle, inspires a reflection on her “transness,” but this time on its
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success. Victor Wong was invisible, but Millie Wong gets attention, even objec-

tification. And even though the attention she receives might be conditioned by a

sexist, racist conception of “Suzie Wong and Memoirs of a Geisha” (55), Millie

appreciates the attention. This interaction with the tow truck driver prompts her

to ask, “After a life of being ignored, was it wrong to like people being nice to

you?” (55).

The narration of the story continues with a paragraph about how Millie

observes other women, how they move and talk, followed by a paragraph on a

“poofy loaf of bread” like the kind her grandmother had loved. The story builds a

scenario that conjures the multiple and conflicting discourses at play in Millie’s

world, all within the framework of a simple, quotidian experience of going to the

market, which is, for the most part, fairly pleasurable, now that the hair problem

has been resolved for the moment. But turn the page and boom! Enter Sierra, an

Asian-stereotype-wielding lesbian transphobe.Millie tells the story of meeting the

very loud, very buff Sierra, who had cooled toMillie when she “decided to confess

that she was trans” (Aoki 2012: 56). Aoki positions Sierra as the arbiter of fema-

leness, who “pronounced Millie was okay, because she didn’t feel that male

energy come off her” (56), but also, importantly, Aoki positions Sierra as Millie’s

“friend.” Sierra coaches Millie in “what it meant to be a socially and politically

responsible woman” (57), which leads Millie to feel “sad that she had been born

with male privilege and, maybe by becoming vegan, in some way she could be

closer to the woman she wanted to be. A caring woman. A strong woman. A vegan

woman” (57). Aoki has Millie confess her transness, and then she gets “caught with

non-vegan bread” (57; emphasis added) when she runs into Sierra at the market,

thereby positioning Millie as existing in a perpetual state of turpitude. The forces

conspire to make Millie feel bad: her transness; her Asian parents, who had

already taught her to “avoid large groups of drunken white men” (57), thus

rendering redundant Sierra’s coaching in appropriate woman-ness; and then the

non-vegan bread, about which Sierra pontificates, connecting the slaughter of

dairy cows with the oppression of Tibetan women, all teachMillie how wrong she

is. The story continues with Millie unable to interrupt or correct Sierra for fear

of being accused of acting with male privilege as Sierra rants randomly about

Asian men, a girlfriend “who went and transitioned on me,” and a Zen garden

that is “very feng shui” but is a women-only space, for “women-women” (58), and

referring to her “trans man ex, as a trans woman” (58). Ultimately, the interac-

tion with Sierra lasts less than three pages, and yet the brute force of her willful

ignorance is overwhelming. This is a spoof, of course, a caricature of the lesbian,

feminist, gender-assigned essentialist, who refuses to learn about transness but

understands herself as doing a pretty bang-up job at being politically munifi-

cent.10 The story ends with Millie digging some pork buns from her freezer and
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celebrating the memory of her grandmother, a woman who also emerged into a

new world, “full of people who would call you brave, people who would call you

crazy, and people who would never call you again” (62). As she eats the pork bun,

Millie considers calling up Sierra and imagines that she “could tell her the dif-

ference between trans women and trans men” (62), leaving the story on a note

that some readers might experience as hopeful.

Aoki’s narration provides access to only Millie’s interiority, centering her

experience of Sierra’s ignorance, leading the reader to experience the story from

Millie’s perspective. This perspective is one that I identify as structured by a

transfeminist kill/joy impulse: Aoki’s narration of an experience that is supposed

to be pleasant—a morning at the farmers market—is complicated by the pres-

ence of the oafish lesbian feminist, who is oblivious to and unaccountable for her

own bad politics, and the rage of the text coded within this encounter. This

representation of the lesbian feminist who enjoys trans-excluding spaces for

“women-women,” while pretending to herself that she’s a pretty good friend to

Millie, a trans woman, might hit a little close to home for some readers, might

ruin their Sierra-like oblivious pleasures.11 Additionally, Aoki writes Sierra as a

racist know-it-all, which is a bold narrative move and serves to link transphobia

and racism as mutually informing paradigms. While Millie’s narrative ends with

some happy thoughts toward transformation—explaining to Sierra the difference

between trans women and trans men—the force of Aoki’s narrative structure

creates a lasting impression that ruins the pleasure of any reader who might see in

Sierra a bit of herself. This pressure between hope and ruined pleasure—the hope

offered by ruined pleasure—is a transformative pressure that transfeminist nar-

ration of the quotidian details of transphobia and racism can offer. Indeed, Stryker

([1994] 2006: 253) identifies transgender rage as produced through the impossible

impositions of the “highly gendered regulatory schemata that determine the via-

bility of bodies,” which “furnishes a means for disidentification with compulsorily

assigned subject positions.” Like Aoki shows us here, “through the operation of

rage, the stigma itself becomes the source of transformative power” (253).

Susan Stryker, Paisley Currah, and Lisa Jean Moore have called for

expanding the concept “trans-” to include “Trans: -gender, -national, -racial,

-generational, -genic, -species” (Stryker, Currah, and Moore 2008: 11). I want to

add transformational to this list.12 The crossing implied by transformational is

the crossing between structures, between systems, between selves. Rather than

showcasing trans women’s bodies and experiences as a set of illuminating con-

cepts, or as figural models in pursuit of a radical theory of gender,13 the trans-

feminist kill/joy offers a critical orientation that promises to accommodate the

proliferating dialectics of contemporary revolutionary struggles and centers trans

as a reparative impulse. Transfeminist reparative knowledge production takes on
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received feminist politics and values as part of a culture that is, as Sedgwick (2003:

149) puts it, “inadequate or inimical to its nurture.” As a mode that is “additive

and accretive,” a reparative transfeminist impulse “wants to assemble and confer

plentitude on an object [feminism] that will then have resources to offer to an

inchoate self” (149). While some readers might interpret Millie’s hopeful tem-

porality as a bit delusional, I want to suggest that she makes a transformational

political choice in the interest of reparative potentiality.

Scenario 2: “The Circle of Victimization”

In her 2002 one-woman show, Yapping Out Loud: Contagious Thoughts of an

Unrepentant Whore, sex worker and transsexual cultural activist Mirha-Soleil

Ross stages a cabaret-style performance in seven monologues that transverse

genres from talk show to academic lecture to confessional and more. What I want

to pay particular attention to here are the ways that Ross performs perhaps the

ultimate transfeminist kill, by equating within the structure of her piece the

violence done by antiprostitute (and antitrans) feminists—“feminist-identified

feminist” (Ross 2002b: 8), Bridge It Taylor!, and ”Women’s Sciences” (17) grad-

uate student Judy Cuty Q—with the violence done by the Whore Hunter, a serial

killer who targets prostitutes. Within the seven-part structure of the performance,

these are the only times when Ross is not playing herself, “Mirha-Soleil Ross”

(Salah 2007: 65). These three figures, then, are performed as threats to prostitutes,

and especially to transsexual prostitutes, and by framing the performance in this

way, Ross draws attention to the killing logics of antitrans and antiprostitute

feminisms, which contribute to the carceral culture in which, to use Cox’s terms,

“trans women are being stigmatized and then ultimately criminalized and mur-

dered” (Hill et al. 2013). In similar ways to Aoki’s playing of Sierra as all wrong and

violently repressive because of her transmisogyny and racism, Ross’s staged

“feminists” devalue the lives of prostitutes, especially transsexual women working

as prostitutes. For example, Bridge It Taylor! presents a talk called the “Sleazy

Business of Getting Whores Out of Business,” animated by three blow-up dolls as

her “victims of prostitution.” As she narrates the story of the third blow-up

doll—a transsexual woman named Xtazeee, who appears in a cage—Bridge It

Taylor! revels in heavy-handed rhetoric:

Xtazeee was his or “her” name when he got arrested on several pending prosti-

tution-related charges and forced into our program by a Human Rights’ court

order that declared that a transsexed man’s access to women only services was

more important than maintaining the safety and dignity of women who have been

sexually abused by men. . . . We had to fight tooth and nail in order to obtain an

injunction that would allow us to put him in a cage to protect both our staff and
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our participants. . . . He has, from a very early age, internalized the notion that

sexual abuse, violence, and platform heels are essential and defining experiential

aspects of femininity and of a woman’s identity.

The daily intake of dangerous dosages of hormones, the regular shooting

up of [an] industrial quantity of industrial quality silicone, the multiple mutilating

surgeries performed on his face, his chest, his penis are just some of what he

actually enjoyed subjecting himself to in order to satisfy his clients’ desire for a

grotesque deformation of a male body that they could use without having to call

into question their masculinity and male sexuality. (Ross 2002b: 11–12)

Here, Ross ventriloquizes and embodies the canonical texts of antitrans feminism

in which transsexual people are always already figured as both predatory (killers)

and the victims of (medicalized gender normative) violence (killed) as a way to

maintain assigned-essentialist logics, adding new density to a transfeminist kill/

joy practice.14 As Bridge It Taylor!, she does the work that Stryker, Currah, and

Moore called for in the then-emerging field of transgender studies: to produce

“new epistemological frameworks, and new representational practices within

which variations in the sex/gender relationship can be understood as morally

neutral and representationally true, and through which anti-transgender violence

can be linked to other systemic forms of violence such as poverty and racism”

(Stryker, Currah, and Moore 2008: 10).

Making fun of but not making light of these feminist violences, Ross

concludes Bridge It Taylor!’s speech with “The Three F’s: Forget where you come

from. Forget who you love. Forget who you are” and dictates the following

“empowering radical feminist concepts”:

We teach them that there is no such thing as agency, informed consent, the ability

to control one’s own body. . . . We force them to get in touch with their own

experiences of rape, molestation, sexual degradation, and battery. And when they

cannot see how these factors have made them vulnerable to recruitment for

prostitution, wemake a drawing for them and give it a glamorous title: the circle of

victimization [she shows a picture of a frowny face]. (Ross 2002)15

Yapping Out Loud highlights the ways that abolitionist/savior feminist and reli-

gious-based organizations get precedence in the fight for the decriminalization of

sex work.16 It also unsettles the (moral) certainty of abolitionist feminism through

the spoofing of feminist zealots and by foregrounding trans and sex-worker love

as a sustaining reality—an inconceivable (or inconvenient) reality in the righteous

savior imaginary. In a monologue by “Mirha-Soleil Ross” midway through the

performance, Ross speaks with tenderness and compassion about her clients and
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turns the tables on abolitionist feminists, whose lack of tenderness and com-

passion are the subtext of Yapping: “For themost part, it is their courage to see me,

a transsexual woman, again and again, because yes, in this culture, it takes courage

for a man to get so close, so intimate with an individual whom a large portion of

the population considers a freak” (Ross 2002b: 15). This transfeminist kill/joy

affect might be understood as a trans (re)structuring or disorienting affect, as it

holds antitrans and anti-sex-work feminists accountable for the violences and

lack of love of their politics, while offering a repaired love as a model of trans-

formative resistance and demanding that audiences feel implicated in this ten-

sion and feel the potential of rage and love not as irreducible affects but as a full

politics. Koyama (2006: 702) notes, “It is not the lack of knowledge or infor-

mation that keeps oppression going; it is the lack of feminist compassion, con-

science and principle.” And in her exploration of transformational feminism, bell

hooks (1989: 26; emphasis added) writes, “In reconceptualizing and reformulating

strategies for future feminist movements, we need to concentrate on the politici-

zation of love, not just in the context of talking about victimization in intimate

relationships, but in a critical discussion where love can be understood as a powerful

force that challenges and resists domination. As we work to be loving, to create a

culture that celebrates life, that makes love possible, we move against dehu-

manization, against domination.” The kill/joy affect of Yapping Out Loud offers

an opportunity to politicize love and joy, to politicize jouissance, as a critical

framework and methodology. As Chela Sandoval (2000: 140) argues, taking up

Roland Barthes, “The act of falling in love can thus function as a ‘punctum,’ that

which breaks through social narratives to permit a bleeding, meanings unan-

chored and moving away from their traditional moorings.” We can “understand

‘love’ as a hermeneutic, as a set of practices and procedures that can transit all

citizen-subjects, regardless of social class, toward a differential mode of con-

sciousness and its accompanying technologies of method and social movement”

(139); love is amethodology throughwhichwe become that “drifting being . . . where

political weapons of consciousness are available in a constant tumult of possi-

bility” (140). As an expression of love and pleasure, Sandoval reinscribes jouis-

sance as a political position: “It is coming to a utopian nonsite, a no-place where

everything is possible—but only in exchange for the pain of crossing” (140).

Ross’s Yapping Out Loud performs this pain of crossing, reveals the political

damages of denied love, and unanchors the possibility for love and pleasure as a

social-justice methodology.

Stryker has emphasized the importance of understanding transgender

studies as knowledge production, and I want to make a connection here between

Stryker’s vision and Audre Lorde’s (1984: 53) understanding of love, joy, and the

erotic as knowledge production, as a “source of power and information within
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our lives,” and anger, which she figured similarly as “loaded with information and

energy” (127).17 Stryker (2006: 8–9) writes, “Epistemological concerns lie at the

heart of transgender critique, and motivate a great deal of the transgender

struggle for social justice. Transgender phenomena, in short, point the way to a

different understanding of how bodies mean, how representation works, and

what counts as legitimate knowledge. These philosophical issues have material

consequences for the quality of transgender lives.” The dialectical structure

of transfeminist kill/joy scenarios that call out the ways in which we “partici-

pate, knowingly or otherwise, in [our] sister’s oppression” (Lorde 1984: 128) and

acknowledge anger, love, joy, and the erotic as transformative sources/sites of

power and knowledge, creates the possibility for change and reminds us that we

are not stuck in current conditions.18 Significantly, these transfeminist moments

of joy are not examples of what Ahmed (2010: 84) would call the obscuring act of

taking cover “by looking on the bright side . . . to avoid what might threaten the

world as it is,” but rather, this is love as resistance tactic, performing the powerful

material consequences of loving trans women.

Scenario 3: Love Letters

The performance at which the penny dropped for me about the transformative

complexities of transfeminist kill/joy expressive culture was The Fully Functional

Cabaret, which I saw at Barnard College in April 2013. The opening scenes of the

cabaret are led by the show’s Ring Mistress/Emcee (Annie Danger), who asks the

audience,

Are you ready for some SECRETS? Are you ready for some THRILLS?! Did some

of you just come to find outwhat the fuck’s going ON down there?! Yes you did! And

we here at The Fully Functional Cabaret refuse to disappoint! . . . We know what

you want. Any trans showworth its salt has a fantastic reveal scene. And Iwant you

to know we’re serious about these secrets so we’re going dessert first, bladies and

shentlemen! (Amerasu et al. 2012b: 2)

The Ring Mistress then sets the stage for a small-town–beauty-pageant-meets-

Vaudeville burlesque and introduces The Fully Functional cast by their showgirl

names, Vanessa DeCamp (Star Amerasu), Selina (Ryka Aoki), Cookie (Shawna

Virago), and Teddie (Bryn Kelly), telling us that these ladies are about to show off

what they have to reveal. This opening scene is a kill/joy moment: it promises the

big reveal, both naming and rendering ridiculous the cultural power of this

expectation, making an absurdly extended joke about what each cast member is

hiding. This scene plays up a hybrid magic trick/striptease, riffing on the pervasive

motif that trans women are hiding something.19 Each performer in turn reveals
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her pubic puppet—her “fish stick,” her “stick pussy,” her “lady finger,” her

“Neovagina . . . [with all] its bells and whistles” (Amerasu et al. 2012b: 4)—while

the Ring Mistress calls for cheers and applause, forcing the spectators to demand

what they know they are not supposed to want. Indeed, the show is a manifes-

tation of all the “Don’ts” in a Trans 101 seminar, and many audience members

know it. In the first moments of the show, the Ring Mistress explains to the

spectators that “this ride requires a special T-ticket for full permission to come see

the funny trannies,” but then she corrects herself: “Oop! Hilarious trans wome-

n”(Amerasu 2012b: 1). Like Ross’s Yapping Out Loud, The Fully Functional Cabaret

performs the pedagogical function of the political cabaret form—a proliferating

dialectic produced through repetition, this scene teaches (indeed, most of the

scenes teach) by bad example. And like Aoki’s caricature of Sierra, this perfor-

mance cultivates a renewed, if discomfited, self-awareness among spectators.

Following the pageant scene, the show continues with a series of collabo-

ratively written scenarios, including a clever skit full of double entendres featuring

Dr. Harry Benjamin (Red Durkin), infamous for his research with “live trans-

sexuals,” and another in which Corporeal Hegemony (Shawna Virago), a figure

reminiscent of a debutante coach, works to create/discipline a (non)passing trans

woman’s (Bryn Kelly) body. The cabaret moves through increasingly bleak terrain,

staging enactments of dating violence and medical violence, all of which challenge

the received notions and expectations that circulate about trans women’s bodies,

desires, and surgical status and, again, seem pedagogical in intention. Early in the

show, the RingMistress foreshadows this turn to “the real” by telling her audience,

You can laugh now, you may not be [laughing] later. For the transwomen in the

audience and maybe for other people as well we have written this show to get very

real. And if it should get so real that you need to take care of yourself—get a drink

of water, take a walk in the lobby, take a deep breath, find a friend, find a hug—we

very strongly encourage you to do so. And regardless of your experience this evening,

in that sense, we hope that you have an amazing time. (Amerasu et al. 2012a)

As the violence on stage becomes more and more “real,” the audience becomes

increasingly uncomfortable. Rather than a joke about what may or may not be

between their legs, The Fully Functional Cabaret’s “big reveal” exposes the violence

in trans women’s lives. The joke is played and then taken away, like a dirty, broken

toy. The show “refuses to convene” (Ahmed 2010: 65) over laughs.

In the last scene of The Fully Functional Cabaret, by far longer than any of

the other segments of the show, the kill/joy manifestation of love “breaks through

social narrative” (Sandoval 2000: 140). “Love Letters” is a spoken-word piece

performed by the ensemble cast, as they gather around each other, hugging,
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holding each other—a dramatized version of mutual care and solidarity—each

cast member wearing a variation of the same fabulous gold lamé fabric, each

cataloging the things they love about trans women. The letter begins “Dear You,”

(Amerasu et al. 2012) and continues:

annie: I see you around walking around the street. . . .

Oh, how I adore the fact that you are living. . . .

ryka: Dear transwomen yet to come . . .

red: I love you because sometimes you’re weird looking the way that I am weird

looking and you understand that weird looking and bad looking are not the same

thing. . . .

ryka: You see, belief is something we transwomen can do like no one else. With

everything, everyone out there doubting us, we are given a belief that can create

worlds, make what is impossible real. Remember, in everything you do, to believe

in yourself. Your belief is your greatest gift and power, andmagic. Like nobody else

when you, my future, believe—you love. And I believe in you. . . .

red: I love you because you’re beautiful, not in a “we are all the special and perfect

creations of a loving god,” kind of way. You’re beautiful in a “crawled out of the

muck and evolved,” kind of way. I love you because you’re loud and shy and

glamorous and plain. I love you because you’ve got swagger, because you’re clumsy,

because you’re delicate, angry, imposing and gracious. (Amerasu et al. 2012a)

The scene ends as Star Amerasu straps on an acoustic guitar and the cast reas-

sembles and re-embraces for their closing song, “I Want It All,” a transfeminist

anthem if ever there was one, a demonstration of the restructured affective pol-

itics of the kill/joy:

I la la la love you. · 3
Every part of you.

Every single part of you.

Your worst and your best.

I want it all · 4
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

I love you when you’re graceful and when you’re mean.

I love your big hands and your busted teeth.

(Amerasu et al. 2012b: 35)

“Love Letters” and “I Want It All” are meditations on love as what Sandoval

(2000: 139) calls a “system of signification capable of evoking and puncturing
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through to another site, to that of differential consciousness”; these scenes bring

the cast and audience together in a shared moment/feeling of creating change.

Conclusion

In the preceding pages I have tried to identify, through the affective orienta-

tions of the transfeminist kill/joy, how holding rage and love simultaneously

as a structural and narrative tension is characteristic of what might be called

reparative-pedagogical transfeminist expressive culture. The transfeminist kill/joy

works as political methodology, as epistemology, and as aesthetic; it is, I believe,

indicative of an impulse to not give up on a feminist transformational politic. The

transfeminist kill/joy slips anger through and into hope, joy, and love and holds

them in tension as creative potential.
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Notes

1. Following Ahmed (2010), my analysis of rage as a political tool and form of knowledge

production and transfer is indebted to the work of Audre Lorde (1984: 127), who reminds

us that “every woman has a well-stocked arsenal of anger potentially useful against those

oppressions, personal and institutional, which brought that anger into being. Focused

with precision it can become a powerful source of energy serving progress and change.”

2. Transgender activist Janet Mock explains that shifting the discourse to loving trans

women is to insist on the existence of trans women: “We’re not supposed to be here. Men

are not supposed to love us because we’re not supposed to exist” (Hill et al. 2013). While

trans dyke existence is not accounted for in this discussion, I think we can extend Mock’s

analysis to include lesbian/queer desire.

3. A. Finn Enke (2012a: 74) notes, “Cis’s peculiar ontology erases location and effects

through time and space: To preserve the status of cis as non-trans, trans must never have
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been or become cis but instead be consistently trans across all time and in all spaces.” I use

“(cis)” throughout this paper to signal the ways that feminists without transgender or

transsexual experience have centered their own experiences of gender/sex at the expense

of feminists who have trans experience, to de-center (cis), and to be conscious of the ways

that “cis” functions “as a disciplinary tool [that] erases gender variance among all people”

(11) and “shrinks awareness of transgender presence” (Enke 2012b: 6).

4. Diana Taylor (2003: 28) elaborates the concept of “scenario” as “meaning-making par-

adigms that structure social environments” and that “demands that we also pay attention

to milieu and corporeal behaviors such as gestures, attitudes, and tones not reducible to

language.”

5. Julia Serano (2007: 15) introduced the term trans-misogyny to account for the ridicule,

exclusion, physical violence, sexual assault, and other “specific form[s] of discrimina-

tion” targeted at, and experienced by, trans women.

6. Viviane Namaste (2000: 68) importantly points to the ways that “the programmatic call for

includingMTF transsexuals within lesbian and feminist communities . . . presupposes that the

only communities that count as lesbian or feminist are those that designate themselves as

such.” The broad range of performances and other scenarios that I consider here are meant to

reflect Namaste’s call for “a broader range of cultural and institutional texts” (69), although

the spaces I focus on here are predominantly lesbian, queer, and/or feminist designated spaces.

7. I am borrowing here from BattyMamzelle’s 2014 analysis of “White Feminism” as “a set of

beliefs that allows for the exclusion of issues that specifically affect women of col-

our . . . [as] a method of practicing feminism, not an indictment of every individual white

feminist everywhere.” I am also extending TheWhistlingFish’s comment to Batty-

Mamzelle’s blog post: “What people don’t seem to get is that ‘White Feminism’ is fem-

inism for white people, and never exclusively feminism by white people. It’s more about

who benefits exclusively than who is perpetuating it exclusively.” By “privileged feminist

scenarios,” I mean social and political spaces, artist and activist scenes, and other

affective and material resource-distribution infrastructures that are tacitly or explicitly

organized for women who do not have transgender or transsexual experience, as well as

for people whose privilege profile is additionally optimized by other factors including

Whiteness; able-bodiedness; education; steady employment; secure housing; and/or

settler, legal citizenship, or immigration status, thus excluding issues that specifically

affect women outside of this/these privilege profile(s).

8. As Emi Koyama (2003: 245) puts it in her “Transfeminist Manifesto,” transfeminism

“stands up for trans and non-trans women alike, and asks non-trans women to stand up

for trans women in return” and understand transfeminist liberation to be tied to all

struggles against oppression; transfeminism is not limited to or for trans women.

9. I borrow here from Jasmine Rault’s (2011: 239–40) conceptualization of the “political and

ethical work of positive affect . . . as important media of communication for feminist

queer efforts to resist, disrupt or simply survive the mundane and transnational violences

of failed democracies, state-sanctioned homophobia, transphobia, misogyny, racialized

poverty, financial terrorism and neoliberal homonationalisms.”

10. My understanding of assigned-essentialist feminist logics is informed by Bobby Noble’s

theory of feminist fundamentalism. I have shifted the terminology away from “funda-

mentalism” in response to R. M. Kennedy’s important intervention into this paper;

Kennedy notes that the language of fundamentalism and an anticipated readership’s

implied distaste for and resistance to it cannot be disentangled from homonationalist
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anti-Islam rhetorics. However, Noble’s (2012: 54) formulation of this form of feminism as

having “moral panics about transgender bodies,” driven by a fervent belief in sex-

assigned-at-birth as the holy truth of a person’s life-long gender, is what Imean by “assigned-

essentialist” feminisms. Trish Salah’s “Backlash to the Future: Screening Transsexuality as

Fundamentalism” (2011) takes up the link between feminist and Islamic fundamentalism.

11. On the topic of a transfeminist kill/joy response to “women-women’s” spaces, see Red

Durkin’s (2013) “Indigo Girls andOtherMichFest 2013 Performers: BoycottMWMFuntil

the Organizers Fully Include Trans Women.” Durkin performs the kill/joy impulse by

signaling the damage done by Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival’s trans-exclusive

“intention” and communicating a hope and plan for a future in which trans women are

“welcome” at the MWMF as “festies” and musicians.

12. Bobby Noble (2012: 53) also makes this call, following Robyn Wiegman.

13. Viviane Namaste (2009) has observed that while transness figures heavily in Anglo-

American feminist theory of the past two decades, more often than not, feminist theory

instrumentalizes transsexual and transgender bodies to “ask [their] own epistemological

questions” (12).

14. Stryker ([1994] 2006) has noted howMary Daly “characterized transsexuals as agents of a

‘necrophilic invasion’ of female space” (Daly qtd. in Stryker [1994] 2006: 248); more

recently, in her essay “Keeping Queer Queer,” Cherrı́e Moraga (2011: 186, 189) refers twice

to trans men as “surgically scarred” and worries that butch lesbians are becoming a

“dying breed, headed for extinction.” Moraga is by far not alone in these sentiments, and

as I indicate in my review of her book (Cowan 2013: 429), in this chapter she makes some

gestures toward a change of heart. Julia Serano (2013: 302) provides “an overview of

feminist anti-trans sentiment” in a footnote.

15. Arguably the most visible trans-excluding space in Canada is Vancouver Rape Relief

(VRR) and Women’s Shelter. In 2013, in honor of December 6, Canada’s Day of Action

and Remembrance on Violence Against Women, VRR hosted Transsexual Empire author

and infamously antitrans and anti-sex-work feminist Janice Raymond. As if reviving

Ross’s Bridge It Taylor!, Raymond gave a talk titled “Prostitution: Not a Job, Not a

Choice,” which detailed “her efforts to abolish sex work, which included advising the

[Canadian] federal government’s legal team defending antiprostitution laws during the recent

Supreme Court Bedford v. Canada hearings” (Allen 2013). See also Namaste’s “Inclusive

Pedagogy in theWomen’s Studies Classroom: Teaching the Kimberly Nixon Case” (2013).

16. After decades of sex-worker advocacy and activism by people like Ross, the Supreme

Court of Canada struck down the three remaining laws that criminalized activities

necessary for sex work in their December 2013 Canada (Attorney General) v. Bedford ruling.

(Canada (Attorney General) v. Bedford, [2013] 3 S.C.R. 1101, 2013 S.C.C. 72 (CanLII)).

17. Likewise, Stryker’s ([1994] 2006: 254) transsexual “monster” wishes, “May your rage

inform your actions and your actions transform you as you struggle to transform your

world”; and Kate Bornstein (1994: 81) has noted that “our anger is a message to ourselves

that we have to get active and change something in order to survive.”

18. Not all feminist love serves transformational antiracist politics. See, for example, Ortega

(2006), in which she identifies a “loving, knowing ignorance—an ignorance of the

thought and experience of women of color that is accompanied by both alleged love for

and alleged knowledge about them” (57).

19. In her introduction to The Transgender Studies Reader, Stryker (2006: 11) writes, “Those

who commit violence against transgender people routinely seek to excuse their own
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behavior by claiming they have been unjustly deceived by a mismatch between the other’s

gender and genitals.” We see cultural representations of this phenomenon in, for

example, Neil Jordan’s The Crying Game (1992), Duncan Tucker’s TransAmerica (2005);

even Paul Abbott’s recent Hit or Miss (2012) reproduces this trope, which has been

sustained and sensationalized by the TV talk show “shocker” genre. In addition to The

Fully Functional Cabaret, see Sherilyn Connelly’s “The Big Reveal” in Bergman and

Bornstein’s Gender Outlaws: The Next Generation (2010) for a welcome subversion.
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Staging Transgender Solidarities
at Bangalore’s Queer Pride

KAREEM KHUBCHANDANI

Abstract This essay analyzes narrative scenes and aesthetic choices in Because We Have a Voice Too,

an activist play staged at Bangalore Pride 2012. By linking the experiences of hijras and transmen, the

play enables solidarities across gender through an overarching critique of patriarchy. The connections

made between FTM and MTF experiences evidences the challenges facing transmen, who are often left

out of LGBT Indian discourses, and articulates hijra narratives within a specifically trans optic.

Keywords Hijra, Bangalore, India, activism, theater, performance, NGOs

A cloaked figure hovers eerily in front of the stage, holding a sign that reads

“Karnataka Police Act (KPA) 36A.” On stage, a policeman forces a hijra to

kneel, readying to rape her. In melodramatic slow motion, she picks up a

switchblade that the policeman has dropped and slices off his penis, a thick black

dildo the actor is holding at his crotch. She grabs the phallus and victoriously

wields it, as the audience cheers gleefully. As the cop buckles in feigned agony, she

triumphantly discards the dildo before exiting the stage, the audience still ecstatic.

This scene is the climax of Because We Have a Voice Too (hereafter BWHAVT), a

street-style play devised by activists Kaveri Indira Rajaraman and Gee Ameena

Suleiman and performed by community members as part of the Bangalore Pride

celebrations in November 2012.

The play was a critique of the legal statute KPA 36A that effectively

criminalizes hijras and other gender nonconforming peoples in the Indian state of

Karnataka. Hijras are transfeminine individuals. Most are assigned a male gender

at birth, and they express gender through typically feminine traits: using self-

directed feminine pronouns, wearing saris, piercing their own noses, tweezing

facial hair to curtail its growth, and growing long hair. They are usually from

working-class backgrounds and are ritually inducted into kinship systems with

other hijras. KPA 36A requires hijras to register with city authorities and to
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request permission when traveling between neighborhoods, creating a legal cover

for abuses of power by the police, including rape and blackmail. In 2011, the

Karnataka government voted to amend the Police Act and add section 36A, giving

police commissioners the right to regulate themobility of hijras in their respective

jurisdictions. KPA 36A is modeled on (and thus replicates the logic of) the British

colonial Criminal Tribes Act, which stigmatized hijra communities by making the

erroneous claims that hijras kidnapped and castrated young boys, engaged in

sodomy, and were sex workers.

Beyond its critique of KPA 36A, BWHAVT stages social and structural

oppressions facing both hijras and transmen in India and in doing so activates

political solidarity across class and gender. The integration of hijras’ and trans-

men’s narratives is particularly productive because transmen rarely appear as the

subjects of social or political injury in Indian queer activism or cultural repre-

sentation. On the other hand, hijra narratives are ubiquitous, perhaps to the point

of fetishization; however, through NGO circuits, their stories circulate in tandem

with the experiences of men who have sex with men rather than other transgender

narratives. BWHAVT linked transmen’s and hijras’ experiences not only through

didactic narrative vignettes but also through aesthetic choices of casting, costume,

language, and metaphors (visual and aural). The play incorporates the quotidian

oppressions of FTM and MTF persons into the agenda of Indian queer activism

without privileging a cisgender male optic.

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in India that work on gender

and sexuality issues are heavily reliant on international and government-allocated

HIV funding, which privileges what they consider as “male-assigned” persons:

hijras and men who have sex with men. In this categorization, “female-assigned”

individuals are largely left out. Not only does this exclude women who may be

infected by boyfriends or husbands who have sex with men but also has left little

room for transgender men in these institutional structures. Addressing this

exclusion has become a priority across India in new queer festivals, zines, and

blogs that have begun to integrate transmasculine voices into the larger queer

umbrella. One such example is BWHAVT, which was specifically devised for

Bangalore Pride Week 2012. Through a series of loosely connected vignettes,

BWHAVT weaves the narratives of two transmen (Gee and Karthik) and a hijra

(Sowmya), showing how their lives and oppressions overlap. The first scene,

set on a train car, stages the challenges of inhabiting public space—the transmen

are scolded by the conductor because their presentation does not match their

IDs—but also brings transmen’s and hijras’ narratives together through physical

encounter, empathy, and class proximity. We meet Gee and Karthik, recent

arrivals fromKerala; they have heard that in Bangalore they can get social support,

jobs, and perhaps even surgery. Bangalore, a cosmopolitan city in South India,
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known for its multinational research campuses, outsourcing industry, and IT

opportunities, has a long history of queer activism. The transmen watch Sowmya

begging for money on the train—an activity associated with hijras since many are

kicked out of their homes at an early age and rely on begging and sex work for

income. Sowmya indicates her hijra persona by performing a signature double

clap with splayed fingers. An English-speaking man rudely asks her, “Why can’t

you get a job like everyone else?” She excoriates him in Kannada, explaining her

lack of access to education and work due to social and institutional discrimina-

tion, and he throws money at her to shut her up. As she continues to beg, she is

sexually harassed by lewdmen blocking her path; Gee and Karthik silently come to

her side in a gesture of solidarity and guide her away from the situation. Pulling

her aside, they explain their lack of familiarity with the city and ask for her advice

on where to go for medical care. This intimatemoment in a public space evidences

the informal routes of resource sharing between migrant and poor transgenders

when they fall outside the purview of NGO outreach.

The show’s iterative staging of sexual harassment links the oppressions of

those who identify as women and those who are perceived to be women.When an

abrasive driver shoos Gee and Karthik to the men’s section in the back of a bus,

an offstage voice ominously hails their predicament by chanting in Kannada,

“Gandisra? Hengisra? Gandisra? Hengisra? . . .” (Boy? Girl? Boy? Girl? . . .). The bus

jerks, and a stranger presses against Karthik’s binding. Suddenly aware of Kar-

thik’s typically female secondary sexual characteristics, the stranger proceeds to

feel-up his chest without consent. The same stranger stumbles into the women’s

section, in order to grope a ciswoman. This bus scene reiterates the sexual violence

that Sowmya experienced on the train when lecherous men blocked her path.

Collectively, these moments incorporate transgenders into an already ubiquitous

critique of the public harassment of ciswomen in India.

BWHAVT deftly connects gender-based violence with class and caste. In

search of work, the transgender men arrive at Boogle Co., which, like some

multinational companies in India, boasts affirmative action programs for LGBT

people and dalit populations. Throughout this multilingual—Malyalam, Hindi,

Kannada, Tamil—play, English is carefully used by characters, such as the CEO,

to mark their class privilege. The two transgender men wearing lungis excitedly

enter the suited CEO’s office, using as many English words as they have access to,

explaining that they are willing to take on any job: “cleaning, security, anything!”

and that they fulfill both dalit and LGBT quotas. The CEO disdainfully disregards

Karthik’s crumpled resume and curtly ushers the two out of his office, indicating

that they must first go to a mysterious place called Human Resources and face

other bureaucratic hurdles in order to secure a job. In the postshow discussion,

the directors explained that though a meeting between working class, dalit,
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transgender men, and the CEO of Boogle Co. would likely never happen, they

wanted to dramatize how LGBT-friendly multinationals fail to account for class-

biases that leave transgender people systematically disenfranchised.

Continuing the theme of structural barriers to care and support, another

scene focuses on access to surgery. Sowmya brings her new friends to a doctor who

is knowledgeable about gender reassignment surgeries. He flirts with her on

arrival, evidencing the affective (and possibly sexual) labor that goes into

receiving medical attention. This is made more explicit when the doctor blithely

asks Gee to take off his shirt. Not only does this request violate Gee’s very reason

for being here, it leaves him vulnerable to a stranger’s heterosexual gaze. The

doctor dismisses the fussing, telling Sowmya and her friends that not only will

they eventually have to take off their shirts but they will also have to go through

the very public process of approaching a supportive NGO, undergoing psycho-

logical visits to be diagnosed with gender identity disorder, and making desperate

appeals as “poor helpless transgenders” on news channels in order to receive

sympathy and funding for the NGO, which can then pay for surgery. This

commentary on the lack of straightforward or sensitive access to medical care for

transgender men is expounded as Gee steps out of the play’s diegesis to offer a

poetic memorial to American jazz musician Billy Tipton, who died partially

because he refused medical treatment that would have exposed his transgender

identity.

This hospital scene ties transmen’s medical needs to well-documented

narratives of hijras’ gender reassignment surgery. The documentation of fatal

castrations by nonmedical professionals has led states such as Tamil Nadu to

provide free hospital-based gender reassignment surgeries for hijras. Linking

transmen’s and hijras’ medical needs is especially significant because (unlike

hijras) transmen cannot as convincingly trace their genealogies into Hindu

mythology or recorded Indian history. The attention and sympathy MTF trans-

genders receive usually takes paternalistic forms of exoticization, sexualization,

and orientalism, and Kaveri is wary of transmen being folded into such spec-

tacular visibility. The desire to document, help, or save MTF transgenders comes

from a long history of NGO HIV activism, Western anthropological fascination

with their “third gender” status, the spirituality associated with their ritual

induction into the hijra community, the ubiquitous intrigue into the sexually

charged koovagam festival, and MTF transgenders’ access to local terms—hijra,

kothi, aravani—that reinforce their indigineity. BWHAVT astutely situates

transmasculine identities in a localized Indian context by linking hijra and FTM

narratives, as well as by marking the transmen as working-class South Indians

through language fluency (Malayalam, Kannada), typical hand and head gestures,

and costume (lungis).
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As Sowmya flirts with the audience in a public cruising scene, a policeman

abusively arrests her without evidence of solicitation. KPA 36A already crimi-

nalizes her based on her gender identity. The ensuing rape scene, staged as a series

of tableaus and augmented by a slow beating drum, climaxes as the hijra cuts off

the policeman’s penis. The final scene introduces two new characters, a smarmy

NGO director and a naı̈ve, beneficent diasporic Indian woman eager to “give

back” to her country. The NGO director and foreign funder hop around the stage

comedically straddling an inflatable helicopter. He shamelessly flirts with her,

regaling her with his accomplishments; this draws the audience’s attention to the

canned scripts and affective performances necessary to court foreign funding, as

well as the legacy of paternalism that informs India’s nonprofit industrial com-

plex. Meanwhile, the funder lauds herself for distributing hair removal cream to

hijras. The NGO director assures his funder that he and the NGO have cut off all

ties with the wretched hijra who chopped off that policeman’s penis. Instead of

articulating the conditions of abuse that incited Sowmya’s violent act, he dismisses

her in order to save face.

This elegant parody of institutions and their power players is quite literally

deflated when a hijra comes on stage to pierce with scissors the inflatable heli-

copter that these two buffoon characters are riding. The play’s directors invited

her on stage to improvise an ending even though she was not a part of the

rehearsal process. She launches a stream of abuse at the NGO director and funder,

questioning who they think they are to make it their mission to save other people,

calling out their misuse of funds, and threatening to cut off the NGO head’s penis

with the scissors in her hand. This tirade serves both as an intensely comedic

denouement that has the audience in stitches and as an earnest metaperformance

that gives platform to this hijra’s critiques of the local NGO industrial complex,

critiques that come from her lived experience and bolster the play’s arguments.

The hijra’s threat to cut off the NGO head’s genitalia echoes the policeman

scene, and her improvisedmonologue returns the audience to the play’s rehearsed

content. While the play presents violence as resistance under severe conditions,

the constant reference to cutting off men’s dicks additionally functions as a

reminder that patriarchy is the root problem. Linking bodily castration to a

broader critique of patriarchy echoes the deeply set public anxieties around

emasculation that render hijras targets of ridicule. On the other hand, it is by

lifting their saris and flashing offending strangers that hijras performatively

shame verbal abusers in public places and hence undermine patriarchy. The trope

of castration is used doubly in this show to theatricalize hegemonic patriar-

chies and to evidence their vulnerability. In BWHAVT, patriarchy is not simply

manifest as South Indian, Hindu, middle-class, male privilege embodied by

the NGO director, but rather functions at the interstices of colonial legacies
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(English-language education, the Criminal Tribes Act), neoliberal globalization

(foreign multinationals, outsourcing, paternalistic diasporic investment), NGO

politics (foreign funding, corrupt power players), medicalization (authorial

opinions of doctors and psychologists), governmental regulation (law enforce-

ment, bus conductors, ID cards, KPA 36A), moral policing (middle-class senti-

ments about hard work, lack of protection for sex workers), cismale privilege

(rape, uninvited flirtation), and phallicmetaphors (helicopter, baton, knife, dildo).

By using the familiar and documented discourses, narratives, images, and reper-

toires associated with hijras, BWHAVT sutures transmen to hijras and to a larger

Indian queer discourse. In doing so, it stages an expansive critique of oppressive

institutional and social systems alongside the urgency and possibility for solidarity

and kinship under conditions of violence, displacement, and discrimination.

Kareem Khubchandani is the Embrey Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow at the Center for

Women’s and Gender Studies at the University of Texas at Austin. He received his PhD in

performance studies from Northwestern University, and his research focuses on LGBTQ per-

formance in India and the South Asian diaspora.
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Becoming a Trans Poet
Samuel Ace, Max Wolf Valerio, and kari edwards

TRACE PETERSON

Abstract This essay argues for a possible trans poetics or trans poetry aesthetic in the United States

by examining poems by three of the earliest visible trans poets to publish books in this country:

Samuel Ace, Max Wolf Valerio, and kari edwards. Close readings of their poems, supplemented with

interviews in which the authors provide key contextual information, reveal an intriguing relationship

between how these authors play with intelligibility through poetic form and how their work has

mostly eluded literary history. An investigation into how these poets became authors looks at this

process parallel to the narrative of how they understood the process of gender transition. This

investigation reveals how aspects of their shared aesthetic can be traced to common struggles,

shared literary mentors, and other factors such as how these poets have had to invent their own

readership contexts and how name changes create challenges for literary biography.

Keywords Samuel Ace, Max Wolf Valerio, kari edwards, trans poetry, trans poets, trans poetics

T rans poetry” is a category that has not been very visible historically.1 In this

article I sketch out some of its beginning moments, describing a configu-

ration of three transsexual poets—Samuel Ace, Max Wolf Valerio, and kari

edwards—whose poems reveal similarities that seem remarkable when we con-

sider that these were the first three trans poets to publish books in the United

States.2 In this essay I use autobiographical interviews with Valerio and Ace (and

supplementary documents in the case of edwards) to describe how such similarities

may constitute a trans poetry aesthetic as well as to consider some of its possible

causes, which I believe involve a struggle with intelligibility in relation to author-

ship, readership, and literary history, as well as some odd, shared coincidences.3

Part 1: A Possible Trans Poetics

The poetry of Ace, Valerio, and edwards has numerous common characteristics

that might represent a trans poetry aesthetic. One aspect of this aesthetic is that it

avoids directly presenting a narrative about being trans—one’s identity status is
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not “the story.” Biographical material may appear in the oblique form of refer-

ences to gender ambiguity or transition, but the writing is framed in a way that

separates the author from the “I” of the speaker. Second, work by all three poets

exhibits an ego-dystonic sense of undertow.4 The poems destabilize or sabotage

an idealized sense of self in the articulation of that self. They explore experi-

mental linguistic strategies, reaching beyond biography toward extreme fictional

elements. It is as if these poets are testing the limits of habitability in poems,

emphasizing moments where habitability fails or truth demands a response other

than realism. Third, all three poets push the borders of genre, writing a kind of

poetry-within-prose relying on “gaps” or leaps that suggest ghostly line breaks.

These qualities make their poems “trans genre.”

A. Representing Emotional Truth: Samuel Ace

Samuel Ace’s early poems investigate lesbian feminist and trans politics and

desire. The self is a conflicted site centered around visceral depictions of sex. Ace

constructs narratives inspired by life events that extend into blatantly fictional

scenarios, critiquing patriarchy by morphing facts to reach a deeper emotional,

feminist truth.

In Normal Sex, Ace continually unsettles by speaking from a childlike

position—a voice allowing him to address violent and difficult things. The

speaker in the poem “The Shower” reports an uncomfortable situation taking a

shower with an older man (Smukler 1994: 13):

. . . what’s that? I ask I am at the level of that what is it? A penis he says men

have them I stand there watching it I don’t have one girls don’t have one he

holds it for me touch it can I touch it? Long and skin thick over some-

thing hard Touch it veins he says hairy he is very black hairy there I am

pink what does it do? It’s something men do my face is no taller I am pink

and he is hairy black hair against the wall are knobs to make the water go hot and

cold my back is against them he tells me not to be scared and rubs his fingers

though my fair curly head he says it’s just the difference between boys and

girls he is not a boy he is my father . . .

The childlike voice juxtaposed with the sense of danger here create an effect not

unlike what Shklovsky (1991: 6) in his Theory of Prose calls ostranenie.5 The speaker

is describing the man’s genitals without knowing their name—when the man

tries to teach the name, the child responds with personal, idiosyncratic terms like

“Long and skin” and “very black hairy there.” The scene gets more disturbing: the

older man “rubs” his fingers through the child’s hair and sie gives him another

name: “he is not a boy he is my father.” This is disorienting; it is unclear whether
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“he is my father” is literal or to be understood in the same spirit as the child’s

earlier idiosyncratic terms. It also implies this might be a scene of child abuse.

However, Samuel Ace was never abused by his father as a child, and they

had a good relationship. In the spirit of Sylvia Plath’s “Daddy,” there is a dis-

crepancy between Ace’s experience of a particular father and the character in this

poem. Ace explains, insisting that the poem wasn’t about him—it was really

about patriarchy: “There was some basis of experience, not with my father but for

other members of my family, and images of my family set off a lot of fear, and I

was trying to get to some kind of emotional truth and it was fear, for the women in

my family, that fear was in there.”6 Ace remixed those experiences as an imagined

scenario, taking it further in order to access an “emotional truth” that he felt

around this subject. So the sensational details being confessed apparently never

happened, or happened to someone else.

Either a boy or a girl who identifies as a boy, this speaker seems to be a

stand-in for the author’s gender issues in some ways, yet also evokes a horrified

fascination with the older man character and the scene of instruction/seduction.

The effect resembles what Sue-Ellen Case (1996: 9) describes regarding the les-

bian theater troupe Split Britches: “Characters are also based on a bipolar split.

They choose characters who consist both of someone they love, or want to be,

and someone whose behavior or politics they also detest. . . . Yet, in spite of this

proliferation of contradictory personae, they continue, within the character-

ological axis, to play themselves.” Having experienced the Wow Café scene where

Split Britches performed, perhaps Ace picked up a similar strategy. What is the

emotional truth of “The Shower”? One answer might be that Ace is confronting

scenes terrifying to him personally. He is trying to separate out masculinity from

patriarchy by playing the parts of characters who do not line up with his ideal-

ized sense of self.

However, any reading of this poem is complicated by its innovative formal

strategy: prose broken up into fragments with “gaps” of several spaces introduced

between them. These gaps take the place of periods or semicolons, but their

regularity makes themmore like a rhythmic pulse. It’s as if they are lines of poetry

that have been strung together as prose, leaving extra space where each break

used to be. Ace explains: “I feel controlled sometimes when I’m being told to go

down the page using line breaks, in a way that clashes with my sense of the

musicality of the work. Sometimes I find that punctuation is kind of like gender;

that it is an agreed-upon thing, that we agree that a comma means this kind of

breath, and a period means this kind of breath, and I’ve never wanted to impose

that onmy readers.” For Ace, leaving the punctuation of the poem undirected and

the line breaks ambiguous are also utopian gestures of leaving the gender of the

poem open.
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B. Expanding Consciousness: Max Wolf Valerio

In Max Wolf Valerio’s chapbook Animal Magnetism (1984) and his poems pub-

lished in journals throughout the eighties, exploration of consciousness undoes

the self; experiments in gender change share textual space with a shifting surrealist

panoply of images, suggesting Romantic derangement of the senses.

In Valerio’s (1984) poem “muscled dragons,” though the “I” appears as a

character, the first section destabilizes our sense of where we are:

I have cast up her eyes on the shore

of my piano where drapes meet elephants and

the koala bear hides its brunty nose in the beaks! atomized

handkerchiefs

corneas

rubber and milk

floats under the epidermis of the mule mildly pleasurable

belly of a snail sweet burlap

knee wrappings headdresses burgundy & plunder!

thunder beards grow under the fat lady’s arm

when she walks in her pink high-heeled shoes her ankles

wobble

Though there is an “I” in the first line, we learn less about a speaker than we do

about a textual process. After a location is posited and then undercut in the next

line, where it is revealed as the first half of a surreal image (“the shore/of my

piano”), place becomes up for grabs. We might say the poem is set in the mind, in

language, or on the page. The nouns are props—images that come and go

according to a wild, hallucinatory logic. The gaps aid this montage technique by

acting as a semicolon, a dash, or a new sentence changing the subject.

From the image of eyes at the beginning to the fat lady in high-heeled

shoes, women are an important focus. The line “I have cast up her eyes” suggests

surrealism in a familiar sense that uses women’s body parts as props. However,

such gestures here also suggest lesbian desire, or the experience of gender con-

fusion. In our interview, Valerio addressed the complex dynamics around the

depiction of women:

In many of these Animal Magnetism poems “she” is . . . an object of desire, not

really a stand in for the “I.” Sometimes, “she” is just “she” and I liked to put in

“she” since then, I was a feminist and I was attempting to place “she” into situ-

ations where “she” was not always expected to be. . . . “She” was not always me,

although I guess “she” could be sometimes in these early poems. But I did feel a
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political and cultural obligation as a feminist. . . . I mean, we were reacting against

all the “he” in the world. Sometimes, as someone who was actually male identified,

but not entirely aware of it then, this was difficult for me, or felt against type.

Like the “I” at the beginning of “muscled dragons,” the “she” is not a particular

person so much as simultaneously an object of desire, a position of momentary

(“against type”) identification, and the result of “reacting to all the ‘he’ in the

world.” The next “she” to appear in “muscled dragons” has “thunder beards”

under her arm—the gender of the women in Valerio’s (1984) poems is almost

always “off” in some way. Another poem, “painted lips/masticated X’s,” starts off

with the figure of a “Goat Lady”:

HOW MANY TIMES??

The Goat Lady asks

will I trim my beard beneath this

bad light? & the lights I see

on the mountain where are they from?

A fire? half-awake I’ve seen children

flogging themselves

The “I” here, filtered through the third person position of the “Goat Lady,” has an

ambiguous relationship to the speaker. Given that this chapbook was published

four years before Valerio’s own transition, he couldn’t be using this hallucinatory,

gender-violating character in a literal way to report his experience, but perhaps

the Goat Lady bemoaning her predicament acts out a kind of dream logic linked

to the author’s internal gender conflicts.

Valerio’s transition and his poetry overlap because he sees both as parts of

a continuous “transforming journey about consciousness” that involves “going to

extremes and finding all these poisons within yourself.” Valerio describes it with a

nod to Romantic and Beat influences: “I approached the testosterone the way I

would approach a drug. I was very super-aware of all the ways it was affecting

me, like when I was on acid . . . I saw the experience as a consciousness-expanding

experience, and . . . that is how I also approach poetry . . . a possibility of language.”

Here, disordering of the senses through testosterone produces an exploration that

by definition can’t know its political or identitarian goal in advance.

C. Radical Inarticulateness and Unremarkable Identity (kari edwards)

Across numerous books, kari edwards’s poetry explores a consistent theme:

how to locate the self as multiple in relation to the social, while engaging in ego-

dystonic political critique. A harsh opponent of identity writing or “queer literature,”
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edwards was constantly demonstrating in poems how language and the self were

implicated in capitalism, commodification, and injustice. Refusing to see trans

identity as transcendent, edwards depicted it as alternately embattled and unre-

markable through tones of exasperation and camp humor. edwards’s answer to

the problems of identity writing was to experiment with incoherence and frag-

mentation by using ellipses and ungrammatical pauses.

In edwards’s second book, a day in the life of p., the narrative frame is a

diary entry, but it’s not the diary of a single self—the third-person protagonist

appears under a variety of different headings (2002: 1):

and before you know it, p. transfers, still maintaining an imaginary form,

which is based on fashion—which is laden in value judgment—bouncy as dirty

unsung icons and fancy dressed dictators.

the congregation emerges—refreshed with new bloom thoughts and

penniless positions. for once something thought the marching hale-bopp revival

hit a high note worth mentioning in the protagonist journal. whatever smiles as

the holy one who in passing mentioned investment banking, nature and fre-

quency. both heard a local savior say cost benefit analysis is back like frying

baloney.

p. who in some zones is referred to as sometimes, something, what-

ever—or both.

Here edwards cycles through different aspects of the character “p.,” presenting

interior thoughts of each aspect, one at a time. She gives us a decoder key for

interpretation in the final paragraph above: while these different names for p.

(sometimes, something, whatever, both) are first presented as characters in an

internal dialogue, they are then introduced to us as aspects created by exterior

social forces—a situation indicated by the phrase “who in some zones is referred

to as.” edwards suggests that these alternate selves, operating under names

imposed by others, have paradoxically been internalized from the beginning.

This paradox recurs throughout this book, poking fun at the self-help

culture’s dubious connections with transgender experience: “wanted—a few

good folks to fill a few good positions and p.’s favorite, the public service messages

for daily sex change, public toilets and useful utensils” (edwards 2002: 2). edwards

presents being trans as something unremarkable, something that can be taken for

granted enough to make inside jokes about. Much of the book is driven by this

inside-joke logic in which nicknames for things are created using definite articles,

mentioned in passing as if we have heard of them before, when they are really ad
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hoc clusters of language: “the marching hale-bopp revival hit a high note worth

mentioning in the protagonist journal.” In a talk at Naropa (quoted in full in the

appendix of an article by Ellen Redbird) less than a year before a day in the life of

p. was published, edwards related the deadpan humor of such linguistic con-

structions to our general lack of language around gender: “When you have a lack

of language, you can make fun of it—things become funny. The joke is that it is

all made up” (qtd. in Redbird 2009: 100).

Readers who get the in-joke would be those who share this “lack of lan-

guage” problem, especially those agreeing with edwards’s underlying assumption

that there really is or should be “NO GENDER,” a slogan she was fond of writing

when asked to sign books at readings. edwards is able to make her text incoherent

with gaps, dashes, and interruptions, to play with “inarticulateness” as intentional

effect, precisely because there is a kind of privacy built into the writing. For this

poet, who suffered from dyslexia, the question “how do you verbalize no lan-

guage?” was pressing, yet she knew “one can never step outside the symbolic and

signifying order because one becomes unintelligible” (103). Her solution in poems

is to deviate from normative syntax and grammar as a gesture toward what is

outside signification, what is liberated not just from grammar but somehow also

from gender.

Part 2: The Growth of a Trans Poet’s Mind

Though Ace, Valerio, and edwards indeed have a similar aesthetic, it’s not entirely

clear what accounts for that similarity. One answer may be that these poets’

interest in playing with intelligibility is related to their difficulty being intelligible

as author-figures. Because they are trans, they all respond to having a difficult

relationship with becoming a poet—with performing authorship, finding read-

ership, and creating a literary context. Independently of one another, each poet

had to create the context for hir writing because literary scenes in the 1980s that

might understand the work of trans authors were virtually nonexistent. In

addition, two of these poets—because they underwent a name change after texts

had been published under a previous name—had a problematic relationship to

the role of author and the development of an author’s oeuvre in relation to literary

history. In what follows, I trace this problem—how to become a trans poet—as it

unfolded in the individual careers of Ace, Valerio, and edwards.

The relationship between one’s autobiography as a trans person and one’s

literary biography as a poet is something I am still working out. Can the process of

becoming a poet—of what Wordsworth (1965: 193) referred to in The Prelude as

the “growth of a poet’s mind”—be a useful metaphor to put into dialogue with

the development of one’s gender identity? Does being a trans person have aspects

in common with being a poet? It certainly does for edwards, who began writing
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poetry and transitioning at the same time, using transition as fuel for literary

performance. But for Valerio and Ace, who published many of their poems before

transitioning—and who had to contend with an earlier author who both was and

was not them—to be trans-identified is to have struggled with deceptively simple

narratives like “the growth of a poet’s mind” in the first place.

A. Samuel Ace: Different Levels of Coming Out

Though Ace didn’t start to think of himself as a writer in a serious way until he

found readers in 1983, he reports having had a moment of realization when he was

very little: “When asked what Iwanted to be when I grew up, I said Iwanted to be a

poet—I didn’t know what that meant really, but I somehow identified it.” Early

inklings of both being a poet and being trans are intertwined in the poem

“Monkey Boy” from his first book. Here, the childlike speaker is in bed talking

about hir stuffed monkey (Smukler 1994: 9):

. . . he’s here and he runs on his hard curly toes and takes me away like he’ll go

and get somewhere like Wyoming where I can jump into his body and be there

too in Wyoming my name is Ace Jim Ace the monkey boy sleeps under the

stars where the light is blue and green and there are sometimes wolves but the

wolves are his friends they sing to him Hello Jim Ace across the plains Hello

Jim Ace my ears have grown larger than monkeys’ ears Hello I shout back

across the plains then the night floats down and the wolves come close and lie in

a circle around me where I am the center and I sleep (Smukler 1994: 9)

This speaker imagines hirself as “Jim Ace,” using the monkey doll as an inter-

mediary, “where I can jump into his body and be there too.” The textual gaps

create a space allowing that transformation to occur: a voice is sent and received

across that gap, between the wolves and the child who suddenly becomes Jim Ace

(“Hello I shout back across the plains”), the speaker hirself transformed in the

process. In literal terms, this is about a child going to sleep, but in imaginative

terms it is a prediction of who Samuel Ace will be as a trans person and as poet.

During transition, when Ace was changing his name, he went back to this poem

and got his new last name from it. The poem in retrospect becomes an act of

biographical foreshadowing, a prophetic moment.

Yet when Acemoved to New York in 1978, his name was Linda Smukler and

he wasn’t thinking of himself as a writer—he had just dropped out of graduate

school at Yale, where he had been enrolled in an MFA program in painting. Ace

notes that he didn’t fit into the various arts scenes in New York City in the late

seventies and early eighties. Working in film production and not feeling a part of

the scene at literary venues in New York City, Ace suddenly had the good fortune
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to meet the person who would make him feel like he belonged, Gloria Anzaldúa:

“I happened to go to a reading . . . at the Judson Memorial Church. I heard Gloria

read, and it literally blew my head off. . . . Gloria was doing a workshop at that

point, and it had already started. I went up to her and asked if I could join. She

said, ‘Yes, absolutely.’” Ace felt drawn to Anzaldúa because he was trying to figure

out his complicated relationship to coming out. Though he identified as a fem-

inist and a lesbian (working at the Lesbian Herstory Archives for several years

around this time), it was an identification not without moments of confusion:

“There are different levels of coming out. . . . My gender issues had been with me

from the time I was very young, but I regarded them as if they were an anomaly. I

couldn’t mashmy gender identification up with everything Iwas reading, hearing,

talking to people about being a lesbian and a feminist.” Anzaldúa’s workshop

provided a context in which Ace could finally think of himself as a writer because

this was a group that understood his feeling of being out of place:

The beauty of that time . . . had very much to do with coming out to myself, and

very much to do with my whole gender identification. . . . [Gloria] provided a place

and a home, and the questions that she asked in that little apartment in Sunset

Park, exercises she allowed us to do or gave us to do—it was an extremely

accepting place. Gloria was the first person I came upon who really confronted

artificial borders and boundaries and questioned them in a way that made total

sense.

Using the workshop, Ace began writing the poems in “Tales from a Lost Boyhood”

that would form the basis of his first bookNormal Sex. With several writers in that

workshop, he formed a “writing band” that would give group readings under the

name “Overload.” Ace also began seeking out other kinds of community to create

a context for his work: “I was involved with the women around the Wow Café. I

was . . . involved with a lot of gay and lesbian readings around town. It was inter-

esting to me that those readings were outside the poetry world . . . the poetry world,

and the circles that I was finding a home in at that time, were not connected.” By

the time Ace’s first book, Normal Sex, was published by Firebrand Books in 1994,

he had earned a master’s degree at City College, studying with William Matthews

and others. Normal Sex did not get a large reception from readers or in the press.

When Ace’s second book, Home in three days. Don’t wash, came out two

years later in 1996, published by Hard Press, the work gathered more notice than

Normal Sex, bringing with it a review in The Prose Poem: An International Journal

and an interview in Lambda Book Report. I first met Ace in Tucson in 2000, when

he had just started to transition though had not yet changed his name. A gap in
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book publications occurred during this time, partly the result of his moving to

Tucson and trying to find a new community there. When his next book Stealth

came out in 2011 from Chax Press, it was his first published under the name

Samuel Ace but, ironically, it was coauthored. Instead of it being a coming-out

moment for the poet Samuel Ace, this book suggested the poet had already been

around and here he was depicted as if hanging out with a female friend, the reader

overhearing their intimate conversation. Not particularly public about his tran-

sition, Ace publishes widely in literary journals at present but has sometimes

found at conferences and readings that people often don’t realize he is the same

author who used to be Linda Smukler.

B. Max Wolf Valerio: Kind of an Outsider/Poetry Is a Force That Brings You In

If Ace found his calling as a poet after finding literary community, Valerio had a

different trajectory. Born Anita Valerio, the child of a military-career, Hispano

father and a Blackfoot mother, he lived primarily on military bases all over the

United States and in Europe and for a year on his mother’s reserve in Alberta, later

attending high school in Colorado when his father retired from the army. Valerio

went to school for writingmuch earlier than Ace. He was already determined to be

a poet—Valerio describes his early experience with writing poems as a kind of

origin myth: “I was reading Sylvia Plath and I was 12 or 13 and I remember my

hand was shaking. . . . I can look back now—it’s sort of a portent of this thing that

was drawing me in. Poetry is kind of like a force that brings you in—I mean, it’s

not a rational decision.” As with Ace’s prophetic moment in “Monkey Boy,”

Valerio’s sense of “portent” here seems not unrelated to his sense of being trans.

Becoming a trans poet for both Ace and Valerio seems contingent on movements

backward and forward through time, on reading earlier experiences through the

lens of the present and on figuring out how becoming one’s preferred gender and

becoming a poet might be related (or unrelated) experiences in hindsight.

Valerio’s first audience in the mid-1970s at the University of Colorado had

been lesbian feminists: “There was a lesbian caucus and women’s liberation

coalition, and so that’s how I first connected. . . . I was OKwith the women’s cof-

feehouse thing, but very quickly I outgrew that and I felt a lot more at home in the

more general audience that just likes poetry—a literary audience for lack of a

better term.” Valerio sees his actual literary career beginning in the late seventies

when he moved to San Francisco and began publishing poems and giving

readings there. He was identified with a mixture of groups. His publication in the

North Beach journal Beatitudemarked him as a poet accepted by the Beats, while

his publication in Gloria Anzaldúa’s landmark anthology This Bridge Called My

Back, in 1981, led to him being sought out by writers who were feminists, lesbians,
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and women of color. Valerio describes the experience of meeting Anzaldúa in 1978

at a poetry reading:

She came up tome and she was really friendly, really nice. She said ‘I can tell you’re

Chicana; you got the eyes.’. . . we were friends, and then she did This Bridge Called

My Back and invited me to be part of it. . . . She did influence me in one sense, and

it’s not poetry. I wrote my first essay really in This Bridge and she pulled it together

for me. I handed her a bunch of writings that I had done when I was like 19 and 20

and she pulled it all together and made it a cogent piece.

Whereas Samuel Ace would later seek out Anzaldúa and find “the beginnings” of

his own poetry in 1983, here just a couple years earlier, Valerio was being approa-

ched by her yet felt more ambivalent. Though he was grateful to her, a difference in

sensibilities persisted: “This Bridge Called My Back was kind of weird for me,

because in some ways I don’t relate to that whole women of color scene. I was a part

of it obviously, but I was also kind of an outsider, and I was pulled really toward the

punk rock scene, and the art scene, and Language poetry, avant-garde poetry.”

Valerio’s attitudes about political poetry were not capricious—by the time

Anzaldúa introduced herself, aspects of his sensibility had already been formed

through studies with Allen Ginsberg at Naropa and especially with William Mat-

thews at the University of Colorado in 1975. Valerio had a formative experience with

Matthews, the first older poet who gave him confirmation of his linguistic ability:

He told me to hone in on the image or language, saying, “In a lot of the poem, you

will have the hard part, the general image or sense of an image, but sometimes it

needs to be more specific.” These were good craft-like skills. . . . He also disliked

political poetry, and wanted me to make him “feel” or “know” that my opinion,

my political opinion as expressed in a poem, was true or persuasive. He didn’t

want to just hear my opinion. . . . I chafed at this, but really, my dislike of political

poetry (unless it is good, persuasive, exceptionally well done) has held and I thank

him for that.

By the time he met Anzaldúa, Valerio had internalized aspects of Matthews’s craft

versus politics argument, which preempted his becoming a political poet. Being in

between craft and politics, for Valerio, meant that whenever his work was read, it

tended to be classified under the identity rubric of an audience who didn’t

completely understand it.When Adrienne Rich wrote about Valerio’s poem “I Am

Listening: A Lyric of Roots” in a 1983 article, her reading of its experimental form

instead focuses on how the poem “reasserts the claim to a complex historical and

cultural identity, the selves who are both of the past and of tomorrow” (538). Rich
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reads Valerio’s spatial “gaps” and composition-by-field technique not as formal

innovations but as allegories for political struggle: “I write for the still-fragmented

parts in me, trying to bring them together” (540). Contrast that statement by Rich

with Valerio’s own: “When these very early poems were being created in the late

seventies into the early eighties, I had a sense of the world fragmenting. Of identity

fragmenting, of place and center fragmenting, and of it being unfurled and cre-

ated and re-created in these landscapes or ‘fields’ (as I did get Olson at some

point) that were the poem.” The point that Anzaldúa, Rich, and Valerio agree

upon is that there are multiple fragmented selves within the self—their main

point of contention here is whether those fragments should have a centripetal or a

centrifugal tendency.

When Valerio’s first chapbook, Animal Magnetism, was published in 1984

by eg press, under the name Anita Valerio, he gave readings from it, but the

surrealism and disjunctiveness of the poems were confusing for audiences who

had read This Bridge Called My Back and who knew him from feminist coffee-

houses. Valerio began medical transition from female to male in 1989, five years

after Animal Magnetism. He continued to write poetry and publish in journals,

but didn’t actively seek out another publisher for a book of poems. Over the next

two decades, he appeared under his new name, Max Wolf Valerio, in the movie

Female Misbehavior (dir. Monika Treut) and in books like Leslie Feinberg’s

Transgender Warriors (which contains no mention that he is a poet) from 1996.

Valerio describes the shift that happened during these years:

I quit readingmy poetry out. . . . I quit doing that right around the time of transition

because I thought, I just can’t deal with this, with telling people I’m a guy now.

Because back then it was so different in all the worlds—in the punk world, in the

feminist world. In FemaleMisbehavior, I maymention that I’m a poet, but she didn’t

really want to put anything about that in there—she just wanted to know about the

hormones. So the seeds of the memoir—suddenly the focus shifted to that.

After transitioning, Valerio was if anything experiencing more conflicts between

the demands of different audiences—now there was a new audience who “just

wanted to know about the hormones.” Valerio has negotiated these tensions by

continuing to focus on craft, and by continuing to write uncompromising, dis-

turbing, formally inventive poems through the past decade and today. He has

many unpublished manuscripts located in storage in San Francisco.

C. kari edwards: A Different Person

Although Ace and Valerio became poets before gender transition (with the sub-

sequent name changes complicating their status as authors), edwards’s experience
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of becoming a poet went hand-in-hand with transitioning. For edwards, tran-

sitioning was part of an overall change of occupation, medium, and calling—it

was central to her early literary performance. Fran Blau (2009: 9), edwards’s

partner, describes when the two of them met at Naropa in 1996:

She had already had a career teaching sculpture and performance art at the

University of Denver for 12 years. . . . Her life path changed radically when she was

initially turned down for tenure at DU a few years before we met.

She fought this decision and won but chose to leave her position andmake

somemajor changes in her life: she began taking estrogen, practicing Zen, teaching

youth at risk, and working in a homeless shelter. She also began keeping a journal.

Her journal writing began as a way to clarify her thoughts, observe her mind and

document her experiences as she began transitioning and living as a woman. Her

journal entries were numbered beginning the day she started on estrogen.

Enrolling in a contemplative psychology program at Naropa University (where

she met Blau), edwards was inspired to launch a “public writing career” by the

death of Allen Ginsberg, who she had been afraid to study with due to her dyslexia

(9). This decision led her to take courses in the Jack Kerouac School. Her first

publication was a chapbook, The Mandala of a Dharma Queen, created during an

independent study. She graduated from the Jack Kerouac School in 2000. edwards

finished her first book, Post/(Pink), before she graduated from Naropa—it was

published by the Scarlet Press.

After Post/ (Pink), edwards immediately began a second book, a day in the

life of p., which was published by Subpress Collective thanks to Lisa Jarnot. Jarnot

(2009: 72) describes her impression from their classes: “Sie was so much like the

tough working class women of my childhood neighborhood. Cigarette smoking

cleaning ladies and the like. No nonsense people with a will to survive. Later I

learned that kari had grown up a town away from me just south of Buffalo, and

even later I learned that hir childhood had been more rough thanmine.” Whereas

Ace and Valerio wrote many poems before transition, it was almost as if edwards

had to leave behind aspects of her own context in order to write poetry. She

resisted discussing who she used to be. Once at a diner in Brooklyn I asked her

what her previous name had been—she said, “We don’t speak of it.” I later

learned that her whole name (first and last) had been completely reinvented. She

had become a different person, a poet rather than an artist.

Between 2000 and 2002, around the time she graduated, edwards was

creating her context as a poet—just as she had recreated herself as a person. In an

interview she noted that this sense of context was not exclusively literary: “I never

think of a community of writers. I think of a community as those that are in my
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circle. Some are writers, some activists, some artists, or whatever, but there seem

to be shared views” (Oliver 2003). edwards had already begun seeking out this

group with shared views; Blau (2009: 9) notes that she set up a “dyslexia support/

educational group” for students at Naropa and now “began a small private

practice with transgender clients and co-facilitated a transgender support group

in Boulder.” She also began working as poetry editor for International Foundation

for Gender Education’s Transgender Tapestry, the most important transgender

magazine of the early 2000s.

edward’s work at Transgender Tapestry was unusual because she brought

radically avant-garde poetry, often by trans writers, to the attention of an audi-

ence who had not experienced it before. Hallmark-esque greeting card verse

(often rhyming) had been a familiar sight for many in the trans community from

support group newsletters and similar venues. During her tenure as poetry editor,

from 2000 to 2005, edwards persistently published poetry of the decidedly non-

greeting-card variety, including “Petroleum” by Julian Semilian (Summer 2003),

“For Debra Forte, Rita Hester, victims of transphobia” by Oussama Zahr (Fall

2003), “Free to Be My Own Gender” by Angela Dobbs-Sciortino (Fall 2003),

“either or” by Julia Serano (Spring 2004), “Harmony” by Catherine Daly

(Summer 2004), “Width” by Margaret Ricketts (Summer 2004), “Trans Figures”

by me under pretransition author name Tim Peterson (Winter 2004), and

“diagnostic detour” by Trish Salah (Summer 2005).7 Abby Saypen’s book review

of a day in the life of p., which appeared in summer 2004 (an issue for which

edwards had edited the poetry), shows what edwards was up against at the time

(2003): “Here again, very interesting use of images, but to what purpose? Perhaps

it’s to confuse the reader even further. . . . I read the lines and I say I really get this

image, but ten words later I no longer understand it within the context of the

poem. That is the story of this collection of brilliant images and evocative language

which are unfortunately lost in a mixture of obscurity and confusion.” That a

reviewer felt so comfortable taking this patronizing tone reviewing a trans poet in a

trans publication for which said poet was also the poetry editor demonstrates how

volatile the aesthetic and political boundaries were that edwards was crossing with

her own work and her editorial aesthetic. She boldly continued this work through

the publication of two more books of poems: iduna (O Books, 2003) and obedience

(Factory School, 2005), up until her sudden death in 2006. Bharat jiva was pub-

lished posthumously by Litmus Press in 2009, and another posthumous book, diary

of lies / succubus in my pocket, is forthcoming from EOAGH Books this year.

Conclusion

Though a compelling argument can be made for a “trans poetry aesthetic” based

on stylistic similarities between the poems of Ace, Valerio, and edwards, it remains
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unclear whether this similarity represents an aesthetic or whether other factors are

indeed at work. One reason for the similarity might be a shared interest in (un)

intelligibility—the poetic careers of Ace, Valerio, and edwards show a range of

different solutions to the dilemma of having to forge one’s own relationship to

a literary context that doesn’t know how to readily incorporate one as an

author. Further investigation into the question of why stylistic similarities exist

would involve looking into numerous other coincidences in the poets’ careers—

including but not limited to connections with the Jack Kerouac School of Dis-

embodied Poetics at Naropa, the influence of radical lesbian feminism, the

shared workshop instructor William Matthews, the influence of Sylvia Plath, and

probably most significantly, the role of Gloria Anzaldúa in making possible a kind

of literary community that would allow for the eventual visibility of trans poets.

Trace Peterson is a PhD candidate in English at CUNY Graduate Center in New York City. She

recently coedited Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and Poetics (2013), the first-

ever anthology of poetry by trans writers.

Notes

1. At the time of writing this article, I am not aware of previous work in scholarly journals

about “trans poets” as a specific category. So I believe this is the first article on trans poets

authored by a trans academic and published in a peer-reviewed journal. There are some

related writings (by Trish Salah and others) about individual poets that do not use the

category as such. TC Tolbert and I attempted to make “trans poets” visible as a category

by editing the anthology Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and Poetics,

which was published in 2013 by Nightboat Books.

2. These are the poets in the United States that I am aware of at present—with the earliest

published chapbooks or books that I know of—who identify as trans, who have tran-

sitioned, and whose main medium is poetry. I had to limit the sample of writers to a

manageable size for this essay, but additional close contenders within the United States

include Julia Serano and Joy Ladin.

3. My personal interviews with Ace (2013) and Valerio (2013) focused on the social context

in which each person became a poet, discussion of literary influences, and discussion of

poetics as the author understands them. I have tried wherever possible to give these

authors the chance to weigh in on their own “self-presentation” when it pertains to

matters of literary biography, often quoting their own commentary to clarify a point.

4. I am using the following definition of ego-dystonic, derived from Moore and Fine (1990:

61–62): “Drives, affects, ideas, or behavior subjectively experienced by the observing ego

as foreign to the self are ego-dystonic or ego-alien. The opposite of ego-dystonic is ego-

syntonic. These terms use the word ego in its earlier ambiguous sense to refer to what

would now be called the self, not as an agency of the mind as in the structural concept.” I

am speaking specifically of the possibility of ego-dystonic writing—I am not suggesting
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that the experience of being transsexual itself is ego-dystonic. If anything, I assume that the

experience of being transsexual is ego-syntonic (consistent with approaching one’s ideal

self) but that these three particular writers’ relationship to language is ego-dystonic. I am

certainly not referencing the unfortunate term “ego-dystonic homosexuality,” removed

from the DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) decades ago.

5. Referring to Tolstoy, Shklovsky (1991: 6) says: “He does not call a thing by its name, that is,

he describes it as if it were perceived for the first time . . . he foregoes the conventional

names of the various parts of the thing, replacing them instead with names of corre-

sponding parts in other things.”

6. Unless otherwise identified, all direct quotes from Ace and Valerio are drawn from the

interviews mentioned above.

7. The summer 2005 issue of Transgender Tapestry includes the following note: “kari

edwards, our poetry editor, is moving to India; this issue is her last. Our best wishes to

her, and our thanks for her hard work over these past five years or so.”
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Generative Negatives
Del LaGrace Volcano’s Herm Body Photographs

ELIZA STEINBOCK

Abstract The most recent exhibited work of photographer Del LaGrace Volcano is a triptych from the

series Herm Body (2011–), which presents Volcano’s front and back torso conspicuously pared down,

headless, and nude. Whereas in conventional film photography, negatives are used in the darkroom to

make positive images (photographic prints), in the outmoded medium Polaroid 665, which Volcano

employs, the positive image is used to make a (unique) negative. The generativity of the Polaroid 665

negative in Volcano’s hands is not purely photographic; it is also affective. My essay explores the

questions, what are the stakes and what are the consequences in a (photographic) negative gen-

erating and reflecting the artist’s self-image? I attend to the vulnerabilities of the technical process

as well as the strong formal and conceptual references to intersex bodies in medical photography and

to aging bodies in images from John Coplans. In short, I propose that theHerm Body series shows how

negative affect is productive and political, even when it appears to suspend agency.

Keywords negative affect, self-portrait, Del LaGrace Volcano, intersex, Polaroid photography

I n fall 2012, the Leslie and Lohman Museum of Gay and Lesbian Art in New

York City exhibited a midcareer retrospective of Del LaGrace Volcano, the

American-born and Sweden-based artist.1 The show spanned Volcano’s photo-

graphic practice from 1988 to 2011 and consisted primarily of portraits, both of

community members and of the artist. Cumulatively, Volcano’s images offer a

catalogue of gender variant incarnations: leather lesbian, hermaphrodyke, drag

personae, and transgender. These divergent photographic versions of the artist

share an arresting gaze, a high or low camera angle, and a mixture of masculine

and feminine costume (see fig. 1). The most recent work shown, however, is quite

different. The first exhibited triptych from the seriesHerm Body (2011–ongoing) is

conspicuously pared down, headless, and nude (see fig. 2).2

These images are suffused with Volcano’s anxiety about returning to the

camera after becoming immersed in coparenting and having a body greatly

changed by hormones, age, and weight (interview, August 17, 2012). TheHerm Body

triptych fittingly reflects on Volcano’s midlife embodiment in the context of the
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midcareer retrospective. The title draws attention to the materiality of its subject,

insisting that we receive the artist’s body as herm—a word Volcano uses to name

intersex history and claim trans embodiment.3 As I will show, Volcano’s choice of

medium for these midcareer herm self-portraits is also significant: these works turn

to the increasingly rare and outmoded medium of Polaroid film (type 665).

For Volcano, it was the unique parameters of this particular film that spoke

directly to the content. Not only does Polaroid 665 film produce a characteris-

tically rich black and white image, it also has a photochemical process that makes

it unlike both traditional photographic film and other Polaroid processes. In

conventional film photography, light exposure produces a negative image on

transparent film. In the darkroom, light is then shown through this negative to

produce its inversion—a positive image—on photosensitive paper. Polaroid 665

film, however, is unique in that it produces both a positive image and a negative

image. In the days before digital photography, this allowed photographers to see

an image immediately after they took it while still producing a negative that could

be used to make positive prints in the future; that is, like a conventional Polaroid,

Figure 1, right. Del LaGrace

Volcano, Self-Portrait

Collaboration with Gerard

Rancinan I, Paris, 2004;

Stochastic archival pigment ink

print, 24 · 24 in. Copyright Del

LaGrace Volcano

Figure 2, below. Del LaGrace

Volcano, INTER*ME I, BREAST

BACK BREAST, Örebro, 2011;

Medium Format/Polaroid 665,

Stochastic archival pigment ink

print, 3000 · 940mm (formerly

the Herm Body series). Copyright

Del LaGrace Volcano
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the 665 produces an instant positive image, but unlike all other photographic

processes (both traditional and Polaroid), this positive image is concurrently

exposed to produce an original negative. As Volcano states, “Oddly enough the

positive is largely irrelevant because in order to produce a strong negative the film

must be overexposed, rendering the highlights in the positive image to be blown

out” (pers. comm., August 10, 2013). In other words, whereas in conventional film

photography, negatives are used in the darkroom to make positive images

(photographic prints), in Polaroid 665 the positive image is used to make a

(unique) negative. While the original positive image is, as Volcano states, “largely

irrelevant,” the unique negative can then become generative. It can be taken to the

darkroom to produce multiple positive photographic prints. That generativity,

however, is produced through the inversion (and obsolescence) of that instant

initial positive.

The generativity of the Polaroid 665 negative in Volcano’s hands is not

purely photographic; it is also affective. The artist appreciates the symbolic

dimension of the unusual process and exploits it, explaining, “I used Polaroid

negative/positive film to mirror my feelings about my embodiment” (Volcano

2012). What are the stakes and what are the consequences in a (photographic)

negative generating and reflecting the artist’s self-image?

This essay follows herm’s transference through analogy of the photo-

graphic negative to affective negativity. I attend to how the materiality of the

Polaroid 665 film stock and its processing may accurately express the complexity

of feelings regarding the artist’s body. On a technical level theHerm Body triptych

asks a political question: Is there a way that the (photographic) negative does not

simply convert into the mere opposite of the positive? What if the negative—as

with Polaroid 665 film—exceeds the positive that it inverts in order to become

generative? In other words, what can be learned from a photography-studies

approach about the relationship of the negative to the positive image that anal-

ogously complicates theorizing about affective negativity in queer and trans-

gender studies? Given the widely negative cultural connotations attached to

corpulence, to aging, and to gender variance, the Herm Body series expands

beyond Volcano’s autobiographical embedding to more broadly investigate the

politics of negative feelings regarding mortality.

This essay advances through two main considerations of how photo-

graphic negatives can illuminate affective negativity. First, I explore the technical

process of the Herm Body series to establish how the negative generates a self-

image. The process offers an ontological understanding of the image that challenges

simplistic notions of photographic indexicality or reference to a true self. Second, I

attend to the formal citations of medical “freak” photography that bring into public

view affective aftermaths of herm embodiment. Through recycling these past
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traumatizing aesthetics, the images in the triptych seize control of the photographic

practice of visualizing “abnormality,” while reframing the meaning.

Throughout, I attend to the content of these images. They contain strong

formal and conceptual references to images made by British artist and critic John

Coplans, who began to photograph his body at the age of 64 and continued to do

so for twenty years. Volcano’s dialogue with Coplans’s works directs the viewer to

consider Herm Body in relation to a masculinity problematized in part through

aging and mortality. The question of aging is approached to consider those who

live on in the face of death. I argue that Volcano revalues the persistence of the

aging body and brings attention to the liveliness potentially drawn from nega-

tivity. In short, I propose that the series shows how negative affect is productive

and political, even when it appears to suspend agency.

Risking Wear and Tear

I will begin with Volcano’s decision to use Polaroid 665 film stock. People using

the common Polaroid SX-70 technology need only load the film, release the

shutter, and wait for the image to surface; the negative film print instantly reg-

isters the image without a darkroom process (Buse 2010: 217). In contrast, the

Polaroid 665 requires its user to embark on a highly fraught registration of an

image. Once the positive is peeled away from the negative, the negative needs to be

cleared in water or with sodium sulfite. This step introduces a certain precari-

ousness into the process: too much washing can actually erase the image, and

watermark stains need to be avoided. Moreover, Volcano risks solarizing herm’s

pictures, overexposing the negative to a close-up flash of light in order to create a

thick black line visible around the brighter body (see figs. 1–3).

An additional element of risk and randomness, which Volcano welcomes,

stems from the fact that the Polaroid 665 film stock was discontinued in 2006. All

recent 665 photographs are made from rare old film; each expensive online

purchase may be inert or expired. The processes’ precariousness is amplified by

the fact that this dated film can get stuck in herm’s medium-format mechanical

Mamiya RB67 camera (the Polaroid sheets are loaded in the back, and then have

to be ripped out carefully).

Each photograph’s unique trace of herm’s body is created through labor-

intensive work on the photographic negative. At every stage, the negative is

vulnerable to being destroyed. Although Volcano uses digital processes to make

this unique image generative of multiple positive prints (rather than a darkroom),

the initial analog processes leave unpredictable material traces that speak to the

multistage coming-into-being of the final prints. Photo historian Peter Buse has

argued that Polaroid images contain the trace of their own impending obsoles-

cence in their mixture of ephemerality and irreplaceability. In his account, the
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uniqueness of the popular Polaroid print makes it an appropriate aesthetic met-

aphor for being “doomed not to last” (2008: 224). Interestingly, while Polaroid

665 stock can generate multiple prints, the connotation of obsolescence clings to

the medium and is part of Volcano’s process. Not only inherent in the destruction

of the initial positive, ephemerality and obsolescence also hover over herm’s use of

outdated stock and partial solarization of the negatives. Volcano’s prints empha-

size the uniqueness of the photographic negative as inseparable from the ran-

domness of wear and tear and the accumulation of time.

Volcano’s (2012) statement that the Herm Body images “conflate, confuse,

and decimate any simple truth of the artist’s body” calls upon the Polaroid

photographic negative to do critical, destructive work. In terms of the dominant

modes of transsexual visual representation, the Herm Body series refuses to

document the trans body or give a certificate of presence. Jay Prosser (1998), one

of the first to consider representations of trans embodiment through photogra-

phy studies, claims that the photograph “functions as an incarnation,” arguing

that “the photograph appears co-natural with the body, and may even begin as

more referential to the self than the body. Inasmuch as the immediate purpose of

transsexuality is to make real the subject’s true gender on the body, the visual

media are highly valued, for they promise (like transition itself) to make visible

that which begins as imperceptible—there but underexposed, we might say”

(2011: 211). Taking on the realist position from Roland Barthes’s Camera Lucida,

Prosser argues that the referentiality of photography can expose that which was

“underexposed” in real life (the not-there-yet). Almost like the chemical changes

from hormone treatments, the chemical washes of photographs bring to bear an

evidential power to substantiate a true, visible body/self. Nevertheless, Prosser

wonders, “What does transsexuality in fact look like?” if not inhering in the

indeterminacy or the limit of recognizability (226).

Clearly, such a limit on self-recognizability poses problems for portraiture,

especially images that try to establish the temporal continuity of (a) gender.

Photographic self-portraits can either serve as evidence for the proof of self—as

in, “I was (already) there” in those earlier photographs—or as a disavowal of the

self that claims “that was never (the real) me.” However, Volcano’s self-portraits

seem to move beyond the positive affirmation or the negative denouncement of a

pre-/post- transition self, with its essentialist tendency. The claim of likeness

might be evidentiary of another experience of temporality that assumes the

continuity of identity along a life trajectory more akin to “that still is.”

Volcano’s extending of the photographic process and the inclusion of the

material traces of its stages serve to stress the importance of the material accu-

mulation of experience—or, more broadly, of the effects of aging. Instead of

presuming the artist’s body as it simply is, the images assess the accumulated
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midlife of an artist. The material processes of these photographs, in other words,

serve to call attention to the transitions of aging and ask us to reflect upon the

body in the photographs as having a past, having had a life. This relates to how

Anca Cristofovici (2009: 20) has argued that images of the aging exhibit a complex

simultaneity of different age-selves. The survival of divergent age-selves in the

series recalls Volcano’s own back catalog of self-portraits staging the artist’s body.

As a different image of aging, it seems preposterous to define Volcano in this

triptych being either pre- or post-, whether that refers to a gender, a transition, or

a career. Performing the herm body, the images grasp the “problem of reading the

transsexual,” and, I might add, the problem of identifying “the” intersex body, as

a temporally intermediate embodiment, infinitely caught in medias res (Prosser

1998: 226).

Photographing Herm Vulnerability

Beyond gathering different age-selves of Volcano, these photographs also con-

dense other episodes in the history of photography. In the two front-facing Herm

Body photographs, the frame’s insistent focus on bare breasts and hair growth

suggests a re-enactment of early medical photography. Most tellingly, a hori-

zontal, faintly numbered grid is visible in the lower register of the photographs

behind and beneath the figure’s body and in front of a plain studio backdrop.

Such a reference to measuring and cataloguing was typical of the clinical and

scientific photography used to record gendered, sexualized, and racialized

“aberrations” in the human body for medical research. Both formally and the-

matically, then, the trappings of clinical photography in the Herm Body images

stage what Renate Lorenz (2012: 94) calls “transtemporal drag”—an embodied

intervention into time and temporality. Volcano’s physical performance for the

camera references the nineteenth-century medical photography of intersex

individuals and asserts herm’s kinship with them and their vulnerability.

From the beginning of photography’s technical capabilities, doctors put it

to use to capture the defining embodied differences of gender nonnormative

people: hermaphrodites (Nadar, née Gaspard Félix Tournachon, in 1860s Paris);

hysterics (Bourneville Charot in 1870s France); and inverts (Magnus Hirschfield

in 1920s Germany). Doctors and surgeons made such images to document the

morphologies and symptoms they investigated and the results of treatment. They

were attracted to photography’s graphic accuracy and the promise it held of a

purely objective record of the body, a promise reinforced through the common

practice of stripping down clothes, props, and background to isolate the anatomy

(Creighton et al. 2002; Moeschen 2005: paras. 13–14). Many scholars and activ-

ists have discussed the ethical issues raised by medical photography, and many

agree that its visual conventions established and reflect an unbalanced power
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relationship between the object and the subject of representation (cf. Guidotto

2007; Preciado 2005; Singer 2006). Blocking the nude sitter’s gaze is among the

visual conventions that has lasted the longest and earned the most stringent

criticism. Though doctors have long claimed that cropping out or covering over

the subject’s face protects patient privacy, many people see such cropping as a

visible trace of medicine’s reification and dehumanization of nonnormative

bodies. Intersex activist Cheryl Chase specifically attacks the assumption that

covering the eyes lends privacy to the subject of the photograph, asserting that

“the only thing the black band over the eyes accomplishes is saving the viewer

from having the subject stare back” (qtd. in Dreger 2000: 161). Her claim is

supported by a survey of intersex patients about their experience of medical

photography; they found the psychological impact of the lack of subjectivity to be

highly traumatizing (Creighton et al. 2002: 68–70).

Among the earliest medical photographs are nine plates made in 1860 that

depict a single young hermaphrodite, faceless and naked. These pictures were

recently celebrated by a team of German urologists as “an important milestone in

the history of sexual medicine” (Schultheiss, Herrmann, and Jonas 2006: 358).

Perhaps what they mark is a shift toward the visual regime of gender and sexual

pathology. Beatriz Preciado (2005: 155) explains, “Nineteenth century emerging

medical photography invents also the new codes of realistic representation, in

continuity with the pictorial tradition of the portrait, but displacing the repre-

sentation of the ‘truth’ of the subject from the face to the sexual organs.”

This history’s ongoing relevance may be part of the reason that so many of

Volcano’s earlier works depict their queer subjects staring back at the camera. Yet

in the Herm Body series both the face and the sexual organs are withheld from

view. Volcano locates the “truth” of the herm subject not only in the risk-filled

labor of the photographic process but also in the negative affect that attends the

history of photographing intersex people.

Volcano’s self-representation in the Herm Body series appropriates the

medical and photographic technologies through which such bodies have been

produced as visible—that is, as visible disruptions of dimorphic assumptions

about the human species that, as its “errors,” are brought into representation to

reinforce the mythology of binary sexual difference. Herm Body is filled with

references to the not-quite-past-enough medical depiction of gender variance as

morphological anomaly. Volcano recycles all the most painful visual conventions

of medical pathologization, including blocking the sitter’s gaze, fragmenting and

overexposing body parts, and framing and labeling pieces rather than persons.

Viewing these images, I felt overwhelmed by the aftermath of the dark histori-

ography of photographic portraiture of herm bodies. Gone was the colorful,

celebratory genderblending, the safe and loving references to contemporary
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trans*, intersex, and queer communities that characterized herm’s earlier work. In

their place the Herm Body images offer visual and affective traces of the medico-

cultural processes of depersonalization.

Yet Volcano’s Herm Body images diverge sharply from early medical

photographs of intersex people in one crucial aspect: herm does not document

herm’s genitalia. Rather, herm’s images feature the artist’s hands as a site of

subjectivity. Volcano’s hands do not cover the eyes but instead make contact with

herm’s body, specifically with the secondary sexual characteristic of the chest.

Looking closely at the left and right photographs in figure 2, these expressive

hands tell a different story from the probing hands of a medical practitioner. The

left image shows Volcano’s hands softly cupping herm’s chest to frame breasts.

The right image is more extreme in ambivalence by showing fingers forcefully

gripping the fleshy chest, making the nipples pop out in a gesture that seems to

combine eroticism, aggression, and display. In his study of male homosexuality in

pornographic images, Thomas Waugh (1996) notes how the visual regime of

medical photography shares common representation techniques with exposing

the body in “pin up” pictures. Here, though herm’s breasts seem displayed in a

sexual manner, the visual echo of a doctor’s hand holding up the enticing deviant

detail competes with a reading of its simple erotic citation.

These two framing frontal shots recall and displace medical photography,

which does not allow for the model to touch themselves in a sexual manner, leaving

the doctors to negotiate the pornographic codes of exposure. In modeling herm’s

own body, the images are closer to the parallel emerging genre of the freak pho-

tograph in which the sitter seeks to draw attention to their trait marking a “deviant”

body (cf. Garland-Thompson 1996;Moeschen 2005). Though the hands focalize the

viewer’s gaze on the chest, they also pull them up and toward the part of the face

that is included in the cropped shot: the chin, displaying herm’s dark facial hair. The

excess of secondary sexual characteristics, breasts and beard, places herm as a herm,

anchoring identity in a far-from-simple truth of the artist’s body.

One could compare herm’s project to Robert Mapplethorpe’s, who

Richard Meyer (1993: 364) has argued intervenes in the stigma attached to his

sexuality by standing in as both agent and object of homoeroticism and homo-

phobia in his self-portraits. Similarly, Volcano’s replaying and decoding of

deviance in the Herm Body photographs works to distort the overlaying of visual

regimes that produce intersex as a nineteenth-century anatomical category and, in

so doing, erase intersex individuals as political subjects. In addition to investi-

gating how photography coercively assigns sexuality and gender to the body, the

series similarly tackles age normativity in queer community and its deviances. An

important predecessor in this regard is the Gender Optional—Mutating Self-

Portraits series (2000). Specifically the Daddy Del self-portrait captures an aged,
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terrifically bald and washed out

version of the artist, a transformative

effect achieved by make-up and

lighting (see fig. 3). The small patch

of facial hair also lends continuity

between the series (compare fig. 2 and

fig. 3); Volcano seems to have come to

embody a mutated (and testosterone

grown) version of this former Daddy

self. Though this series may appear

less obviously concerned with high-

lighting hermaphroditic traces, the

body is shot against a taxonomical

grid, which serves as a remainder and

reminder of the medical gaze set on

the marks of mortality. Thus the

medical gaze is one that the viewer

is invited to consider using him or

herself, for measuring out changes

and differences in terms of age and its

deviancies.

Challenging youth culture by

placing pressure on the normativity

around age is also achieved in John

Coplans’s unsparing documentation

of his aging male body, starting from

the age of sixty-four in 1984 until his

death at eighty-three (cf. Leffingwell

2004; Smee 2014). The image at the

center of Volcano’s Herm Body trip-

tych that shows herm’s hands grasp-

ing herm’s back (fig. 2) refers directly

to Coplans’s body of work in that

it stages a reenactment of the 1984

Coplans photograph Back with Arms

Above (fig. 4).

Coplans called all the images

of his body parts “self-portraits,” yet

the prints rarely show his face and are

cropped from medium to extreme

Figure 3. Del LaGrace Volcano, Daddy Del, from

Gender Optional series, London, 2000; Digital C-

print, 14 · 11 in. Copyright Del LaGrace Volcano

Figure 4. John Coplans, Self-Portrait, Back with

Arms Above, 1984; Polaroid 665, 1213 · 935mm.

Copyright John Coplans Trust
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close-ups to render the body/self unfamiliar. The titles also inform the viewer what

part they are looking at, offering an answer to the riddle of the strange perspective

on a body. Like Volcano for the Herm Body series, Coplans uses Polaroid 665 film

(Leffingwell 2004: 100), evoking a technical inversion that thematically resonates

with how his images deviate from youth culture and the normative male body. He

also uses the negative to print the image on a much larger scale, bringing out the

abject in fine details of hair follicles, blotches, and callouses.

Whereas Coplans’s dramatically lit back hunches over to hide the head,

making the fists with dark shadows beneath appear like alien antennae, Volcano’s

back stands tall and strong with the hands thrust up and over in a tight embrace of

the shoulders. As reviewer Sebastian Smee notes in his discussion of John

Coplans’s recent show “Hands 1988–2000,” these human hands, emblematic tools

of communication, seem to be trying, “like distant semaphores, to tell us some-

thing” (2014). Guiding the viewer toward meaning, Volcano’s hands feeling the

body seem to seek assurance, to ask and to answer in pressing the flesh, “I am still

here.” These pressing, gripping, cupping gestures hold the image tightly. Working

from the outside in, first from the highlighted fraying at the outer frame, to the

dark lines framing the torso created through solarization, the hands repeat the

visual gesture of holding it together. They persist in seeking to reframe the body:

to do the handiwork of conceptually reframing the meaning of herm negativity

that presses in determinedly from the large black wooden frame. In the context of

the photograph’s critical approach to aging, the insistence of the hands’ taut

liveliness also recuperates power from the negativity of death.

Judith Butler’s Frames of War (2010) engages the work of interpretation

integral to uncovering the visible as well as invisible frames that narrate images of

war; much of her analysis is pertinent to the framing of photography in general.

In Butler’s (2010: 74) account, all photographs mobilize multiple framings of the

image through norms that are invisibly framing the frame. She distinguishes

between visual and conceptual frames: visual frames show, whereas conceptual

frames give meaning to forms of life within general conditions of historically

articulated and enforced recognizability (xix). Specifically, the affective relation of

grief in relation to war photography’s framing of death indicates what the viewer is

able to recognize as “a life” worth grieving. Thus photographic regimes can be

said to wage war through affect: grief marks the boundaries of the necropolitical-

biopolitical split of death from life.

Butler’s analysis can be extended to highlight the ways in which medical

photography incites particular affects, framing some bodies as unrecognizable

lives through the visual strategies of desubjectification. Within the Herm Body

series the negative conceptual framing of a herm life as not a life at all seems to be

made manifest in its citation of biomedical histories of photography. Volcano
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embodies negativity in this citation and blends it with the meditation on age

signaled by the Coplans reference. In this way, the Herm Body photographs make

negativity generative—as with the Polaroid process herm uses. The photographs

subsume and reconfigure the private and public, the personal andmedical; that is,

the negative affects surrounding the medical photography of intersex bodies and

(f)ailing bodies mobilized by theHerm Body series are not only Volcano’s but have

a sociocultural dimension that queer theorists have argued is inherently political

(Cvetkovich 2007: 461).

In “Critically Queer,” Butler (1993) argues that, despite the limitations of

reverse discourse, difficult histories must be reworked and the past is never past

enough. Heather Love (2007: 18) has expanded on this to argue that in this way

Butler “retains a faith in the possibility of transforming the base materials of social

abjection into the gold of political agency.” The desire for reclamation and pride

taken in a reassertion of an injurious term, however, makes it harder to see the

persistence of the damaging past in the celebrated present. In Love’s study of

disqualified queer identities, she admits the difficulties in locating a workable

political praxis from studying “negative” texts on self-hatred and bitterness

but points to their descriptive and diagnostic value (4). Volcano’s photographic

rendering of herm feeling can be understood as a visual representation of “what

it is like to bear a ‘disqualified’ identity, which at times can simply mean living

with injury—not fixing it” (Love 2007: 4).

Feelings regarding gender ambiguity, aging, corpulence, and so on are not

wholly personal to Volcano; rather the series inventories the corporeal and psy-

chic costs of bad or even ugly feelings through the visual traits of cumulative wear

and tear. Hence while the photographic series returns with an artistic difference to

the long history of medical studies of the body, the images might also be con-

sidered as social documentary, cataloguing the experience of living-on with

injury. Refusing to wait until death to grieve, the photographs offer a technical,

material, and aesthetic response to how one might productively siphon off the

power of negativity. Finally, the Herm Body photographs transform those inju-

rious feelings into feelings generative of fascination with the aging, corpulent,

changing self that still is.

Eliza Steinbock is assistant professor of film and literary studies at Leiden University. Their

research focuses on visual culture and trans*feminist politics with recent publications

including essays in The Transgender Studies Reader 2 (2013), Journal of Homosexuality (2014),

and Photography and Culture (forthcoming).
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Notes

1. Besides work appearing in numerous publications, Volcano has published five mono-

graphs to date: Love Bites (1991), The Drag King Book (1999), Sublime Mutations (2000),

SEX WORKS (2005), and Femmes of Power: Exploding Queer Femininities (2009).

2. Since expanding this firstHerm Body triptych into a series of three (nine images in total),

Volcano has changed the working title of the series to INTER*ME (pers. comm., April 29,

2014). This new title substitutes inter* for herm and me for body, which personalizes and

politicizes the images. Inter*, like trans*, uses the asterisk to designate the widest possible

variance, in this case of intersex and intergender. It is becoming used more widely in the

social movement and activist context, popularized by groups like trans*inter*queer

(TRIQ) in Berlin, Germany. As this change was made while the article was going to press,

I have retained the earlier working title and my analysis related to it. I stand by this

decision because this title was the basis of the interview and online discussions I held with

the artist and best reflected herm’s thought process at the time.

3. Rather than the gender-designating pronouns he or she (him/her), Volcano regularly

uses herm to signal a body and identity of a hermaphrodite by design. See, for instance,

Volcano 2010. I will follow herm’s requested designation throughout this article.
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Alarma!
Mujercitos Performing Gender in 1970s Mexico

SUSANA VARGAS CERVANTES

Abstract In this essay, I analyze representative photographs of mujercitos’ posing for Alarma!,

contextualizing them through their labor as sex workers within the pigmentocratic system of Mexico.

I read their gender performance as reflecting their desire to access class privilege, which in Mexico is

inseparable from skin tonality. I argue that the photographs of mujercitos point to processes of

subjectivation different from those outlined in prominent theories of performative gender/sex

developed in Anglo North America, specifically the early work of Judith Butler.

Keywords mujercitos, travesti, gender performativity, nota roja, Alarma!, pigmentocracy

L orena sits on a chair, her left arm lying softly over her purse on her lap while

her right elbow rests on a desk. Her hand delicately holds her head. There is

nothing shy about her: her strong features affirm her daring attitude. There is no

option but to be captivated by Lorena’s seductive gaze. Her penetrating look is

directed at you. She is beautiful and this photograph shows it.

This black and white photograph (fig. 1) appeared on the back cover of

issue 217 of Alarma! Únicamente la verdad! (Alarma! hereafter) on June 17, 1970

(Márquez 1970). Alarma! is the definitive example of nota roja,1 a popular peri-

odical genre characterized by its gruesome photographs of dead bodies. Yet

Lorena is not pictured dead, burned, or mutilated. On the contrary, for twenty-

three consecutive years (1963–1986) with a print run of half a million copies,

Alarma! featured every month a photograph of a mujercito like Lorena.2

In this essay, I analyze representative photographs of mujercitos’ posing

for Alarma!, contextualizing them through their labor as sex workers within

the pigmentocratic system of Mexico.3 I read their gender performance as

reflecting their desire to access class privilege, which in Mexico is insepara-

ble from skin tonality, rather than their identification with hegemonic

identities. I argue that the photographs of mujercitos point to processes

of subjectivation different from those outlined in prominent theories of
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performative gender/sex devel-

oped in Anglo North America,

specifically the early work of

Judith Butler.

Within the issue of

Alarma! I began with, there is

further a spread of photo-

graphs of Lorena. Two black

and white photographs side

by side show how Lorena

wears her long black hair up

in a ponytail or down over her

shoulders. There is also a trip-

tych of Lorena performing a

very sexualized femininity, in

poses: “flirting, suggestive and

daring,” according to the cap-

tions. These photographs con-

struct “a story of Lorena” that

appears to belong more to a

fashion magazine or a photo

novella than to a nota roja

periodical.

In Alarma!’s July 1970 issue, another mujercito, La Queta, poses smiling

happily at the camera (López Garcı́a 1978). The novella narrated through these

photographs similarly concerns performances of femininity. Queta wears a

miniskirt highlighting her crossed, bare legs. The camera captures her profile

while she sits on a chair, her hands resting on her lap. She is smoking, casually, as

if distracted by engaging conversation. The caption reads: “She smokes.” In the

last photograph, Queta stands up, holding a broom, posing with one knee bent

while her hips slightly incline to her right in counterpoise. She smiles looking into

the camera; the caption exclaims: “. . . and sweeps!” Queta performs both a sex-

ualized and a traditional femininity.

Another back cover of Alarma! from August 1978 features the photograph

of Claudia, captioned as “the most sensual of them all,” and provides a close up so

that we can see Claudia’s crossed leg as she sits (Gutiérrez Valenzuela 1978).

Through her poise before the camera, Claudia not only performs sexualized

femininity but displays the femininity of a higher socioeconomic class. Claudia

poses almost arrogantly, with back straight and elongated, recalling aristocratic

women’s portraits.4 With this photograph, Claudia provides herself with an

Figure 1. Es hombre, vive como mujer! Nacı́ para amar

chicos! Potros Editores S. A. de C. V. and Alarma!
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identity evoking what she might have (wanted to have) been, an aristocratic being

photographed for the society pages.

Paulette’s self-projection is similarly visible as she poses for Alarma!.

“Paulette,” “the sad one,” strikes a pose evocative of movie star Dolores del Rı́o,

the first Latin American female star known in Hollywood (Gutiérrez Valenzuela

1978). Paulette poses for Alarma! holding her hand to her chest, looking into the

distance, lamenting. Her sobriquet, “the sad one,” seems to allude to the name of

the most representative face of Mexico in Hollywood, Dolores, which literally

translates as pain. As Dolores, Paulette performs a sexualized femininity and

another social class, that of the movie star.

These and many other photographs ofmujercitos enact what Cuauhtémoc

Medina (1994: 1) notes in his analysis of the photographs of nineteenth-century

prostitutes in Oaxaca, Mexico: “It is the realization of a desire: to not see yourself

how you really are, but how you would have wanted to have been.” Medina

discusses these photographs as a theater of identity struggle in which the pho-

tograph’s official function was to control sex workers through identification while

sex workers, through posing and control over the camera, provided themselves

with a different identity, an idealized version of themselves.

In the photographs described above, mujercitos posing for the camera of

Alarma! provide for themselves an identity not of what they are but of what they

might want to become. Lorena is a model for a high-end fashion magazine.

Claudia is the wife of a high-class man who belongs to the cultural elite in Mexico;

she entertains the upper classes in exclusive parties at her mansion. Paulette

becomes, like Dolores del Rı́o, one of the few Latin American movie stars to

succeed in Hollywood, the greatest beauty of her time. Importantly, all of these

aspirational identities are linked to class and skin tone.

Since Spanish colonization, skin color has been a marker of class in the

pigmentocratic sociocultural system of Mexico: lighter skin tonalities are asso-

ciated with the ruling European upper and middle classes, while darker tones

are associated with indigenousness, with lower socioeconomic status, and with

exposure to racism and labor discrimination (Feminı́as 2009; Moreno Figueroa

2010; Villarreal 2010). Whiteness marks the space of privilege and is a widely

desired subject position (Moreno Figueroa 2010).Mujercitos’ gender performance

in these photographs reflects their desire to access a privileged class/skin tonality

position. The names mujercitos use underscore this desire. Names like Odette

and Paulette sound French, which in Mexico allows mujercitos to lay claim to a

Europeanness that makes them sound better, whiter, more distinguished than do

Spanish names. In this way mujercitos’ self-presentation in Alarma! points to a

process of subjectivation intersected as much by class/skin tonalities as by gender/

sexual identification.
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It is conventional in North America for this kind of intersection to be

theorized as it was by Judith Butler (1993: 130) in her analysis of the film Paris Is

Burning, where she interprets the performance of male-bodied femininity as a

“vehicle for the phantasmic transformation of [the] nexus of race and class.”

Butler describes that transformation as “the phantasmic promise of rescue from

poverty, homophobia and racist delegitimation.” and connects it to the desire

to “become real, . . . a real woman.” But it is important that mujercitos are not

necessarily performing femininity out of a desire to be or become “real women,”

nor performing Europeanness out of a desire to be or become white. Rather,

mujercitos’ self-presentation performs the desire to occupy the spaces of privilege

that whiteness offers in Mexico.

I contend this because the photographs of mujercitos like Claudia and

Lorena are usually accompanied by text suggesting that they are sex workers. For

example, Lorena will “look for love” on the “highways.” In another Alarma!

article,mujercitos are described as “men but they sell their caresses as if they were

women” (Rámirez Flores 1972). Other articles work almost as classified adver-

tisements, giving specific dates and times at which one can find the depicted

mujercitos, though there is almost never any explicit mention of sex work or

prostitution.

So if I argue thatmujercitosmight not want to “become real women” this is

because their labor, as sex workers, doesn’t necessarily benefit from such

becoming. In her work on travestis and transgender sex workers in Mexico, Debra

Castillo (2006: 11) found that it is more profitable to fulfill a common fantasy

among Mexican men, that is, “to have sex with a woman that has a penis.”

Similarly, work on travesti sex workers found that many Mexican men hold a

fantasy known as themacho probado, to take on the “passive” role during sex and

be penetrated.5

Many Latin American researchers note that although many men have sex

with men, they do not self-identify as “homosexual,” “gay,” or “bisexual” (Carrier

1995; Nesving 2001; Núñez Noriega 1999; Prieur 1998). Their gender/sexual

identity is not identical to their sexual practice. Indeed identity and practice

in Mexico do not necessarily express continuity and coherent relations between

gender/sex, sexual orientation, practice, and desire but, instead, are deeply entangled

with social stratification.

Given the centrality of questions of economic survival and social strati-

fication in Mexico, labor is a major site of contention. Middle-class and working-

class subjects have very different employment options and correspondingly

different self-presentations. For people with peripheral sexualities within middle-

class spaces, gender presentation follows a normative relation of coherence

between gender and sex; regardless of sexual orientation, men look masculine and
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women look feminine.Vestidas and travestis from the lower classes normally work

in beauty salons or as sex workers. Self-identified “gay” subjects are more often

middle or upper class andmuch less effeminate. On the other hand, in lower- and

working-class sectors, gender presentation has an inconsistent relation to sex or

sexual orientation: many more women can be masculine and many more men are

feminine, independent of sexual orientation and practice, without rendering

them unintelligible as subjects.

In the postcolonial pigmentocratic sociocultural system of Mexico,

questions of subjective intelligibility must take into consideration the ways in

which class/skin tonality is deeply entangled with labor. In Alarma!, mujercitos

negotiated this system by enacting their aspirations through photographs, show-

ing themselves as they wished to have been, performing sexualized femininity,

and inhabiting spaces of socioeconomic privilege, while maintaining their erotic

capital as sex workers. These photographs show how inMexico class/skin-tonality

relations play a determining role in the constitution of subjectivity in the same

way gender/sex does elsewhere.

Susana Vargas Cervantes is an Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council postdoctoral

student at the Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de

México. Her most recent publications include “¿Saliendo del clóset gay, maricón o queer?”

(2014), “Retablos: Bodies and Affects in Subversion” (2010), and “Performing Mexicanidad:

Criminality and lucha libre” (2010).

Notes

1. Nota roja is a Mexican cultural tradition associated with lower socioeconomic classes.

Will Straw (2011: 53) defines nota roja as “theMexican term for the chronicling of violence

and crime” that “has come to stand more generally for the variety of ways in which crime

may be narrated within popular cultural forms.” The term designates periodicals with

gruesome textual and photographic content, newspaper sections that deal with violent

events, or sensationalist television, tainted with morbidity.

2. The term mujercito, used by Alarma! as a synonym for “effeminate man,” plays with

gender through a grammatical feminization of the male subject. Grammatically, the term

mujercitos masculinizes the noun used only to name females, mujer. I suggest that the

term mujercitos is feminizing, not the grammatical subject, but the subject that has been

assigned “male” sex at birth. I refrain from ascribing a particular gender/sexual identity

to the mujercitos but ground my theoretical analysis through the identity of travesti (as

opposed to transvestite, transsexual, or cross-dresser, as they originate in a different

historical and cultural context). Travesti references not only gender identity but also a

political and activist identity, one seeking to become the subject of law. The term travesti

designates “persons that having being assigned the masculine gender at birth have chosen
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to identify themselves in different versions of femininity and who may or may not

surgically or hormonally modify their bodies” (Cabral and Viturro 2006: 270). By posing

in these photographs mujercitos provided themselves the feminine subjectivity that the

text and homophobic society denied them. Historically peripheral sexual subjects in

Mexico have reappropriated denigrating terms to empower themselves linguistically: my

use intends to extend and recognize the resistance mujercitos enacted through photo-

graphs.

3. This article is an excerpt from my doctoral project, which examines photographs of

mujercitos in the periodicalAlarma! between 1963, when the first issue appeared, and 1991,

when Alarma! was censored by the government for five years.

4. The story recounts that before the photograph was taken, Claudia asked the photogra-

pher to wait while she touched up her makeup. Claudia wanted to shine in the photo

since “her husband was going to see it.”

5. For a further discussion on travestis and transgender and transexual sex workers in

Mexico or Argentina, see Castillo 2006; Maffia 2006.
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Idols of Development
Transnational Transgender Performance

in Thai K-Pop Cover Dance

DREDGE BYUNG ’CHU KÄNG

Abstract Inter-Asian cultural flows are transforming everyday Thai gender practices and perfor-

mances in unexpected ways. The most striking example is the way in which Korean popular music, or

K-pop, is molding contemporary beauty and dance aesthetics through cover dance, the copying of

choreographed movements from music videos. K-pop cover dance has become a definitive social

activity among Asian sissies (young feminine gay men) and is organized into an extensive contest

circuit leading to an annual competition in Korea. Thai sissies are among the most enthusiastic and

skillful practitioners of K-pop cover dance, and some practitioners, such as the members of the group

Wonder Gay, have become national celebrities. I describe how cover dance demarcates a new social

arena for feminine Thai males to express themselves through the idiom of modern Korean female

embodiment. Semiprofessional cover dancers constitute a class of “hyper-fans” who become “demi-

idols,” with fan followings in their own right. I argue that Thai K-pop cover dance can be read as both

an aspiration for personal and national development that indexes participation in a new cosmo-

politan Asian sphere. The cover dance phenomenon in Thailand highlights recent shifts in Asian

regionalism, idol fandom, and transgressive gender performance.

Keywords sissy, cover dance, Korean Wave, Thailand, inter-Asian popular culture

I n the climate of political uncertainty following the 2006 military coup d’état,

many Thai people worried about perceived weaknesses of national character

allegedly manifest in both a large transgender population and an international

reputation for sex tourism. Thailand is also anxious about being seen as a copycat

nation populated by followers rather than by innovators and creators. These

concerns converged in 2009 when a cover dance video went viral and incited a

gender panic in Thailand (Käng 2012). The video shows the group Wonder Gay

performing the choreography from the hit Korean pop music video by the

Wonder Girls, “Nobody.”

Cover dancing to K-pop is immensely popular among feminine Thai gay

men, who participate in an extensive contest circuit that culminates in an annual
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competition in Korea; but it has not always been especially visible to the het-

erosexual public. This changed when the Wonder Gay video amassed over 5

million YouTube hits and brought both the members of the group and the larger

cover dance scene to national attention. In response, journalists, television per-

sonalities, and netizens generated an enormous outpouring of commentary on

Thailand’s alleged lack of “real men” and its inability to produce anything original

and trendsetting. As a Korean gay man educated in the West, I hold some critical

distance from these straight Thai concerns. Still, the experience of entering Thai

bars with K-pop cover dancing was profoundly jarring. This was not because of

the cross-gender performances—one expects gender play in gay bars. What

surprised me was the transnational performance of Korean femininity, and only

Korean femininity, seemingly coordinated en masse, throughout the night. Since

2009, whenWonder Gay became minor national celebrities, I have been following

the practice of K-pop cover dance in gay bars, competitions, and practice sites

and the public discourse in Thai newspapers, television, and online media.1 I

interviewed ten members of four competitive cover dance groups, observed cover

dance practice sessions, routinely observed and talked with cover dancers in gay

bars, and followed several cover dance groups online.

The question at the root of my research is why in the world would anyone

want to imitate Koreans? This is not my question alone, but the recurrent concern

of Hallyu, or Korean Wave, studies. What I have found is that K-pop’s associa-

tions with a developed Asia, and its contrast with both Western and Thai music,

provide an opportunity for effeminate Thai gay men to enact modern Asian

identity.

In the following pages I describe contemporary shifts in Thai expressions

of gender identity influenced by East Asian media. I first define the gender locally

known as “sissy,” situating it in the larger context of transgender and gay iden-

tifications in Thailand. Then, I describe the phenomenon of K-pop cover dance in

more detail, showing how cover dance as ritualized performance and as social

practice allows Thai sissies to embody modern Asian femininity. I argue that Thai

K-pop cover dance can be read as both an aspiration for development and the

instantiation of participation in a new cosmopolitan Asia.

Thai Genderscapes

The Thai term phet incorporates multiple forms and expressions of sex, gender,

and sexuality. I have recently argued for conceptualizing phet as genderscapes

with five key nodes: kathoey, tom, gay, female, and male (Käng 2014). These cate-

gories and their subcategories overlap and change; they are fluid and dynamic

and vary with social position and the ideological stance of the speaker, so that it

is impossible to draw firm boundaries between categories. In theory, the term
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kathoey is expansive enough to encompass all forms of “transgender” expression

in Thailand. I have found it helpful to use the analytic term ‘‘kathoeyness’’ to refer

to male-bodied femininity as manifested among transgender women and femi-

nine gay, including tut (sissy or queen) (Käng 2012). This broad grouping usefully

sidesteps questions of exactly how variations of male-bodied femininity play out,

allowing me to focus instead on analyzing disciplinary discourses that promote

the masculinization of males for the sake of national development and pride.

However, in contemporary urban usage, the term kathoey refers only to

trans women (with the caveat that not all kathoey live as women 24-7). Sissies do

not think of themselves as kathoey, though they often joke about it. While they

identify with femininity, often present a feminized comportment and sartorial

aesthetic, and often use female speech patterns (e.g., the -kha female polite par-

ticle and terms like jang-loei that express feminine mood or affect), they think of

themselves as essentially male. Sissiness (ok sao, express girliness) represents the

refusal of normative gender dimorphism, what Lin (2006) refers to as “queered

effeminacies,” particularly in light of the growing popularity of feminized mas-

culinity among heterosexually identified men in East Asia (Shiau and Chen

2009).2 As among many transgender women of color in the United States (Valentine

2007), Brazilian travesti (Kulick 1998), Indian hijra (Reddy 2005), or other

groups, Thai cross-gender identifications are situational, highly differentiated,

and complex in ways that defy academic differentiations between gender and

sexuality.

Part of this complexity reflects the fact that Thai genderscapes are thor-

oughly hybridized constellations. The Chinese minority, in particular, has had a

significant impact on middle-class Thai views of gender and sexuality (Bao 1998).

Southern Thai gender norms are molded by Islamic ideals. More recently, the

popularity of Japanese popular culture and the dominance of Korean media in

the region have provided new channels for gender expression. Korean media is

most popular in Thailand among the young urban middle class, women, and gay

men. Historian Peter Jackson’s 2011 book Queer Bangkok: Twenty-First Century

Markets, Media, and Rights offers a powerful account of what he calls the

“Asianization” of queer Thai cultures through film, the Internet, and contact with

tourists—a transnational trend that has intensified in the years since the con-

tributors completed their research. Indeed, hybrid Thai genderscapes continue to

evolve. Anthropologist Megan Sinnott has documented the use of the term tom

(a relexification of the English tomboy) to refer both to transgender men and to

butch women (Sinnott 2000, 2004, 2007), but increased public presence among

FTMs in Thailand since 2010 has eroded the idea that tom can be considered men.

More recently, Thai tom have adopted the styles of K-pop boy bands (Sinnott

2012). The emergence of this new, soft masculinity among tom represents an
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interesting convergence of female masculinity with the effeminate presentation of

many tut. It also testifies to the increasing importance of East Asian media in

shaping queer Thai practices of gender.

Sites and Practices of Transnational Transgender Performance in Thailand

Thai cover dance relies heavily on mass media, both televisual and Internet based.

Cover dancers learn their craft by watching official music videos, dance tutorials,

concert footage, and “fancam” video of stars’ daily lives. Bench (2010) captures

the mediated aspect of cover dances with the descriptive term viral choreographies.

Viral choreographies resist mutation or abbreviation in favor of faithful replicas

of sequenced movements. However, other elements of the copied performance

are open to reconfiguration, especially the staging and context. Thus, effective

cover dances can take place in a bedroom wearing pajamas as long as precise

gestural replication is preserved (e.g., think of the many YouTube bedroom

performances of Beyoncé’s 2008 “Single Ladies” dance). Beyond such domestic

settings, cover dances may ambitiously copy both movement and costumes from

the music videos they emulate, while resituating the movement into the shopping

malls, dance clubs, and convention venues that sponsor and host dance contests.

It is interesting that while cover dance competition venues do not overtly mimic

the settings of the copied music videos, their commercial nature resonates with

the economic value of mass mediated celebrity: the monthly “Hello! Korea”

contest at MBK has a top prize of 30,000 THB (approximately US$1,000, or the

monthly salary of a mid-level professional).3 These competitions also prepare

groups to compete in the annual Cover Dance Festival in Korea.4

The most common venues for cover dance, however, are the gay dance

clubs throughout Bangkok where patrons join in when their favorite K-pop songs

are played. Gay dance clubs in Bangkok can be grouped into several major zones:

the Silom Sois 2, 2/1, and 4; Soi Sarasin; Ortorkor; RCA, Ratchada, and Mengjai;

Ramkhamhaeng/Lamsalee and Lad Phrao; Thonglor/Ekkamai; and Thonburi/

Pinklao. I have witnessed participatory cover dance (PCD) in all of these areas;

however, it is relatively rare in international districts where the bars have a sig-

nificant number of Western or Japanese patrons (Silom, RCA, and Thonglor/

Ekkamai). Furthermore, while it is popular in many “local” Thai bars, the space

does not always lend itself to cover dance. For example, in Ortorkor, dance bars

are generally crowded to the point that one cannot move freely (like being on the

Skytrain [metro] during rush hour). These bars do not have dance floors or stage

areas accessible to patrons. PCD is therefore most elaborated in the Ratchada,

Mengjai, and Lamsalee bars. These bars tend to have large stages with catwalks

that are accessible to patrons following live shows, which include drag, live bands,

coyote boys,5 and variety acts. Possessing these facilities allows bars to sponsor
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major cover dance contests, but it also allows patrons a place to perform their own

cover dance renditions at will when there is no show.

Most of the music played in these venues is Korean, not Thai or Western.

Gay bars almost never play luk thung (Thai country music) or mor lam (Isan

music). There are two exceptions to this rule: first, some gay bars play luk thung

music to drive patrons out at the end of the night, and second, professional

kathoey performers sometimes draw on Western, Chinese, or Thai country songs

for specific kinds of effects. In comedic burlesque or ribald routines, kathoey use

country music to support their depictions of rural Thai womanhood as the foil of

cosmopolitan urban respectability: what not to be. Such drag characters typically

display rustic mismatched clothing, bad makeup, unkempt hair, excessive body

hair, flat noses with large blackened nostrils, splotchy or wrinkled skin, and

accessories such as woven baskets or paper and plastic bags. In other routines

kathoey divas may perform Western (white or black) and Chinese ballads, lip-

synching in elegant costumes surrounded by casts of professional dancers. Such

kathoey performances depict foreign femininity as beautiful, modern, and cul-

turally inspiring, in contrast to the grotesque, backward forms of embodiment

attributed to native Thai women.

Thai participatory cover dancers share the general gay bar scene’s enthu-

siasm for foreign femininity and disdain for Thai music. However, they rarely

cover Western songs the way kathoey performers do. Some Western artists with

elaborate dance routines are very popular in Thailand (Beyoncé, Lady Gaga,

Britney Spears), but PCDs describe their videos as “not fun” to cover because

Western music videos often interrupt dance sequences with narrative elements.

Thus neither Western nor Thai music can sustain participatory cover dance, so

that almost all PCD bar performances take place to Korean pop music.

When asked about their choices, cover dancers say that Korean music is

simply better than Thai music. But this preference for a particular kind of foreign

music is significant, just as the preference for a particular gender performance is

significant. One night at the Pop Bar in the Soi Sarasin area of Bangkok in Sep-

tember 2009, I documented the DJ playing an hour of continuous Korean music

while club patrons danced in groups imitating the girl singers’ moves. When the

most popular boy-band song at the time played, the participants’ movements

became labored and most participants dropped out of the routine until another

girl-group song came on. It became clear that the gay audience had rehearsed the

movements of girl bands but not boy bands. When I asked why they did not dance

to the boy bands, the cover dancers replied that those moves were “too masculine,”

“too strong,” and “too difficult.” The movements, they contended, required more

masculinity than they could produce. Such responses underscore the value that the

dancers place on a feminine self-presentation. Similarly, the near-total rejection of
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both Thai and Western music in favor of Korean music underscores the value that

the dancers place on a particular kind of foreignness.

Interestingly, K-pop cover dance takes place in all types of gay bars in

Bangkok—except for those that cater toWesterners. Korean pop songs usually do

not penetrate Silom Soi 2 (or 2/1), an alley of five bars and one disco. This area is

known for its more Westernized gay bar scene (i.e., single drinks with a dance

floor rather than table service). The international influence attracts both a cos-

mopolitan Thai gay clientele and Thai sex workers looking for clients. As K-pop

has come to represent “Asian” music, the management of DJ Station, the most

popular dance club for foreigners, prohibits its play so as not to disturb Western

clients. There are, however, exceptions (JJ Park, which is similar to a piano bar,

and Expresso, a “sticky” bar, or one in which Thais seek Asian rather than

Caucasian partners).6 K-pop music and dancing is found at both. Thus K-pop

functions as an indicator of Asian identification for the clientele of spaces where it

is played, which include the majority of local Thai gay bars in Bangkok.

For cover dancers, K-pop is not a derivative or imitative genre of Western

pop but a distinct genre in its own right. Thus, K-pop cover dance specifically

allows the dancer to imagine a self outside the cultural realm of theWest, in a pan-

Asian context, without acknowledging how the music or milieu is already hybrid-

ized via the West. In particular, cover dance allows feminine Thai males to

embody cosmopolitanism and middle-class standing through their performances

of Korean femininity, simultaneously foreign and Asian.

Becoming Demi-Idols

Covering is affective labor. A great deal of time and energy is required to become

like the star one emulates. I describe competitive cover dancers as “hyper-fans,” to

highlight the commitment and emotional attachment involved in “replicating” an

idol. Through both online video posts and live competitions, cover dance groups

become famous and attract their own fans. Performing one’s fandom as labor

complicates the relationship between production and consumption and creates

new layers of parasociality, the more or less unidirectional interpersonal engage-

ment between fans and stars. Intensified consumer activity as fans enables

coverers to become highly intimate with the idol and imitate her bodily com-

portment, movements, gestures, personality quirks, habits, and affective style.

They closely follow idols through newspaper gossip columns and webposts; watch

concert videos, dance-training videos, fancam clips of concerts and everyday lives,

and television variety shows; and attend concerts as well as fan-club meetings. In

this technical refashioning of the self (Foucault 1988), successful cover dancers

become like their idols and gain the ability to perform as their idols. And as cover

dancers attract fans, they become “demi-idols” in their own right.
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Boys’ Generation TH (for Thailand) is a cover group of young males from

Bangkok who exclusively perform the songs of Girls’ Generation (a.k.a. SNSD).7

They exemplify this form of hyperfandom. Boys’ Generation originated in 2009

via an online fan forum, and like Girls’ Generation, it has nine members. After

three years, only three original members remain in the group. Each time an

individual leaves the group, he is replaced, not unlike in K-pop bands themselves.

I first met Boys’ Generation at the popular MBK Center’s monthly Hello! Korea

cover dance contest in August 2011, a prestigious competition linked to radio

programs and broadcast on television. The live audience consists primarily of

teenage girls, who often bring props, such as electric signs with their favorite cover

dance–group names, and scream appreciation for their favorite groups and

particularly good moves. That night, Boys’ Generation won the Popular Vote

award for their rendition of “Hoot” (2010), which has its signature “bow and

arrow” dance. The prize money the group has won ranges from a low of 1,000

THB (approximately US$32.50) to 30,000 THB (approximately US$1,000). This

supports the members’ participation in the group, including travel costs and

costumes, which are a custom-made “boy” version (i.e., does not show cleavage)

of Girls’ Generation outfits.

Boys’ Generation has two choreographers, Boat and Coco, whose respon-

sibility is to learn and teach dances to new Girls’ Generation songs. After the

members have mastered the dance moves, Boat and Coco block the dance for the

group to fit on a small stage. The group practices approximately four or five hours

twice a week at a public location in central Bangkok such as Central World

shopping mall or National Stadium. Public practice sessions are only the tip of the

iceberg, as each group member spends a great deal of time learning to become his

Girls’ Generation counterpart. This affective labor centers on practicing the

dances at home, as well as on following their counterpart day and night. To

become his Girls’ Generation equivalent, at least on stage, a dancer will study her

daily life and stalk her every move via fancam videos. He works on becoming as

much like her as possible, embodying her personality and able to convincingly

mimic her clothing, gestures, and mannerisms during a performance.

Boys’ Generation members have become demi-idols, with their own fan

club, composed mostly of young girls and some gay men. Girls make tribute

videos to them and post them online, as well as record and post contest perfor-

mances. Boys’ Generation contest performances, when recorded by the group, are

posted on YouTube and linked to their Facebook fan page. Due to their success,

Boys’ Generation has appeared on Thai television variety shows. Since 2012, K-

pop cover dancers have been participating in nationally televised competitions

such as Thailand’s Got Talent. Millennium Boy, which Coco is also a member of,

has been featured on Thai PBS. The group has developed an international fan base
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that follows their competitions (82,701 Facebook likes as of September 15, 2013).

Millennium Boy holds its own fanmeets, just like K-pop stars. Many cover groups

have also created a cottage industry selling prints, T-shirts, hats, and other fan

paraphernalia.

Boys’ Generation fans are primarily girls who are invested in their youth

and femininity. Like in Japanese and Korean performances, boy-band members

flirt with each other and the audience to promote an ambiguous sexuality

(Glasspool 2012; Nagaike 2012). This is referred to as khu-wai, literally Y couple,

where Y is short for the Japanese yaoi or boys love genre of fandom. Part of the

appeal for girls is that they can imagine being fans (in Thai the same word is used

to refer to a lover) forever because they do not have competition from other

women. Fans of Boys’ Generation also imagine that the members are lovers (boy-

couples) and post pictures of them as imagined same-sex couples, for example,

when they are hugging, holding hands, or looking at each other as if in love. Of the

nine members, pictures of four are routinely posted as two couples. One couple

represents the “pretty boys” who look cute together; the other is always seen

together in public as they are close friends who spend a lot of time together.

This is the same yaoi practice of matching K-pop boy-band stars as couples

(e.g., HaeEun/EunHae from Super Junior). In this sense, the cover dance group

becomes famous and its members are treated as stars. Fans follow them in real life,

posting random pictures of their demi-idols spotted at malls, riding the Skytrain,

or backstage at a competition. Fans also produce tribute videos, photo collages,

fiction, and other products for them.

Successful cover dance performers are demi-idols as the layering and

circulation of representations simultaneously references their relationship with

the K-pop idol beingmimicked and their stardom for their own fans. The potency

of the performance comes from the perfection of the dance and the precision in

personifying the star. When I asked Boat how he becomes like his Girls’ Gen-

eration counterpart, he responded:

I follow the feeling of womanness (arom khwam-pen-ying) from the song. The

song brings the feeling out. It’s not like a male performing as a woman, but being a

woman, like being the person when dancing, only when dancing.When you get on

the stage and the music starts we have to think we are Girls’ Generation to be

convincing to others that we are Girls’ Generation. Each [Boys’ Generation]

member has to follow the steps of one person in the [Girls’ Generation] group. I

become Seohyun. After the song ends, I am myself again.

When I followed up with Boat on being “like” (meuan pen) Seohyun, he stressed

that he does not become “like” his counterpart but, temporarily, “becomes” (pen)
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her. In addition, when I asked Boat about whether he does participatory cover

dance at bars, he noted that outside of contests and practice for the group, he

typically does not do cover dance as a leisure activity. For Boat, competitive cover

dance is like a specialized ritual activity.

Not all the members of Boys’ Generation say they become their Girls’

Generation counterparts, even temporarily. But many of the members talk about

their performance in this manner; for example, Ben notes that he “becomes”

Tiffany through his body movements. He also notes that he is constantly

becoming more like her, of having her “feeling.” Through his ongoing practice of

performing Tiffany, he increasingly perfects his mimicry. For Ben, part of his

motivation in practicing is the increased competition. As more people are

engaging in cover dance, Benmust be able to embody his idol’s idiosyncrasies ever

more precisely (e.g., eye, lip, and wrist movements). This is most acutely felt on

stage at competitions, where the repetitive movements become second nature.

These contests provide a liminal space in which the performers access the power

of their stars. The stage of gay bars also provides a venue for the embodiment of

Korean femininity. Yet these ritualized performances can also carry over into

everyday life, like the instant transformation of bodily comportment when a

cover dancer hears his song being played at the mall and he momentarily strikes

a pose.

Asian Regionalism and Transnational Transgendering in Cover Dance

Cover dance links new technologies, evolving political economies, and historically

contingent events. K-pop cover dance in Thailand has specific features that point

to novel ways of thinking about new media, fandom, and gender performance.

Internet social media express the rising influence of East Asia and provide a

platform for the circulation of K-pop music videos and cover dance. The generic

dance conventions of K-pop coupled with an unfamiliar language lend itself to

copying via dance. As Sinnott (2012) notes, the gender ambiguity and play in K-

pop soft masculinity has become a source and the means through which new tom

and lesbian gender categories are rearticulated and expressed. I argue that the

transnational transgendering in sissy K-pop cover dance opens up new possi-

bilities for imagining and embodying the Thai self not only as queerly effeminate

but also as Asian and economically developed.

Wonder Gay, which is the first cover group to achieve national fame in

Thailand, spearheaded the explosion of K-pop cover dance and associated it with

sissies. Indeed, duringmy first interview with them (2011), I asked the unspeakable

question never posed to them but assumed in their television and newspaper

interviews: “Are you gay?” The answer was a resounding, “No, we are not gay. We

are not masculine. We are tut.”8 The question seemed a bit ridiculous to them, as
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their “showing out” (sadaeng ok) of sissiness already revealed their gender identity

as femininely identified gay. Indeed, their critics had chastised them for daring

(kla) to flaunt their effeminacy. In elite commentary, “kathoeyness,” including

sissiness, is degenerate and contagious, undesirable and expanding, and thus

in need of discipline. However, within the context of the contest circuit, the

transgender performance is valorized by fans, primarily heterosexually identified

girls. Within bar spaces, cover dance is both admired as a skill and at the same

timemarks the dancer as an undesirable partner for those seekingmasculine ones.

To Wonder Gay, their choice of the song “Nobody” was also self-evident:

“It was the most popular song. Korean music is the most popular music.” Other

cover groups similarly state that they focus on K-pop because it is trendy. There is

nothing equivalent to the cover dance competition circuit or PCD for any other

foreign genre. What remains unsaid is that Korea has come to represent a model

for Thai development. Even as Wonder Gay critics chastised them for copying a

Korean group, exposing Thailand’s belatedness, these very social commentators

stated that what should be imitated is not Korean music but, rather, Korean

national character, especially diligence. A common rejoinder among Wonder Gay

supporters was that cover dance performances did, in fact, demonstrate assidu-

ousness and hard work. While the signature moves of songs are relatively easy to

learn, complete routines require dedication to master intricate dance sequences.

Here, I want to make a connection to development, by highlighting the expansive

growth of the Thai middle class since the 1997 IMF (International Monetary

Fund) crisis, when the West lost favor as the model for economic development. I

want to emphasize that Hallyu is not just about the rise of Korea. It should also be

understood as the rise of China, Thailand, Indonesia, and other countries that

have developed a large middle-class consumer base for Korean popular-culture

products. The Korean Wave is also a story about the expansion of Asian middle-

class consumerism and the imagining of cosmopolitan “Asian” lifestyles.

New routes of Asian media circulation are crafting contemporary queer

gender aesthetics and practices in Thailand. This fits a wider pattern of recent Thai

engagement with East Asia, what Jackson (2011) refers to as the Asianization of

Thai queer cultures. K-pop cover dance not only creates new modes of fandom

and participation in the production, consumption, and recirculation of K-pop

but also provides new opportunities for Thai sissies to perform femininity and

modern Asianness. Participation in K-pop cover dance demarcates a new social

arena for feminine Thai males to express themselves through the idiom of modern

Korean female embodiment. This practice expands the performative range of

gender, both staged for broader audiences and enacted in the confines of gay

spaces. The identification with Korean femininity also identifies Thai sissies with

their desire to participate in a wider Asian sphere. K-pop cover dance in Thailand
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implicates the creative refashionings of gendered and racialized East Asian per-

formance. Thus, I read Thai K-pop cover dance, or Thai sissy performance of

Korean femininity, as an allegory for Thai national aspirations for development

and actual participation in an emergent cosmopolitan “Asia.”

Dredge Byung’chu Käng, MA, is a PhD/MPH candidate in anthropology and global epidemi-

ology at Emory University. His research focuses on transnational relationships, race, homosex-

uality and transgenderism, sex work, biopolitics, popular culture, and Asian regionalism. Dredge

has extensive experience in HIV services and nonprofit management. He has published on queer

media and art, gender/sexuality, and HIV in journals such as GLQ (2011) and Asian Studies Review

(2012). Dredge’s dissertation, “White Asians Wanted: Queer Racialization in Thailand,” argues

that middle-class Thai gay men are directing their romantic desires toward newly ethnoracialized

“white Asians” (light-skinned Asians from developed nations such as Japan, Korea, Singapore,

and Taiwan or economically powerful Chinese minorities in Southeast Asia). His second project,

tentatively titled “Amazing Waves: Queering East Asian Popular Culture through Thailand,”

examines the impact of the Korean Wave on the performance of Thai gender and sexuality.

Notes

1. This paper comes from a larger project addressing how class stratification and Asian

regionalism structure Thai kathoey (a broad category for all “third gender” individuals,

but most often used to refer to transgender women in urban contexts) and gay-life

opportunities, stigma reduction strategies, romantic partner preferences, and risk of

HIV. Multisited anthropological fieldwork consisted of approximately fifty months of

participant observation, primarily in Thailand from 2004 to 2013. I interviewed 72

kathoey/gay Thais and their partners and followed another 304 Thais, their foreign

partners, and families. This paper focuses on interviews with ten competitive cover

dancers from four cover dance groups, participant observation of competitions

(approximately one per month), and informal interactions with numerous participatory

cover dancers (approximately two times per week), February 2009 to September 2011,

June to August 2012, and June to August 2013.

2. The Thai category of “sissy” is similar to that in the Sinophone (Lin 2006; Shiau and Chen

2009) and South/East Asian areas, with some parallels to how a kothi would be differ-

entiated from a hijra and a gay man in South Asia (see, e.g., Bakshi 2004; Boyce 2007;

Dutta 2012).

3. MBK (short for Mahboonkrong) is the busiest mall in Thailand. The mall, located in

central Bangkok, is eight stories tall, has over 2,000 shops, and boasts over 100,000 daily

visitors.

4. The K-pop Cover Dance Festival is the official international K-pop cover dance com-

petition, with Korean government and corporate sponsors. Groups from Thailand have

been top contenders. In 2011, Thailand was represented by Next School, a sissy group

from Chiang Mai, covering After School’s “Bang!” This group placed third. Numerous
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online commenters (in both Thai and English) noted the group would have won if they

were not “gay” or doing a transgender performance (e.g., see www.youtube.com/all_

comments?v=kurEI2oCEcg). In 2012, the Thai boy group Lollipop CZ from Bangkok

won for their gender-normative rendition of Big Bang’s “Fantastic Baby.” This was

repeated in 2013, when the Thai boy groupMillennium Boy, from Bangkok, won for their

cover of EXO. For more information about the K-pop Cover Dance Festival, see their

official website at www.coverdance.org.

5. Coyote boys are a local form of exotic dancer that can be hired for companionship or

sexual services.

6. The DJ at Expresso is a transgender woman. She notes that if she substitutes at DJ Station,

she not only cannot play K-pop but must dress in men’s clothing. Westerners are not the

majority of clients at DJ Station; however, the presence of many Westerners changes the

dynamics of the space, as the establishment caters to them as if they were the primary

audience.

7. It is common in K-pop for boy bands to do cross-gender parodies of girl groups. For

example, members of SHINee, 2AM, 2PM, and Super Junior performed together as Boys’

Generation covering Girls’ Generation. Other Boys’ Generation cover groups exist in the

Philippines and Indonesia, resulting in the use of the “TH” for Thailand.

8. Perhaps an English equivalent would be to say one is not gay but a queen.
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Trans on YouTube
Intimacy, Visibility, Temporality

LAURA HORAK

Abstract For the first time, media created by trans people is being produced, distributed, and

consumed on a mass scale. This article argues that trans YouTube videos succeed because their formal

strategies exploit the platform’s penchant for the personal and the spectacular. Trans “talking head”

videos expand the tradition of the feminist consciousness-raising documentary to establish trans

youth as experts and create a sense of intimacy between vloggers and viewers. Transition videos

become spectacular by displaying the subject’s body in ways that affirm their felt gender and through

dramatic temporal compression. These videos operate according to a temporality I call “hormone

time.” While it is easy to decry the formulaic nature of trans YouTube videos, genre conventions help

amateurs enter the field and attract new viewers. Trans youth creatively exploit the platform’s

predilections in order to author and affirm their bodies and selves, in the process generating far-flung

communities of support.

Keywords YouTube, vlog, video, transgender, transsexual, youth

F or the first time, media created by trans people is being produced, distributed,

and consumed on a mass scale. On August 2, 2014, a search for the word

transgender on YouTube yielded more than six hundred thousand hits. More

specific search terms bring up videos that are almost exclusively made by trans

people themselves. On YouTube, there are more than 240,000 videos labeled

“ftm,” more than 209,000 labeled “mtf,” and almost 21,000 labeled “gender-

queer.” The predominant form is first-person, direct-address videos, referred to

as vlogs (a term that combines video and blog). Though trans people also use

platforms like Vimeo and Tumblr, YouTube has almost single-handedly trans-

formed the trans mediascape.

At this crucial moment, it is important to ask: How do the parameters of

YouTube affect the form and content of trans vlogs? What strategies do vloggers

use to make their felt gender legible to viewers? Why have transition videos, which

document the subject’s transition from social recognition as one gender to

another, become so popular? And, finally, what are the implications of these
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developments for trans bodies, selves, and communities? I argue that trans videos

are structured by YouTube’s penchant for the personal and the spectacular and

that they succeed because they use formal strategies that exploit these tendencies.

Trans “talking head” videos expand the tradition of the feminist consciousness-

raising documentary to establish trans youth as experts and create a sense of

intimacy between vloggers and viewers. Transition videos become spectacular by

displaying the subject’s body in ways that affirm their felt gender and through

dramatic temporal compression. These videos operate according to a temporality

I call “hormone time,” which contrasts with recent theorizations of “queer time,”

as I will discuss. While it is easy to decry the formulaic nature of trans YouTube

videos, genre conventions help amateurs enter the field and attract new viewers.

Trans youth creatively exploit the platform’s predilections in order to author and

affirm their bodies and selves, in the process generating far-flung communities of

support.

Transgender studies and newmedia scholarship are only now beginning to

grapple with mass DIY video creation and circulation. While scholars have noted

the importance of the Internet to trans identity and community formation since

the 1990s, much of this work was completed before YouTube was invented in 2005

(Whittle 1998; Gauthier and Chaudoir 2004; Hill 2005; O’Riordan 2005). Pri-

marily sociological, this work does little close analysis of online media forms.

Scholars have analyzed other kinds of trans media more closely, like written

autobiographies, zines, documentaries, fiction films, and Tumblr blogs (Prosser

1998; Halberstam 2005; Regales 2008; Fink and Miller 2013). The burgeoning

literature on YouTube in the field of new media, on the other hand, never

mentions trans vlogs (Lovink and Niederer 2008; Burgess and Green 2009;

Snickars and Vonderau 2009; Strangelove 2010; Kavoori 2011). Only a few recent

works by Tobias Raun and Avery Dame consider trans vlogs directly (Raun 2010,

2012a, 2012b; Dame 2012, 2013). Raun’s PhD thesis, “Out Online: Trans Self-

Representation and Community Building on YouTube” (2012), is the most

comprehensive and rigorous. Raun and I come to similar conclusions—that

these videos are enormously productive for the trans youth who make and watch

them—but he emphasizes their content and psychological effects on viewers,

whereas I attribute their success to their specific formal strategies and strategic

exploitation of the YouTube platform.

Transition videos are only a subset of the many trans videos on YouTube,

but they are the most popular—and the most controversial. Some complain that

transition videos are clichéd and give the impression that all trans people are alike;

for example, one vlogger grouses, “Everybody sits on there and talks about the

exact same shit. . . . ‘Oh, now that I’m on T, I canmake a video like everybody else!’

So is that what you’re transitioning to be, like everybody else?” (7BLUNTS7 2011).1
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While the strong conventions of transition videos may create the impression of

monotony, these conventions have made the videos easier to create and circulate

than any previous media form, and the experiences shared by vloggers can vary

significantly. Transition videos are also criticized for implying that there are only

two genders and the most livable space is in one or the other; that transition is

always a linear, goal-oriented process; and that medical intervention is necessary

to legitimize trans people’s gender identities. The popularity of transition videos

does instate transition as a norm, but many vloggers also interrogate these

assumptions in their videos. Other people, like documentary producer Tiffany

Woods, complain that transition vlogs focus too much on individual self-reali-

zation and not enough on systemic aspects of trans oppression, like poverty,

racism, and access to health care, or on collective political action (Raun 2012a: 13).

While explicitly political media like Woods’s documentary Trans Francisco (2010)

is essential, trans vlogs are also a form of political action, in that they allow trans

youth to author their bodies and selves, grant them expertise over their own

bodies, and provide a framework for communal support.

The “talking head” is the constitutive format of the YouTube vlog, and

trans vlogs are no exception. The format is particularly powerful for trans youth.

While documentaries and television news traditionally use talking heads to

convey authoritative information from “experts” (usually white, cisgendered

men), activist filmmakers have long used talking heads to grant expertise to

working-class women, women of color, and lesbians. In these films, the talking

head allows oppressed peoples to articulate their perspectives to each other and a

wider public (Lesage 1978; Martineau 1984; Juhasz 1999). They also encourage

viewers to find common cause with the people onscreen.

Trans vlogs follow in and expand this activist tradition, even when vlog-

gers do not conceptualize their recordings as political. In the YouTube version of

this format, subjects sit in front of a video camera and microphone embedded in

their computer monitor or cell phone. The framing varies from extreme close-ups

of the head to full-body shots but most commonly captures the subject’s head,

chest, shoulders, and upper arms. Thus, the talking “head” is more accurately a

talking head-and-upper-torso, which is important because the chest is such a

charged site of trans body modification (see discussion in Raun 2012a, 171–73).

Videos generally fall into one ormore of the following categories: (1) daily or weekly

diaries, (2) autobiographical narratives, particularly stories about the vlogger’s

childhood and realization that they were trans, (3) explanations of a term or

concept relevant to trans experience, (4) “how to” videos that transfer skills like

making a packer or developing a different voice, and (5) commentary, including

responses to other vlogs. They are often around seven minutes long. Most vloggers

appear to be in their mid-teens to mid-twenties. Vlogs position trans youth as
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experts, implicitly contesting the expertise over trans bodies claimed by medical

professionals, educators, and parents (Dame 2013). For this reason, they should not

be read as “confessions.” Rather than being impelled and judged by an authority

figure, they are framed as conversations between a group of assumed peers (Raun

2012b: 167–69). They are instead akin to the talking heads of feminist documen-

taries, which mimic the structure of consciousness-raising groups (Lesage 1978).

Trans vlogs become even more powerful by generating impressions of

authenticity and intimacy. The vloggers typically sit alone, in a private domestic

space such as a bedroom, dorm room, or living room. While some vloggers use

professional equipment and shooting conventions, most vlogs have formal

markers of amateurism, ranging from visible pixilation to unbalanced exposure,

backlighting, high contrast, buzzing sounds, or background music that makes the

voice difficult to hear. Some vlogs are edited and some are not, but most give the

impression of being a continuous monologue recorded over a discrete period of

time. These formal qualities—close framing, a private setting, direct address, and

amateur style—make the claim that this person is real and their statements true.

They also position the viewer as a secret confidant. Despite the public nature of

YouTube, trans vloggers often act as if they and the viewer are the only ones in the

room. In one video, a trans male vlogger says to the camera: “Y’all ain’t gonna tell

anybody, will ya?” Sometimes vloggers even whisper to the camera so that their

parents or roommates won’t hear.

The closeness of the face to the camera and use of direct address mimics a

face-to-face conversation or, more accurately, a conversation on a video chat

program like Skype. Vloggers often greet the viewer (e.g., “hi guys,” or “hey

YouTubers”), ask for advice, and pose questions, making the video even more like

a two-way conversation. Many end videos by requesting feedback. Viewers, in

turn, respond to vlogs by posting comments, sending private messages, or

recording response vlogs. Unlike documentary interviews in which we sense the

presence of an interlocutor, no one stands between the viewer and the vlog-

ger—only (seemingly) the glass of the screen. The subject seems to be looking

right at us, they can tell that their video has been viewed, and if we contact them,

they usually respond. Of course, while the vlog may feel synchronous, reciprocal,

and one-on-one, it is actually nonsynchronous, unidirectional, and one-on-

many. Though viewers may feel personally addressed, they are nevertheless “safe”

from the vlogger’s look back.

While all vlogs can produce a sense of intimacy and authenticity, these

qualities are particularly generative for trans vloggers and viewers. As Vivian

Namaste, Julie Serrano, and others have observed, mainstream representations

of trans people are often distancing and objectifying, treating trans people as

freaks or curiosities (Namaste 2005; Serano 2007; thepowerisyrs 2010). They
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assume their viewers to be cisgendered and establish a logic of “us” (nontrans)

looking at “them” (trans). In contrast, the YouTube talking head brings trans

individuals close to the viewer, both in seeming physical proximity and feelings of

intimacy. Trans vloggers become subjects, rather than mere objects, of repre-

sentation, and often assume that viewers are young trans people like themselves.

This collectivizing address is particularly powerful for young people who may not

know anyone else who is trans. Trans vlogs on a variety of topics exploit YouTube’s

penchant for the personal through talking heads, private settings, direct address,

and formal markers of amateurism, creating a powerful sense of connection

between vloggers and viewers.

However, the talking head makes many aspects of social identity visible,

sometimes reinstating existing social hierarchies. Body size, skin color, and accent

affect how often vlogs are viewed and what sort of responses they receive.

Attractiveness seems to be the strongest factor determining a vlog’s popularity.

There is an obvious bias toward slimness and, in trans men, toward muscularity.

Many of themost popular trans vloggers look “all male” or “all female.”While less

attractive vloggers who post regularly can attract significant numbers of viewers,

they rarely become YouTube celebrities like more conventionally attractive trans

vloggers such as Julie Vu (PrincessJoules), who has received almost 16 million

views (as of August 2014).

Race and ethnicity also play a role in which vlogs get watched. The top

results for racially unmarked search terms (i.e., transgender, mtf, ftm) are mostly

white, supporting Raun’s observation that whiteness is an unstated norm on

YouTube (Raun 2012a: 204–12, 304–11) and mirroring the pattern of platforms like

Tumblr (Fink and Miller 2013). However, tens of thousands of trans people of

color do post videos and many actively comment on each others’ videos. These

networks are invisible, though, to anyone who does not specifically seek them out.

These videos only appear when searching for terms like black mtf or latino ftm.

The biggest trans communities of color on YouTube appear to be black men and

women. (My search in August 2014 yielded eighty-nine thousand videos, seven

times more than any other nonwhite group). Lower, but significant, numbers of

trans vloggers identify as Asian, but fewer identify as Latin@ or other ethnicities.

The dominance of whiteness in racially unmarked search results should not blind

us to the active presence of trans people of color in this space. However, the

dependence on the visible body means that attractiveness and race/ethnicity

invariably structure viewers’ encounters with the videos, reiterating existing social

hierarchies.

Out of all the trans vlogs on YouTube, transition videos have become

particularly popular because they also exploit the platform’s inclination for the

spectacular, an aesthetic of visual attractions akin to early cinema’s (Gunning
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1986). However, they exploit this inclination differently than mainstream media

has, using formal strategies to create and affirm trans bodies rather than display

them as oddity or puzzle. Different genres of transition video engender visual

attraction in different ways. Video diaries become spectacular through inventive

ways of displaying bodily signs, while retrospective slideshows and time-lapse

videos become spectacular through temporal compression. In these videos,

medical, audiovisual, and network technology cocreate the vlogger’s body.

Webcams, microphones, monitors, speakers, routers, and servers become pros-

theses of the metamorphing trans body (Stone 1998), a process that Raun (2010)

calls the “screen-birth” of “media-bodies.”

In video diaries, subjects use a profusion of techniques to direct viewers’

attention to new aspects of their bodies that signify their desired gender. For

example, in one vlog, a trans man enumerates the physical changes he has noticed

due to testosterone injections. Sitting on a couch, framed in a medium close up,

he narrates:

As far as physical changes, it looks like my hairline’s starting to change, here [he

points to each temple with a finger]. . . . I’m gettin’ more facial hair comin’ in [he

runs his hand over his chin], more hair on my chest [he looks down at his chest,

which is covered by a tank top, and runs a hand across it] . . . I’m gonna give you

guys [he picks up the camera] a quick view of the facial hair [he brings the camera

close to his chin and moves it around as he talks]. I’ve always had these chin hairs

but it’s gettin’ coarser and darker. . . . If you guys can see, I’ll try to— [he moves

the camera so the lighting is better, the whole screen is filled by his cheek, including

a number of black hairs] Yeah, and my doctor told me that facial hair’s the last

thing to come in, most of you guys probably know that, but that’s why I’m so

excited about this.

In this short segment, the vlogger uses sound (verbal description), gesture

(directing his own gaze, pointing with his finger, touching with his hand),

and cinematography (moving the camera closer) to register particular, male-

signifying aspects of his body. These techniques accrue a body out of disparate

parts. The enumeration draws attention to the aspects of the body that reflect the

felt gender and away from aspects that don’t, sedimenting the body through

accumulated detail. These pointing strategies are characteristic of transition

diaries and are adopted by trans women and men alike—although trans women

often “tell” more than they “show,” because many of the changes they describe,

such as growing breasts or a curvier waist, are under clothing. These ways of

pointing to trans bodies work in opposite ways from mainstream films, which
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traditionally use lighting, framing, camera movement, makeup, and acting

style to expose characters’ assigned sex (Kuhn 1985; Straayer 1996).

However, it is not quite accurate to say that the vlogs make the desired

body visible. Often, the viewer cannot actually see the changes described, either

because they are hidden under clothing or because of bad lighting, exposure, or

resolution. Vloggers acknowledge disjunctures between what is perceptible to

them and what is perceptible to the viewer through comments like, “I know you

probably can’t see this, but . . . ” The viewer’s access to the vlogger’s body and voice

is mediated by recording, distribution, and display technologies. While some

vloggers go to great lengths to achieve a perfectly visible image, most seem sur-

prisingly unconcerned with whether they are backlit, washed out, or pixilated.

Vloggers’ lack of concern for actual visibility suggests that other forms of regis-

tration, such as verbal description and the vlogger’s own touch, can be sufficient

to instantiate these media-bodies. Because so many strategies are mobilized

simultaneously, the video instantiates the body even when the viewer’s vision fails.

Vloggers strive for visibility, but accidental failures of vision are made acceptable

by purposefully redundant, multisensory forms of witnessing.

Other types of transition videos become spectacular through temporal

compression. Many of the changes associated with transition—the growth of

hair, rearrangement of fat, growth or diminution of muscles—take place at a pace

that is imperceptible in real time. These corporeal changes exist in what Walter

Benjamin (1999: 512) calls the “optical unconscious”—visual phenomena regis-

tered by our senses but not perceptible until a camera intervenes, while the

changing voice could be said to exist in an analogous “auditory unconscious.”

Photographing and recording the body at set intervals and viewing it without the

intervening time allows these changes to become perceptible. The revelation of

otherwise imperceptible processes is what makes the videos spectacular, and thus

well-suited to YouTube’s economy of attention. In retrospective slideshows

(vloggers call them “timeline” videos) and time-lapse videos, trans bodies morph

as if by magic, drawn inexorably toward their felt gender.

Retrospective slideshows consist of a montage of photographs of the subject

that proceed chronologically, often from infancy, through transition, to living full

time in the felt gender. Often accompanied by sentimental or inspirational music,

they appear similar in format to photo montages shown at graduations and wed-

dings. The temporal compression is significant, as perhaps twenty years pass by in

five minutes. These types of videos don’t use the pointing strategies of the diaries,

nor do they use cropping, cutting in, or zooming to call attention to particular parts

of the body. Framing the montage as an illustration of gender transition (rather

than of growing up, say) draws our attention to gendered signifiers, but there is

more freedom to choose which aspects of the body to look at.
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Many use on-screen text to frame the images and describe the process of

transitioning as a heroic journey of coming into oneself, moving from fear,

deception, and self-hatred to joy, authenticity, and confidence. Text often indicates

when the vlogger started hormone treatment—prompting the viewer to pay extra

attention to corporeal changes after this point. Text is also used to point directly to

parts of the body. For example, a slideshow by a trans woman named Asuka

includes the text “Happy with how clothes started to fit. Finally developing a waist”

over a photograph of herself looking into a full-length mirror (Asuka Kan 2013). If

not for the text, we might pay more attention to other aspects of her body. She also

uses text to give us access to her thoughts and feelings, noting in particular when

they are at odds with the image. On a photograph of a smiling, well-dressed, male-

presenting person, Asuka superimposed the text “After donating all my hair I was

crying inside. Worst idea in a while.” The text thus guides the viewer not to read the

short hair as an indicator of the vlogger’s “real” gender but as self-defeating

camouflage of her true identity. These kinds of moments assert a lingering gap

between the visible and felt body of the sort Gayle Salamon (2010) has explored, in

contrast to the celebratory pointing employed by diaries.

Time-lapse videos enact the most spectacular form of temporal com-

pression. While not very common, they can generate a huge number of views.

A video by a trans woman named Ashley that was featured on Huffington Post

received more than 5.4 million views between October 2012 and September 2013

(iiGethii 2012;HuffPost Gay Voices 2013). In these videos, the subject photographs

her-, him-, or theirself at regular intervals for one to three years and then

assembles the photos into a several-minute video. Most are medium close-ups of

the head and upper torso, though a few include the whole body. Time-lapse

videos exchange the slower, more deliberative look cultivated by diaries and sli-

deshows, for a flickering, generalized impression of the changing body. Each

photograph appears so quickly that we cannot consciously grasp what the sub-

ject’s body looks like in that particular photograph. There is a push-pull between

the elements of the image that change and the ones that stay the same. As in the

slideshow format, vloggers use text to note when they began hormone treatment

or had a particular surgery, heightening our attention to corporeal change at these

moments. Time-lapse videos make trans corporeal change seem like magic, akin

to a fairy tale or special effect. They evacuate technologies and social contexts in

favor of a body that seems to morph on its own.

What kinds of temporality do these manipulations of time produce? I

argue that most transition videos operate according to a progressive temporality

we might call “hormone time.” Time begins with the first shot of testosterone or

HRT pills (hormone replacement therapy) and is measured against that date, even

years afterward. For example, many trans men start their video diary with their
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first shot of testosterone and title subsequent vlogs “1 week on T” or “testosterone

week 23.” Though many trans women start their vlogs earlier, when they begin

wanting to live as women full time, they still date their videos by the amount of

time elapsed since beginning HRT. Diaries, slideshows, and time-lapse videos all

state the amount of time on hormones in their titles and descriptions. Other

markers of time, such as the calendar date or the vlogger’s age, are indicated far

less often.

Hormone time is linear and teleological, directed toward the end of living

full time in the desired gender. It borrows a Christian temporal structure—time

begins with moment of rupture and points in a particular direction. Just as the

alleged birth of Christ launches the Gregorian calendar, the first medical inter-

vention launches the vlog’s dating system. Likewise, Christian millennialism argues

that time is teleological, marching forward toward a future paradise on Earth.

While hormone time is not as grandiose, it also points toward a utopian future, in

which the subject experiences harmony between the felt and perceived body.

Retrospective slideshows are the clearest example of hormone time.

Unlike video diaries, which can be viewed in any order, in slideshows the author

controls the pacing and order of time unfolding. Time only ever moves forward

and the subject only ever becomes more and more his or her “true self.” Through

the judicious choice of photographs and textual commentary, vloggers create

the impression of a smooth progression from one gender to another. The ret-

rospective slideshow can be considered a variation on the transsexual auto-

biographies that Jay Prosser has analyzed (1998). Autobiographies and slideshows

alike employ narrative structure to shape their maker’s experiences, imposing, for

example, a beginning, middle, and end. In both forms, trans subjects narrate their

lives in order to cohere former and present selves, judiciously choosing images

that add up to their present self-understanding. Time-lapse videos also show

transition as linear and teleological, a smooth slide into the desired social gender.

Individuals don’t experience transition only according to hormone time.

As Julian Carter (2013) argues, transition can involve complex temporal move-

ments “forward, backward, sideways, [and] tangential[ly]” all at the same time,

a process he calls “transitional time.” Indeed, transition diaries often reflect

these multiple temporalities, as vloggers insert and comment on older videos of

themselves, imagine future selves, and sometimes question, pause, or stop hor-

mone treatment. Despite these experiences of temporal multiplicity, many

vloggers construct the more straight-forward, progressive hormone time in their

videos. While, like all narrative, hormone time simplifies, this insistently affir-

mative structure is powerfully enabling to trans youth trying to imagine a future.

Hormone time, focused as it is on progressive change and futurity, is at

odds with “queer time,” which has been theorized along postmodern lines as
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asynchronous, out of joint, and antifuture (Halberstam 2005; Freeman 2007;

Dinshaw et al. 2007; McCallum and Tuhkanen 2011). While experiences of tran-

sition can “enfold” queer and other temporalities (Carter 2013), and trans lives

and artworks can generate queer times and places (Halberstam 2005), hormone

time itself is not queer. Rather, it appropriates the “straight” temporality of

progress for radical ends—proving that trans self-determination is not only

possible but viable and even joyful. Unlike “straight” time, the goal is not children

or the future of the nation but expansive trans subjects and communities. Just as

Jose Esteban Muñoz (2007) has argued that queer antifuturity can be unhelpful

for black subjects who are already not guaranteed a future, criticizing hormone

time for not being “queer” enough misses the life-saving work that these vlogs do.

Hormone time’s orientation toward a joyful future is analogous to Muñoz’s

(2009: 1) theorization of queerness as “the warm illumination of a horizon

imbued with potentiality.” The crucial difference is that, for Muñoz, this future is

always out of reach; whereas, for trans vloggers looking back on their process of

transition, it is achieved. These narratives of success inspire trans viewers to come

out to friends or family, try dressing as their felt gender, seek out other trans

people, and sometimes begin the process of transition themselves. Though post-

transition vloggers continue to face challenges and collective social justice lingers

on the not-yet-realized horizon, vloggers often state that they inhabit a new,

warmly illuminated world. Images of sunrises and metaphors of being “born

again” are common, as are expressions of gratitude. While these videos propagate

a mythology of transition that excludes many trans experiences, these repeated,

individualized narratives of success contrast a mainstream media culture that

produces trans subjects as “other” or as allegorical figures. The retrospective and

heroic narrative common to transition videos is simplifying and teleological, but

it is also enabling because it personalizes a generality. That is, the narrative

structure may be conventional and the genre may be characterized by uniformity,

but the coupling of this conventional narrative structure with the assurance

gained by repetition produces an enabling pattern for trans youth.

YouTube’s predilection for the personal and the spectacular have made it

a powerful tool for some trans people to construct the ways that their bodies are

looked at and heard—and to connect geographically disparate people in intimate

ways. To put it bluntly, these videos save trans lives. Distributed freely through the

Internet and easily found, they collectively tell trans youth that self-determination

and transformation are viable routes. They also generate forms of intimacy

between vlogger and viewer that solicit desire, empathy, and emulation. The fact

that there is a strong formal similarity from one vlog to the next is the point,

for the cumulative force of these statements of presence draw upon each other

to establish community. The repetitive and shared narratological structure of
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transition vlogs—rather than their uniqueness or individuality—voices its

message through a dispersed collectivity that cumulatively (and performatively)

produces a community.

At the same time, YouTube should not be mistaken for a utopian space.

The popularity of transition vlogs, and of hyperattractive, predominantly white

vloggers, institutes hormone time, beauty, gender cohesion, and whiteness as

uncomfortable norms. However, these videos have broken open the mainstream

media’s stranglehold on trans representation and provided many otherwise vul-

nerable subjects the opportunity to shape themselves and their world. The con-

ventions of these genres will continue to evolve as they are taken up by ever more

trans people in ever more parts of the world. What will not go away, however, are

the attempts to use audiovisual and network technologies to grapple with the gaps

between the felt body and the body as seen and heard by others. Though most

trans YouTube videos operate according to strong generic norms, they have

nonetheless provided trans people important new tools to present their experi-

ences and create their bodies anew.

Laura Horak is an assistant professor of film studies at Carleton University. Her book on cross-

dressed women and lesbians is forthcoming.
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Porous Cels

JULES ROSSKAM

Abstract I use mymost recent film, Thick Relations, to argue that traditional narrative structures are

by definition oppressive and controlling. Traditional narratives demand a straight progress through

time, through life, through love, through sexuality and conflict and family—a straight progress that

would have us believe in anddesirous of state-sanctioned institutions and relations. Queer lives don’t

make sense. We are not supposed to be alive, to love the people we love, to live in our bodies so

creatively. And it is precisely this confusion—this nonsense—that I seek to preserve for the ways

that it exposes and rejects normativity. I believe we need to hold onto, acknowledge, and celebrate

this otherness, not because we thrive on being contrarian, but because the regimes of normality are

the forces that seek to obliterate us. We must resist in order to survive.

Keywords queer, trans, experimental film, narrative, kinships

I f failure can be measured in rejection letters, my film Thick Relations is a

failure. I am used to being rejected from top-tier mainstream film festivals; it is

a familiar routine. I was not, however, expecting a string of rejections from nearly

all the American LGBTQ film festivals. Beyond my emotional investment in the

film, I came to see that this response (or lack of response) spoke to a broader

anxiety about trans representation, queer lives, and the ways we are often forced

to narrate them.

Thick Relations is a meditation on the richness, creativity, diversity, and

alterity of a queer kinship laboratory that privileges bloodless and lawless relations

as themost crucial of bonds. It is a chosen family affair. The film is a celebration of

the intimacies that exist outside the normative trappings of “proper” or “mature”

romances. It intentionally defies narrative resolution by allowing for relational

ambiguity in tracing the ways that chosen family arrangements embrace a dif-

ferent logic of love, alliance, and identification.

When I say that the film defies narrative, I mean that I did not use a

traditional three-act structure as a way of creating a dramatic tension, nor did I

wrap up the film in a way that relieves tension with some personal, or political,

triumph. Circling through three main characters, the film creates a participatory
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experience of the family unit they create and re-create in the face of loss. There are

many things about Thick Relations’ characters we never know for sure: their names,

their genders, the specific relationships they have with each other. Within the first

fifteenminutes of the film, the person established as the main character disappears,

without (direct) acknowledgment; sexual encounters interrupt the narrative flow in

extreme close-up; dialogue can be hard to hear; text appears on the screen; nobody

“gets the girl” in the end. We viewers are required to let go—of our expectations,

sure, and also of the information we wish to gather and of the basic thrill of

narrative development. And this, I believe, is the logic of our queer lives.

Our lives don’t make sense. We are not supposed to be alive, to love

the people we love, to live in our bodies the ways in which we so creatively do.

And it is precisely this confusion—this nonsense—that I seek to preserve for

the ways that it exposes and rejects normativity. I believe we need to hold onto

this otherness not because we thrive on being contrarian but because the regimes

of normality are the forces that seek to obliterate us. We must resist in order

to survive.

My films utilize complex and nonnormative structures precisely because as

a queer and trans person I use complex and nonnormative structures to under-

stand myself and the world around me. Traditional narrative structures are by

definition oppressive and controlling. Traditional narratives demand a straight

progress through time, through life, through love, through sexuality and conflict

and family—a straight progress that would have us believe in and desirous of

state-sanctioned institutions and relations. When I try to fit stories and images

into traditional narrative structures, these stories lose the queer temporalities and

teleological inversions inherent in our trans lives. Our stories and images are

constrained, restrained, and strain to fit into narratives within which they lose so

much of their queerness and their specificity.

What does it mean to refuse the expectations about how we live and love?

We see this in Thick Relations as we watch a relationship develop between two

characters, but the nature of this relationship is not made explicit. To label this

dynamic as platonic, romantic, or sexual would not only dilute it, but it would

disallow its amorphous nature—its queerness. We cannot pin it down, and as Eve

Sedgwick has warned us, we must not pin it down.

When we demand that something fit into expectations in order for it to

make sense, we are echoing the modalities of our own oppression—perhaps we

even perpetuate it, perpetrate it: “You, queer, make sense of yourself.” Assimila-

tion into expected roles becomes a tactic for survival, but it comes at the cost of

erasing the difference and the particularity of our own attempts to be ourselves on

our own terms. Is our only possibility to reveal ourselves through stories that have

already been written by others for others?
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Through narrative interruptions, through changes in shooting style,

through the use of text, and through a slow but irregular pace and a focus on what

could be considered the banal, Thick Relations seeks to undo expectations of

narrative. However, it does not offer us a clearly marked alternative “way in.” And

this position “outside”—this critical distance—is precisely the position from

which perception can shift.

If I watch a film and find that it is not what I thought it was going to be, or

it is not acting the way I think a film is meant to act, I can dismiss it, decide that it’s

bad, that I no longer want to watch it; I can walk out. Or I can take a risk and trust

that perhaps the film is not “acting right” because it has other things planned for

me. That the film is perhaps articulating itself through a language I am not yet

familiar with—not the language that speaks the name of my oppression but the

language I learn in the act of liberation. Instead of asking it to be like other films I

have seen, I can open myself to the radical possibilities this new language may

offer me.

Perhaps this experience is not dissimilar to what happens for some cis-

gender folks when they are asked to let go of their need for there to be only two—

clearly demarcated—genders. An experience of terror. Everything unravels, and

queerness seeps in through porous cels.

I suspect that I face an issue endemic to LGBTQ film festivals: there are

people who attend in the hope of seeing themselves represented, and then there

are those who attend in the hope of coming to understand or to learn something

about the people represented. There is a double imperative: represent me and

include something instructive so that I can point someone else toward this as a

text—a site for learning, perhaps for justice.

Out of this double imperative is born a double frustration with a film like

Thick Relations. The audience is not getting an experience they can definitively say

is theirs, nor are they given a tool they can offer to someone else as a way to

understand them. And it is here, in the dark of the theater, where so many viewers

grope for this familiar narrative, for the film that reinforces the story they already

have about themselves. They reach for the hand next to theirs, for the familiar

comforts, instead of submitting to the dark and to the queer form unfolding on

the screen.

If “making sense” is necessary for success—in art and otherwise—then I

think I probably prefer failure. The task of making sense of myself, of the world I

imagine, is far less interesting to me than living in that world and in myself. I

suggest that rather than making sense we aim to disrupt sense. We aim to tell

stories that are unconcerned with mapping triumph and identity and instead

reveal the twisted secret joys and miseries, connections and undoings, big and

little deaths of which our lives and relationships are made. I suggest that we be
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willing to make nonsense. That we be willing to misunderstand and to be mis-

understood. That we concern ourselves with the confusion of our hearts rather

than with ordering our minds.

Jules Rosskam is a visiting assistant professor of film and video at Hampshire College, where

he teaches film/video and queer studies. He is the director of Thick Relations, against a trans

narrative, and transparent.
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How, Then, Might
the Transsexual Read?
Notes toward a Trans Literary History

ALEXANDER EASTWOOD

Abstract This essay examines the burgeoning relationship between transgender studies and literary

criticism by interrogating the terms of their commensurability. Recent debates within critical theory

have at times detrimentally deployed marginalized figures, such as transsexuals, to represent his-

tory’s demise without accounting for the ways in which trans subjects or characters experience

history. Focusing on representations of reading practices in two twentieth-century American texts—

Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and Tennessee Jones’s Deliver Me from Nowhere—this essay conceives of

a trans literary history that is methodologically invested in a hermeneutics of resonance rather than

in the pursuit of mimesis. In doing so, it articulates how trans temporalities might animate literary

texts by inspiring new methods for reinterpreting both personal and cultural narratives.

Keywords literary criticism, transsexuality, American literature, history, transgender studies, gender

studies

T he notion of the ahistorical has become something of a fad in recent liter-

ary criticism. This counterdiscourse marks a turn away from the trenchant

historicism that, dominant in literature departments for decades, has followed

Fredric Jameson’s (1981: 9) imperative to “always historicize!” “What could have

less to do with historicizing,” Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick (2002: 125) jokes, “than the

commanding, atemporal adverb ‘always’? It reminds me of the bumper stickers

that instruct people in other cars to ‘Question Authority.’ Excellent advice, per-

haps wasted on anyone who does whatever they’re ordered to do by a strip of

paper glued to an automobile!” What hermeneutics have been repressed by his-

toricism’s reign, many literary critics are beginning to ask, and what readings have

been lost as a result?

One might argue, however, that the dismissal of history is a privilege held

by those who are able to locate themselves within it, who take history for granted.

Of course not all critiques of historicism abandon history altogether but instead
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sublimate history into broader discussions of temporality.1 Such conversations

tend to disregard or even embrace the ways in which marginalized individuals,

such as transsexuals, have been deployed to signal history’s collapse. Dwelling on

“discourses of the end of history and the end of sex,” Rita Felski (1996: 337)

exposes how prominent male theorists figure transsexuality as a symptom of

history’s demise. Jean Baudrillard in particular, Felski notes, misreads transsex-

uality as a postmodern threat to the gender binary, “elevat[ing]” the transsexual

to “the status of universal signifier (‘we are all transsexuals’).” Thus he glosses

over “the differences between women and men, the difference between those who

occasionally play with the trope of transsexuality and those others for whom it is a

matter of life and death” (347). Baudrillard’s narrative of the transsexual’s ahis-

toricity overlooks the historical presence of transsexuals and, ironically, the

transsexual subject’s investment in bodily and gendered distinctions. Many trans

people do possess a fraught and often disidentificatory relationship to the past.

Transition can feel like an act of temporal severing that induces both relief and

grief. Even if transitioning can help secure and determine the future, it cannot

alter the past. One grieves for the childhood that never occurred, for the trauma of

the archive of one’s pretransition life—an archive that, within trauma’s tempo-

rality, easily becomes an archive of absence. This dysphoric personal relationship

between present and past selves echoes in the scene of reading back and finding

no trace of oneself in cultural memory. As Leslie Feinberg (1996: 11) laments, “I

couldn’t find myself in history. No one like me ever seemed to have existed.” The

tropological readings Felski critiques, in other words, neglect the ways in which

trans people actually experience history.

I hope to redress this problem by capturing the lived temporality of

transsexuality, its literary representations and theoretical implications. Beginning

with the sensation of not being able to find oneself in literary history, I ask how

one might take a capacious approach to trans literature without effacing the

material specificity of trans experiences. Literary history offers an alternate per-

spective on how trans people experience and reinterpret history, as authors and as

readers. It provides accounts of history that are affective, imaginative, and closely

linked to questions of self-authorship. How might literature help trans individ-

uals and scholars think through the phenomenon of both reading and of being

read? Formulating a trans analytic for interpreting literary history, I understand,

in Ann Cvetkovich’s (2003: 268) words, “the quest for history as a psychic need

rather than a science.” I am not suggesting that texts from the past are waiting

around to be saved from an abyss of unintelligibility—to be “read,” quite literally,

as trans. Rather, I am dwelling on the affective reality that marginalized read-

ers crave historical representations of themselves. There is a recklessness to this

desire; texts may reject one’s advances, texts that are organized in terms of identity
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may founder, while texts lacking identifiable trans content may resonate strangely

and profoundly. Nonetheless, there remain important emotional, political, ped-

agogical, and scholarly reasons for pursuing trans literary history.

Last spring I visited the new Transgender Archives at the University of

Victoria while doing research for my dissertation. But what exactly was I looking

for? And what did I hope to find? I did not quite know. Intrigued by the archive

yet unsure of its significance for my work, I struggled to reconcile my trans

politics and epistemological commitments with my methods as a literary critic.

Sifting through the archive’s literary contents, I grew increasingly aware of both

the scholarly neglect of a trans literary canon and the futility of my impulse to

construct one. Impatient with the limited number of texts that I could situate

within a genealogy of transsexual literature, particularly in genres beyond life

writing, I began to shift my emphasis to reading practices. Sandy Stone (1992: 164)

famously asks, “How can the transsexual speak? If the transsexual were to speak,

what would s/he say?” As important as this question is, what happens when we

focus not only on transsexual authorship but also on the relationship between

transsexuality and reading, asking both how the transsexual can read—a play on

both the act of reading and of being read—and how trans studies might animate

theories of readership within literary criticism? Taking up these questions, I hope

to forge a space to bridge these two fields and to articulate a more sophisticated

understanding of the relationship between literary history, transhistorical iden-

tification, and narrative potential.

This essay starts by articulating the current relationship between trans

studies and literary criticism, and the frustrations and possibilities these two dis-

ciplines pose to each other. I move from an overview of contemporary theories of

reading and of history within literary theory to a discussion of the insights trans

studies can glean from critical race theory and queer theory. In this vein, I turn to

Ralph Ellison’s 1952 Invisible Man, a novel that foregrounds questions that are

crucial to trans studies without explicitly representing trans characters.2 In the final

section, I explore how the trans protagonist in Tennessee Jones’s story “My Father’s

House” (2005), like Ellison’s narrator, yearns to exceed the discursive confines of

identity. Both texts are deeply concerned with the tension between self-invention

and tradition that shapes American culture. By reading these protagonists together,

I seek to contribute to the growing body of scholarship that highlights potential

alliances between trans studies and other disciplines and insist that trans literary

criticism accounts for the interstitial quality of trans lives and texts.

Beyond Recovery

It is hardly a secret that trans literature is rarely assigned in literature departments,

and with the notable exception of Jay Prosser literary critics have generally limited
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their engagement with trans issues in historical texts to localized debates. Much

trans literary scholarship comes via queer theory, whereby the figure of the trans-

gendered or genderqueer person embodies theories of gender performativity

that undermine the stability and authenticity of gender altogether. Normatively

gendered or heterosexual transsexuals are written out of this criticism; in

fact, they are written off. Prosser (1998) writes at length about the phenomenon

of queer theory fetishizing the transgendered figure’s “mobility” (58) and “trans-

gression” (203), despite the fact that “in the case of transsexuality there are

substantive features that its trajectory often seeks out that queer has made its

purpose to renounce” (59). Namely, transsexual narratives that emphasize “the

right to gender homes” are invested in the precise referents that queer denounces

(204). Prosser puts his finger on the commensurability of queer theory and lit-

erary studies given the common influence of postmodern theories of reading.

While transgender, which like queer lacks referential specificity, is lauded as a

“deliteralizing” mechanism, transsexuality presents itself as a version of “outdated

modernism” that is “literalizing” and “reinscriptive” (202). From a postmodern

standpoint, transsexuality is tantamount to essentialism.

I contend trans studies has yet to flourish in literary contexts because

it puts pressure on prevalent methods of reading. The conceit of “the body as

text” (Prosser 1998: 6) echoes postmodern strains of literary criticism and rubs

up against trans narratives’ cherished notions of self-determination and agency.

Since the New Criticism, English departments have cautioned against the

“intentional fallacy,” dismissing the author’s intentions as irrelevant to the critic’s

interpretation. Deconstructive and reader-response theorists have expanded and

complicated this tenet. In “The Death of the Author,” for instance, Roland Barthes

(2006) goes one step further by refuting the possibility of stable interpretive

meaning altogether. This focus on the impossibility of textual integrity, coher-

ence, and legibility is at odds with the transsexual’s deep-seated desire to deter-

mine how he or she is read. Physical transition aside, the narrative insistence upon

a preferred name and pronoun, the guidance of a lover’s eyes and hands, the

sometimes fictional renarrativization of one’s past, all depend upon the audience’s

respectful adherence to the author’s intentions. Sometimes being read as trans-

sexual, for instance, when one wants to be read simply as a man or a woman, can

register as the most profound misrecognition of all. Shifting interpretive power to

the reader’s construction of textual meaning through reading, however, prob-

lematically presumes the reader possesses an epistemologically superior position

to the text. Felski (2011: 574) cautions that in reading for context, we presume to

know a text “far better than it can ever know itself.” Positioning the reader as the

producer of knowledge and revealer of power structures reduces texts to mere

symptoms. Given that the metaphor of “the body as text” collapses the distinction
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between text and author, such theories do particular violence. Hence, trans

studies confront the limits of poststructuralism; intricately connected to self-

authorship, trans practices of reading and being read call into question the val-

orization of irony and the free play of signification.

As literary critics, we move perhaps too easily between relational and

rhetorical concerns, often extrapolating universalities from the figural. Yet it is

this movement that has enabled theorists to treat transsexuality metaphorically,

violently effacing the specificity of trans experiences. While queer theory has

sought to preserve queerness as a category that is, in Judith Butler’s (1993: 19)

words, “never fully owned, but always and only redeployed, twisted, queered from

a prior usage,” I would contend that in the name of praxis it is crucial that trans

studies maintain a less precarious relationship to referentiality. Viviane Namaste

(2000: 20) critiques queer theory’s habit of reading trans bodies for their trans-

gressive potential. Taking to an extreme the poststructuralist belief that “discourse

produces its own objects,” queer theorists reduce trans people to “rhetorical

figures within cultural texts” (15), ruminate over “the production of transsexual-

ity” (51), and show little regard for quotidian aspects of life for “the individuals

designated as objects of study” (15). Namaste’s critique opens up an important

space for thinking transsexuality beyond questions of identity, and challenges the

academic tendency to position transsexuals always as objects of inquiry and never

as subjects of history.

Despite these insights, Namaste offers no concrete corrective for humanities

scholars. In fact, she attributes the very problems that she identifies with queer

theory to its origins in literature departments. Yet both literature and literary

criticism have long contended with the ethics of representation and attendant

questions of appropriation, the limits of empathy, and the role of identity. The

scholars who have borne the brunt of this work have focused on issues of race,

disability, colonialism, and gender. Supplementing Namaste’s call for renewed

attention to the lived experiences of trans people, I add a call to examine the

psychic and phenomenological dimensions of reading and being read. What

representative burdens do authors and critics of trans experience shoulder? What

epistemologies and methodologies can trans studies offer that would enable and

encourage cisgender allies to share this work?

Academics and amateur historians alike have taken pains to restore a sense

of history to transgender and transsexual individuals, even as they have struggled

with the question of how to historicize a modern identity (Feinberg 1996; Stryker

2008; Meyerowitz 2002). It is a different task altogether to search for trans history

in literature. For trans studies, literature is crucial because it is a form of world

making. When we read literature from the past, we are curious not just about how

people lived “then” but about how history can enrich the ways in which we live
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now. Unlike the historian’s archive, literary texts assume an audience. Even the

most didactic and/or resistant texts pull the reader into relation. Yet when we

search for trans history in literature, what is being sought after? If literature from

the past denies us the possibility of mimetic connections with verifiable trans

characters or authors who can model solutions to contemporary trans problems,

then what do we turn to in lieu of identification? I want to suggest that we trace

how certain problems, ideas, strategies, or aesthetics that structure contemporary

experiences of transsexuality find expression in literary history. Directing our

attention away from revisionist reading strategies that excavate buried trans

characters who supposedly need to have their interiority restored to them, I am

encouraging us to abandon recovery narratives and instead reimagine how trans

epistemologies might animate texts without specifically trans content. This

counterintuitive mode enables new readings and new kinds of relationships

between readers and texts; it also constellates trans literary criticism with fields

that have confronted similar impasses.

The problem of reading in search of oneself and failing is acute for

transsexual people but exemplifies a common conundrum. As Foucault (1977: 153)

puts it, “Nothing inman—not even his body—is sufficiently stable to serve as the

basis for self-recognition or for understanding other men.” Urging his readers to

“dismiss those tendencies that encourage the consoling play of recognitions,”

Foucault theorizes an alternate method of history: effective history, or genealogy.

Genealogy, rather, “seeks to make visible all of those discontinuities that cross us”

(162). Yet while Foucault tracks ontological changes and cuts history up into

different “epistemes,” as he does in The Order of Things (1994), I propose instead a

disjunctive mode of reading literary history that likewise is nonteleological but

that seeks similitude and affinity.

Jordan Alexander Stein (2013: 857) observes that it is crucial to recognize

“significant differences between the methodologies practiced by the discipline of

history and the methodology of historicism as practiced by the discipline of

English.”While the NewHistoricism pursued an “extratextual sense of history, its

objectives were to study literary texts, and almost never to write history as such”

(858). Stein rightly critiques historicism for taking a chronological rather than a

narrative approach to history. As a corrective he turns to queer theory, which has

theorized “temporalities [that] are both admirably searching and nearly unique

among scholarly models for their commitment to thinking reflexively about the

relationship between history and time” (865).3 Helpfully, queer theories propose

modes of thinking about history that emerge out of the temporal dimensions of

queer sexuality but are not limited to queer characters per se (Freeman 2010;

Dinshaw 2012).
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Queer theorizations of temporality frequently focus on the subject’s rela-

tionship to history rather than on historical subjects. Heather Love (2009: 33–34),

for example, disputes the critical tendency to “frame the past as the unique site of

need, as if the practice of history were not motivated by a sense of lack in the

present.” Instead, she would “conceive of the work of historical affirmation not, as

is often presented, as a lifeline thrown to those figures drowning in the bad guy

past, but rather as a means of securing a more stable and positive identity in the

present.” Seeking homosexuality in literary history, Love ultimately contends

with the elusiveness of history altogether. She raises the possibility that “his-

torical figures” might well resist “our advances toward them.” Through her

description of textual resistance, Love ascribes the text an unusual degree of

agency.

Hence the historical production of identity enjoys no easy causal rela-

tionship with the lived experience of feeling (a)historical in the present. More

interesting here is the transsexual’s affective relationship to history than history’s

construction of the transsexual. Just as transsexuality actualizes itself first through

narration, as Prosser argues, it also realizes itself through the practice of reading.4

Perceiving the world beyond oneself anew is vital to the preservation of psychic

and somatic security, as is maintaining a sense of self regardless of how one is

interpellated. Reading is an act of doubling: one reads, and one reads how one is

being read, which in turn affects one’s sense of self. This dynamic structures the

experience of reading while trans and permeates daily life.5 Scenes of recognition

easily devolve into scenes of misrecognition.

From Recognition to Resonance

What happens, then, when we abandon identity as a rubric? Ellison’s Invisible

Man focuses on this question, critiquing Ralph Waldo Emerson’s ideology of the

ahistorical self-made man by invoking the duality of the racialized American

subject. In the text, the unnamed narrator cycles through different social and

political personas. Born and raised in the South, he wins a scholarship to a

conservative black college, where he is inundated with ideas of racial uplift and is

ultimately expelled. He moves to Harlem where he encounters various strains of

African American culture and politics. The identities he takes up, however, leave

him feeling increasingly unseen and susceptible to violence. After joining a

Communist organization called “The Brotherhood,” the narrator is tokenized by

the movement and exiled from the black community. By the conclusion, the

narrator feels betrayed by the people who have treated him figuratively rather than

as an individual. He literally slips down a manhole and hides out throughout the

duration of the novel. Invisible Man reveals the pitfalls of identity and denounces

the ways in which communities can at once capitalize on and flatten difference.
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The narrator has spent his whole life reacting to his grandfather’s dying wish

that he “live with [his] head in the lion’s mouth” (Ellison [1952] 1995: 16). His

grandfather believed that African American men should perform stereotypes in

order to advance socially, publicly sacrificing the pleasure of recognition while

privately remaining visible. This external invalidation eventually affects the narra-

tor’s psychic life, however: he reads himself as he is publicly viewed yet still craves

psychic unity. Ellison’s titular invocation of man foregrounds the term’s racialized

juridical history and raises the question of what it means to be a visible man.

Living with one’s “head in the lion’s mouth” is perhaps what Stone (1992:

168) imagines when she urges transsexuals to script their textual and bodily

narratives as transsexual. Stone is not encouraging transsexual people to embrace

stereotypes but presumes that to “be consciously ‘read,’ to read oneself aloud” is to

be read for one’s transsexuality. Yet as C. Riley Snorton (2009) notes, passing can

be essential to the construction of the psychic self. Snorton echoes Prosser’s (1998:

184) claim that “for the transsexual, passing is becoming, a step toward home.”

Snorton (2009) attends to the racial history of passing not to conflate race

with gender but instead to examine how various forms of passing intersect. His

observations about the psychic dimensions of passing are not limited to racialized

subjects. Rather, as he claims expansively, passing is “not simply the essence of

transsexuals; it is the way we make identity.” The “misrecognition” of passing is

the viewer’s assumption that all men or women are cisgender. This misrecogni-

tion, however, “serves as a context for the emergence of selfhood” (82). People

who choose not to disclose a trans identity after transition are branded “stealth,” a

term that implies deceit. But “stealth” transsexuals are out and readable as the

men and women that they know themselves to be. Shouldn’t the onus be on

readers to challenge cissexist visual logics, rather than on the person being read to

announce intimate details about his or her body and history?

Ellison’s ([1952] 1995) analysis of the frustrated relationship between

identity, embodiment, and representation—of the politics of reading and being

read—helps shed light on ways in which visibility can feel repressive. At the end

of Ellison’s text, the narrator emerges from the manhole only to suggest that

his “hibernation” has not been totally antisocial, as he has been writing for an

imaginary reader. The narrator hopes to reconcile the material world with his

“disembodied voice,” admitting his greatest enemy is his own mind. “I’m shaking

off the old skin and I’ll leave it here in the hole,” he explains. “I’m coming out, no

less invisible without it, but coming out nevertheless . . . since there’s a possibility

that even an invisible man has a socially responsible role to play” (581). The text’s

politics hinge on this possibility that an invisible man can “com[e] out” as himself

and find a place from which to speak. While the narrator is aware of how identity

has shaped his life, he ultimately pines for a politics of individuated recognition.
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Ellison’s text contains no identifiable trans characters yet it bears an

epistemological valence that I consider a relation of resonance. In “A Theory of

Resonance,” Wai Chee Dimock (1997) takes as her epigraph the novel’s last line:

“Who knows but that, on the lower frequencies, I speak for you?” (Ellison [1952]

1995: 581). Unhinging the “I” and the “you” from their referents, the narrator

invites readers to connect with his narrative. In doing so, Ellison finds parallels

between the experiences of black men in the United States and broader experi-

ences of marginalization. More significantly, the narrator also foregrounds his

own speakability. Raising the possibility that he may speak for an Other beyond

himself, he frames his struggle to articulate a self not as a problem that can be

resolved but as an ongoing collective struggle. Dimock’s concept of resonance

similarly enables unexpected encounters with literature on aural terms. Reacting

against a “visual bias” in literature, Dimock theorizes a method based on listening

rather than on looking: “A text can be read only insofar as readers manage to

inflect it. And, in hanging so perilously on that inflection, it tunes the ear to what

eludes the eye, what is not optically evident from the typographic marks on the

page” (Dimock 1997: 1066). The disembodied voice cuts across lines of bodily

difference in ways both dangerous and enthralling.

For Dimock, resonant reading is the methodology of “diachronic his-

toricism,” treating texts as “objects that extend across time, across a temporal

gulf between language users” (1060). Critical of a synchronic model of history,

Dimock imagines texts as time-travelers that “run into new semantic networks,

new ways of imputing meaning” (1061). The fact that the text is “not a finished

product” is what allows it to endure (1064). “Across time,” she contends, “its very

words become unfixed, unmoored, and thus democratically claimable” (1068). A

trans reading of Invisible Man demonstrates this kind of democratic act. Still

Dimock cautions, “The literary, it seems, comes into being not only through the

implied reader but also through the reader not implied, not welcome” (1067). In

the public domain, a text renders itself vulnerable to the violent effacement of

authorial intention. As in Foucault’s schema, “The ‘object’ of literary studies is

thus an object with an unstable ontology.” An author must be prepared for a text

to resonate unexpectedly across time and space as both “a casualty and a bene-

ficiary” (1061).

The Politics of Somewhere

Just as Ellison imported Emerson’s ideas of the self into contexts that Emerson

could not have foreseen, Tennessee Jones constructs new terrain for the ten stories

in Deliver Me from Nowhere, his adaptation of Bruce Springsteen’s Nebraska.

Jones literalizes the aural dimension of resonance by converting song lyrics into

narrative in short stories titled after songs on the album. Jones’s sporadic public
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affiliation with trans literary communities, and his participation in a book tour

named the Cross Gender Caravan, alerted his early readers to possible bio-

graphical subtexts.6 However, the collection only mentions transsexuality in one

story, “My Father’s House.” Jones’s text is a productive site from which to explore

the methodology that I propose because its protagonist wishes to describe his

experience as a transsexual man in terms that transcend the limits of that expe-

rience, even as he struggles, like Ellison’s narrator, with the elusiveness of language

and with his personal history.

“My Father’s House” centers on Caleb Williams, a middle-aged man from

rural Nebraska who “grew up as Cassandra” (Jones 2005: 129). The story is divided

into two sections, a cut reflecting Caleb’s transition and his departure for college.

In the second section, Caleb melancholically struggles to connect to his past. His

mother has died and he has lost contact with his father. Living in Omaha, yet

homesick for the vast prairie, he teaches geology at a university. Like Caleb, the

reader attempts to track the continuities and dissimilarities between Caleb as a

child and Caleb as a grown man, a task that is frustrated by the fact that we are

only offered a physical description of Caleb after transition, as he discusses his

weekly ritual of injecting testosterone. “Some experiences are so far from universal,”

the narrator confesses, “that talking about them makes them seem even smaller”

(138). This ambivalence haunts the story.

Fumbling for language, Jones employs the rubric of home. Transition

figures as a teleological movement toward a secure position, recalling Prosser’s

(1998: 177) assertion that “the drive . . . is nostalgically toward home—identity,

belonging in the body and in the world.” Caleb overcomes dislocation by dis-

covering how to transvalue the home and to create one anew. After years away, he

makes the trip back to his father’s house to disclose. Upon seeing him, his father

responds with shock and rage, breaking Caleb’s nose and beating his face into a

bloody pulp. “It felt like his father was trying to erase some part of him,” the

narrator suggests. “But Caleb’s face looked somuch like his that Caleb wondered if

he was trying to erase some part of himself” (Jones 2005: 136). Escaping, Caleb

hides out until morning when he slips back to his car and drives away, never to

return. Exiled, he “understood simply and completely that he must make his own

history,” an act linked to his ability to locate himself in the present. Imagining “his

past as a severed bridge over a large chasm,” he “feared a similar disappearing for

himself.” He quits his job and buys a house with his lover out in the country. The

act of “repairing” the house parallels his own transition, as Jones’s heavy-handed

symbolism of the house-as-body makes apparent (137). Jones’s short-story col-

lection bucks the conventional association of the house with the novel, its frag-

mented form reflecting a troubled relationship to home and storytelling.
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Homeschooled by his mother, Caleb attributes his narratological incli-

nations to his remote upbringing. As a child, he visited a mobile lending library

each month and “took as many books as they would allow him. He took every-

thing that was in them and put it inside of him.” When Caleb “started thinking

about what it would mean to be a girl who became a boy, he first conceived of it

happening in those books, of how it would look unfolding on the pages. Would it

be a good story?Would it be something anyone would believe?” (132). Caleb’s turn

to narrative is not unusual, but his effort to connect gendered self-authorship with

his reading practices is compelling given that the story is in many ways a meta-

narrative. Adapting lyrics by an icon of American masculinity, Jones writes Caleb

into a broader mythology of white, working-class manhood. The brilliance of

Jones’s narrative strategy is his suggestion that he is simply locating Caleb in a

mythology in which he was latently present all along. Springsteen may not be

explicitly singing about a transsexual man in “My Father’s House,” but then again,

who says that he isn’t?

Caleb makes sense of his narrative by reading analogically and intertex-

tually. Springsteen himself wrote the songs in Nebraska while reading Flannery

O’Connor’sAGoodMan Is Hard to Find, an influence that Jones also cites.7 Jones’s

attention to influence echoes Caleb’s focus on inheritance. To inherit something, a

person must be positioned in relation to the past, yet Caleb initially lacks the

language to describe his origins. For a narrative-minded person, this produces a

swirling sense of emptiness. In Omaha, Caleb learns that “there is emptiness of all

kinds” (132). The narrator’s remark that Caleb “grew up in a place no one had a

name for” (129) addresses both the alienation of the trans child and the desolation

of rural America. In his memories, “Caleb does not become a boy. He does not

remain a girl because he never was one. He is something there is no word for”

(137). In order to “deliver” himself from the emptiness of “nowhere,” he yearns to

locate himself “somewhere.”

Stone (1992) uses the term nowhere to describe the social location of the

nondisclosing transsexual. Yet while she claims that to speak from within a

“traditional gender frame is to become complicit in the discourse that one wishes

to deconstruct” (165), Jones reimagines how the transsexual might speak by

attending to the ways in which transsexuals read and interpret. As a child, Caleb

would look out at dilapidated houses and imagine “skeletons” rotting inside,

terrified of “dying with no one to notice it” (Jones 2005: 133). Posttransition, he

similarly feared that “no one would know him as he knew himself” (137). Para-

doxically, he is not alone in this fear. He observes that “the loneliness of the empty

fields seemed to have twisted up inside of” his father (135), just as he wonders “if

loneliness could eat away his heart until it showed on his face” (140). Loneliness is

not the sad domain of the transsexual, cleaved off from society, but the very trait
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that marks him as his father’s son. His father’s anger is sparked by this recognition

of Caleb as his inheritor: “He seemed to see Caleb not as something dead, but as a

big storm that you can see moving across the plains whole” (135). His father beats

him because he understands him all too well. “Masculinity was written in their

history together” (134). Far from subverting the gender binary, Caleb finds a place

fromwhich to speak by reinterpreting this history. In the end, Caleb dreams of his

father dying and “turning into one of those disappearing houses.” “Mouthing the

words to explain his existence, all of the poetry he had never been able to speak

aloud” (139), he accepts that “part of his dark blood would always belong to his

father” (140). Discovering this trace, a shared narrative beyond words, he realizes

that his greatest fears—loneliness, misrecognition—are the products of a

broader cultural violence. The story’s focus, then, is not on gender transition but

on damaged masculinity in a culture in which men are denied a language for their

feelings and love is inextricably linked to violence.

Jones shows that trans cultural production does not exist in a vacuum but

also emerges out of the normatively gendered sites from which Stone presupposes

the transsexual cannot speak. To Caleb’s surprise, “his memory did not change

when he started to change, even though he half expected it to, as if the shifting

landscape of his body would affect the landscape of hismind” (132). Stone laments

that the transsexual must erase himself by “constructing a plausible history—

learning to lie effectively about one’s past” (163). Caleb, conversely, realizes that his

past self is not discontinuous with his present one, and his memories induce

identification with his father rather than a disavowal of maleness. His history

determines the man that he becomes and guides him to a place of love and

acceptance as he makes his home with a male lover who delivers the unconditional

love that his father did not. Through his homosexuality and his refusal to per-

petuate violence, he challenges aspects of the narrative of masculinity that he has

inherited without discarding it altogether.

“My Father’s House” teaches the reader how to better understand the

theme of home in Deliver Me from Nowhere. Transsexuality constitutes just one

form of homesickness—of not feeling at home in your body, of familial exile.

Caleb’s story helps us read historically beyond the collection. In examining how

contemporary authors are writing transsexuality into broader cultural narratives

in ways that are rooted in but ultimately extend beyond trans identities and

experiences, we can uncover the specific epistemologies that trans authors and

texts produce. However, I suggest that these texts do something else: in providing

representations of transsexuality that exceed narrative identification, they equip

the contemporary reader with methods for reading the latent presence of trans

affects, temporalities, and bodies in more canonical and historical texts. A her-

meneutics of resonant reading resists the impulse to appropriate the past for
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present agendas and, instead, traces latent desires that continue to structure the

present. This methodology affords readers moments of textual connection that

allow them to feel and hear themselves in literary history even if they cannot

literally see themselves in texts. The link between sight and knowledge is of course

tenuous at best. From posttransition individuals who are no longer “readable” as

transsexual to those who cannot find the bodies with which they identify when

they look naked in the mirror, myriad instantiations of transsexuality remind

us that it most often presents itself as a feeling, a feeling that produces its

own knowledge—knowledge of the self. That feeling may propel one to action;

regardless, it lingers in various forms. By shifting our focus from what characters

are to what they want, we can develop transhistorical relationships, pun intended,

that are not figurative or territorial but grounded in shared experience.

The texts that endure set up problems that remain urgent and relevant.

Reading for resonance rather than for recognition allows one to develop alliances

with ontologically different characters and to encounter oneself unexpectedly in

the past. Resonant reading enables strange kinships between readers and texts,

kinships that act as salves for the searching trans reader. The past can be a lonely

place; this much we know is true. Sometimes it helps to know that even in the past

other people were a little lonely too.

Alexander Eastwood is a PhD candidate in English and Sexual Diversity Studies at the

University of Toronto.
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Notes

1. Queer theory is at the vanguard of thinking temporality and history together. For a

synopsis of debates about temporality and history, see Stein 2013; the debate between

Valerie Traub (2013) and Carla Freccero (2013) in PMLA; and an issue on “Context?” in

New Literary History (Felski and Tucker 2011).

2. I am inspired here in part by C. Riley Snorton’s essay “‘Passing for White, Passing for

Man’: Johnson’s The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man as Transgender Narrative”

(2012).

3. For more on queer temporalities and the discipline of history, see Edenheim 2013.

4. Prosser argues, “It is the life-plot rather than actual somatic sex change that symptomizes

the transsexual” (1998: 158).
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5. W. E. B. Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk ([1903] 2009), in which he presents his theory of

“double-consciousness,” provides a productive parallel in this regard.

6. Jones describes himself as “an Appalachian-born transman” in his biography for two

stories, “Nebraska” (2004) and “The Men in My Family” (2002), both published in

Lodestar Quarterly.

7. Springsteen stated, “There was something in those stories of hers that I felt captured a

certain part of the American character that I was interested in writing about” (Percy

1998).
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Trans-ing Disability Poetry
at the Confluence

PETRA KUPPERS

Abstract This essay offers a poetics of trans-ing at the confluence of disability culture and

trans cultural expression, indigenous naming of the land and performance trance. It discusses work

by genderqueer poet Eli Clare and by Anishinaabe poet Margaret Noodin before analyzing the

process of a translatory videopoem collaboration between Denise Leto and Petra Kuppers. One

difference is not the same as another, but between experimental poetics, assemblage, and occupied

land, we sound in the waters.

Keywords embodied poetry, videopoem, translation, disability, indigeneity, trans-ing

I n this essay, I summon a poetics of trans-ing, at the confluence of disability

culture and trans cultural expression, indigenous naming of the land and

performance trance. I am staying with the movement politics of “trans”—

transitioning, transforming, trans-oceanic journeys, states of fluidity—of time

and space intersecting and passing through bodies and cultures. This essay’s

journey is willfully neither natural nor consciously articulated in a narrow poli-

tics. It’s artful, leaning, allied, and loving, and tries to chart its way on foreign

terrain with respect and with appropriate uncertainty.

In his poetry collection The Marrow’s Telling, Eli Clare writes in the poem

“And Yet” (all Clare quotes in this essay are from this poem): “And yet, had I been

given a choice, they would have demanded clay or granite, salt water or fresh, as if the

confluence could never be home.” In the imagination of Clare’s poem, trans-ing

materializes a complicated and implicated other to clay and granite, a place in

motion, the pressured space in between. Like other trans poets Clare refuses to

narrate a revelatory dramatic clean change, there is none of the “purity and denial

of mixture that recur in many transsexual autobiographical narratives” (Stone

1996: 226). His writing is of and from a body in motion:
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Crip skin,

white skin:

which stories

do I tell the best,

and which

rarely begin—

turn, flutter,

settle?

Open to the peepers, coyotes, faint crescent moon.

This drug I shoot in careful fractions:

I step into its exam rooms,

pay its bills, increase its profits.

Clare merges mythology and land, intersections between race and disability, the

place of insurance companies and interventions in tension with the naturalness of

the river delta. Stories, and bodies, and the body in stories shift in narration, in the

in-between of desire, history, and futurity. “Turn, flutter, settle”—all are actions,

active verbs that do not rest in one place but flow like a stream and move with the

leaf on its surface. In this essaymeditation, I am intrigued by the potential of those

of us whose identities are pressured to reach toward the metaphors of the natural

world, to go with the stream, and who complicate nature/culture boundaries at

these edges.

I live in Algonquin country, the land of the Ojibwe, Odawa, Potawatomi,

and others, and the language of the land is Anishinaabemowin. It is the language

of people who celebrate sweet sugaring at the time of year in which I am writing

this essay.

Poetry of land and healing are two intertwined narratives for me, one

caring for the other, humans and land in relation, humans and nonhuman others

on a shared path, everybody wheeling with all their relations. I find this boundary-

transgressing approach to linguistic creation in the English-speaking cultural

worlds of Donna Haraway’s cyborgs and in the French sounds of Luce Irigaray’s

touching lips. And now, as a new settler on Turtle Island (the Americas), it

fascinates and calls me in Anishinaabemowin poetry, too. A poem by my friend

and collaboratorMargaret Noodin (2013) will guide me into the heart of my essay,

into my own exploration of collaboration with and beyond humans. Her poem

about bent trees draws me to the old, gnarly trees, some on the shores of Lake

Michigan, that mark the trail of travelers across the lands of her old and my new

home country. Here is an embodied living grammar, of living well, bent.
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As a poet writing in Anishinaabemowin today I constantly think and then write

first in the language of the place, in the way that suits the sound and structure of

the Anishinaabe. In the poem, “Waagaamitigoog/Crooked Trees” clusters of

vowels are endings that tell who bent the trees [trailmarkers] and told the stories.

Anishinaabeg gii owaangawi’aawaan / The Anishinaabe tamed them

Weweni owaagibizhaawaan / bending them carefully

Waawiyebii’igankewaad / making compasses

Aadisookaanag biskinaawaan / of stories folded

Wiikwiiwin waamdaanaawaa / of energy visible.

Wiikonogewaad ji-wiiwaji’owaad / an invitation to freedom

Enji-waatebagaa tenon / in each bright leaf.

In English the bending, the circle, the compass and bright sight are not easily

connected, but in Anishinaabemowin they all share the sound “waa” and the task

is to remember that sound and connect it to either the curve of “waaw” or the

vision of “waam.” Seeing the options and patterns of place is part of the Anishi-

naabe literary tradition. (Noodin 2013: 185)

Seeing the patterns: this is an important part of the disability poetics I am

interested in, a healing of conceptual normativity, bright leaves on bent branches.

Bending with stones and slings opens up here to a healing from embodied and

enminded normative concepts, finding anchor points in the continuity of a

colonized people’s survivance, finding companionship and strength as people

share aesthetic principles tied to land, lives, and sounds. Bending the trees creates

the energy of story, of life, of energetic pools upon which one can draw as one

traverses the terrain.

I want to be very careful not to equate disability and indigeneity. I come

from a cultural formation much younger than any indigenous framework:

disability culture, this strange shimmering cultural formation that complexly

reclaims disability, this segregated denigrated stigmatized other to normality.

What links disability and indigeneity is that their English naming emerges from

different but related modern parsings of values: Who has “value”? What is

ownership? Who has agency?

I can find beauty in pain and hesitation. I can find inspiration in inter-

dependence, in the pressure of earth against my aching limbs, in the lift when I

float surrounded by water, when I shift my orientation to gravity, and assemble

around the air that’s filling me. My disability links me to the contours of my

terrain, to the work of finding access, to trickster aesthetics, and to collaboration

so I can find my way. To indigenous land-based cultures, some of which have
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articulated this “beholdenness” and intertwining for a long time, I can offer

attention and respect. I can offer shared pleasures as we all together pressure what

the norm of English dominion might be.

Bending trees: engaging with an earlier version of this essay my friend and

editor Julian B. Carter pointed out that “trans may seem different from disability

and indigeneity in its apparently volitional dimension: people choose to pursue a

trans pathway, following a pattern that is widely received as bent and damaged.

Yet that choice is akin to the choice to build disability culture, actively partici-

pating in the shaping of the body’s meanings. This is a choice to follow an aes-

thetic principle inseparable from a politics” (Carter, pers. comm., 2014). This is

indeed the crux of thinking trans-ing respectfully in multiple contexts: de-

pathologized and yet in respectful engagement with material, with the strata

where body and language touch and roil. Trans people have been wayfarers on

disability culture journeys in many ways, and in the performance collective I lead,

the Olimpias, many people who identify in some way with trans as gender dif-

ference have offered artful companionship and allied engagement.

Eli Clare writes:

Open the doors, daffodils rear their bright heads.

Cypionate suspended in cottonseed oil,

a shapeshifter’s drug the color of pale sunlight:

Voice cracks.

Stubble glints.

Open the cellar. Soon, soon the maples will unfurl their green fists.

And yet, girl arrived first, bones set to the current.

In the mirror I wait,

the difference a simple ritual—

verb, skin, muscle, hormone.

Body begins.

Split the stone open, then the lilacs’ deep purple.

The register here is of ritual and transformation. Bending is an act: like the trees

that are bent to be energy sites and waymarkers by the lakeside, the poem’s body

bends itself in complex engagement with “verb, skin, muscle, hormone”—

processes of living are processes of transformation. The boundary between out-

side and inside, external and internal, recedes as the register of the “natural” takes

on a new meaning in Clare’s poetry.
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Bending trees: this is the segue for me, the lean into the process, trans-

forming pressure, opening up to new visions of the natural as a site of rite and

trans. I am leaning and listening with Clare’s and Noodin’s poems in the swing,

with the sounds of my culture. The grammar of exhaustion. The clicking of

ventilators. The voice pressured differently. My wheelchair’s rhythm: a sound

of nonorganic freedom. And soundings in difference, articulated across bands of

tissue and cartilage that align their energies differently from normate sound

production. (At this point in this reading, you might want to turn to your com-

puter and watch our video, “A Radiant Approaching” [Kuppers and Leto 2013].)

I am inMichigan, for a few hours in front of cameras, beneath hot colored

lights, in a big studio in Ann Arbor. These hours are the heart of Denise Leto’s

guest-artist residency at the University of Michigan: she’s visiting me and my

university class on collaboration and poetry, and we’ve got this studio booked for

two days to do stuff, to play, to be with one another, and to see what happens.

Denise and I are comfortable with one another and trust each other’s

processes. Denise Leto is a Bay Area–based lesbian poet who writes about her core

inquiry like this, linking herself to a tradition of writing that sees itself in close

alignment with embodiment:

I am interested in speech as movement. The articulation of words as a wave that is

formed through air when a sound is made. Text on the page that reads corporeal,

breathing, with punctuation as marks in time, and the written as a way of seeing/

touching sound. . . .

Figure 1. Video still of “A Radiant Approaching.” My back becomes a projection surface for language

fragments by Denise Leto and Caroline Sinavaiana.
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As a poet with a neurological voice/body “disorder” my utterances are

sometimes perceptually indistinct units of sound-artifice, breaking. Pieces of a

word revise as they are being spoken (fluent and dysfluent communication). The

chasm between the given voice and the constructed voice is a field of query:

polyvocality, syntactic fracture, chance constraint, and a re-communion with self

and other. On the page, the poetic line becomes a sensory encounter with orality.

(Leto qtd. in Kuppers 2011: 79)

So here we are in the studio.We have nothing. No lines are ready. There is no poem.

We are okay with that. We pull out the books we carry around, Denise from her

shoulder bag and me from the back pocket of my wheelchair. Soon, we are sur-

rounded by Robert Kelly’s Mont Blanc, Linda Norton’s The Public Gardens, and

James Thomas Stevens and Caroline Sinavaiana’s collaboration Mohawk/Samoa:

Transmigrations. All we know is that we want to project words onto our naked skin:

that’s been the one idea we had crafted before we came together, as the studio’s

technicians needed to know what to set up. So here we are, there’s the projector,

here are two cameras, and we go to work, assembling lines that snag us—loosening

up the technical ties of the studio as we build something, an exquisite corpse going

backward and forth, as we hand the laptop around, creating our collaborative text

(some of Denise’s lines were published later in her Your Body Is Not A Shark [2013]).

De-/re-territorializing ownership, my sense of our fast and furious work is

of trance, the trans-ing of lifting into a different realm of time and space. I am

feeling the words on my skin already, long before the laptop is linked to the

projector, my top is off and the words appear on my bare back (fig. 1).

Lend me your splendor, you whose secret

is no more than listening, yet such listening,

a radiant approaching

kanientara:ke, wakerennatshenrion.

On the river, I found a song.

Lied auf dem Wasser.

the sound of a loon

i thought

it was my lover

paddling

(Kuppers and Leto 2013, assembling various authors’ poems)

Trans-ing Italian, German, English, Mohawk, Samoan: languages appear and

crystallize, layering like shadows over each other, and soon, these words reflect
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back from our white skins, glowing in the theater lights. This is all so fast and we are

tinkering with the camera’s frame, trying to work out how tomove, how to pass by,

without breasts or the band of our trousers appearing in the frame. This is bounded

work, and yet, all the time, the words on my skin pull me into water, into oceans,

and into the heat of the moment and the embarrassment—the technicians who

have often seen me naked in dance-video sessions—Denise and I and our own

stories of women nude together, of harsh light and stares, all that, all that.

A lot of people would call me a cis-woman, and I have used the term for

myself. But I am hardly immobile and unmoving, and thus I cock my head and try

to understand the term as a tactical intervention that acknowledges oppression

and privilege rather than a new categorizing that is out to capture me. As Finn

Enke (2012: 61) put it, “cisgender” in everyday use has a sense of staying within

rather than crossing parameters. But living within one’s assigned gender param-

eters can be its own trans-ing, an intersecting mixture rather than a mythical

naturalized purity. My large body wheeling in my wheelchair, my cropped hair:

every single day, when I am out in public, someone addresses me as Mister.

Though I enjoy gender-bending, which aligns with my deconstructive aesthetics, I

have never quite made my peace with being “Mistered,” when it feels like neu-

tering. This does not feel like a bewildered response to gender play, or a comment

on a self-presentation that chooses “asexual” as an embraced category and pos-

sibility of sexual expression. This feels instead like a non-wished-for devaluation.

In public, often, my gender agency seems under erasure. Here in the studio I enjoy

themoment of enactment, of alignment, of a nudity that does not reveal all but that

plays with ambiguity in a way that is desirable to me and that is of my choosing.

when the languages fail all at once

and all the while only water.

Pulse—like the watery

stir of stars

slouching across this lake

once tender north of the collar now

hides in hair

il suono e il mare di la del linguaggio

O le‘a seu lo‘u va‘a e malolo,

Lafoia ia le taula ‘i fanua ‘ua leva la po.

My canoe will rest, its anchor thrown onto land,

and it’s getting late.

(Kuppers and Leto 2013, assembling various authors’ poems)
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We whisper the words together, speech difference breaking sentences apart,

breaking the collaboration, as we spiral into our own darknesses: I know that

Denise’s journey here is not only one of comfort but that she confronts her own

story about fluency, watery sounds, and halted speech. I look at the fullness of my

limbs, the big arms and belly ghosting on the screen, and my own body-journey

seeds me with moments of shame, rejection, reclamation, and delight simulta-

neously. And I remember swimming, the trans-ing of suspension, the transfor-

mation as I give myself to the confluence. Turn, flutter, settle.

Trans-ing: playing in the uncertainty of withheld intelligibility. None of us

make sense to dominant logics. The trans man, the woman who can’t make

herself heard on the phone, the fat chair user, the indigenous person who asserts

difference and connection beyond cultural stereotypes. We don’t make sense for

many different reasons, and we are not necessary allies—but we can be. In the

poems here, we are journeying toward the roil of embracing what Judith Butler

(1990: 77) calls (a lesbian) “cultural unintelligibility”—and what Sandy Stone

(1996: 232) called for in the “post-transsexual” who forgoes passing to “write one’s

self into the discourses.” Let’s live in a multilingual, multibodied, multisounding

world, and honor the material spaces that support our lives.

Denise and I continue to whisper our poem:

We hold the body of your body

inside us

of sheer acoustics rendered

Nothing for stillness, alone

Nothing for movement alone

and these various bones are looped together

walking and thinking and hearing things

inside other things

onto the shore, shell sound,

das Wasser singt über die Haut.

and all the while only water

teniamo il corpo del tuo corpo dentro di noi

Clare’s poem ends this way: “And yet, here at the confluence, river and ocean

collide—current rushing head long, waves pushing back—stones tumble, logs roll. Tell

me: where in this hiss and froth might I lay myself down?” Clare’s wildness here is the

roil of a changing body, hormones coursing, transformation spanning from blood

into language, eschewing certainty for the danger (and pleasure) of the ride. My
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wildness is of shared skins and depths, and of connections beyond the human

envelope. The sound of words and the sound of acts of speaking link me to

memories of experiences outside the studio, memories of encounters that are

precious to me precisely because they are getting harder and harder to access by my

aching bodymindspirit. But I carry water within and can find connection across it

throughmany different poetries—I can find it in the leaves of lines, in Clare’s poem

of hormonal transformation, and when Denise and I encounter our strangenesses

in improvisatory ritual. In the studio we sound in the water, and our voices distort

together, words touched by bodies, swimming.

Petra Kuppers is a professor of English at the University of Michigan. She teaches in perfor-

mance studies and disability studies, and her books include The Scar of Visibility: Medical

Performances and Contemporary Art (2007), Disability Culture and Community Performance

(2011), and Studying Disability Arts and Culture (2014).
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Voice, Performance,
and Border Crossings
An Interview with Tobaron Waxman

DOMINIC JOHNSON

Abstract In this excerpt of an interview held in 2013, artist TobaronWaxman discusses their artwork

and its relationship to the politics and limits of transgender representation. Rather than relying on

the body as the sign of trans, Waxman’s recent performance work explores ways to evoke transfor-

mation, boundaries, and negotiations of power through a focus on gesture, movement, and the voice

as a site of regulation and its resistance. This work also engages with the politics of nationalism and

ethnicity, which Waxman sets in relation to other policing and transgressing of borders.

Keywords Tobaron Waxman, performance, voice, Israel/Palestine, boundaries, Yiddish

Dominic Johnson: How do you feel about your body of work being read in relation

to (1) trans identity or (2) identity politics more broadly? Is it overdetermining to try

to map trans identity onto all of the work you do?

Tobaron Waxman: Since 2000 my artistic projects have used my hair, body, and

voice (as well as the symbolic connotations they inspire) as key creative and

conceptual tools. My practice includes elements of Jewish and transgendered

experience by incorporating text, vocals, and philosophy, as well as contemporary

politics and desire. Probably my curatorial projects are an enactment of “trans” as

an aesthetic.

Answering this question feels like writing an epitaph. I’m a live artist, a

curator, and a conceptual artist with a body-based practice, so this question is

kind of doubling back and reinscribing some expectation of what “trans” should

consist of back onto my body. Transsexuality has been a key epistemological tool

in developing mymaterial. The expectation that I should make a picture of a body

is, I feel, limiting in a potentially transphobic way.

There was a period of many years when, both because I was religious and

because I was in the process of changing my gender, it was painfully obvious that
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art audiences were looking at me, rather than at the work. My impulse to do live

and gestural work became more about stillness, or photographing a gesture. By

“gesture,” I mean both the choreographed performance and also a welcoming that

is present and therefore presented. So I started making pictures with other peo-

ple’s bodies. I used long exposure with large format cameras as a way to try to

empathically relay a transsexual experience of time. In a long exposure, the image

of people is never fully static; it’s an empathic move by default. I made sound

projects separate from portraiture and photographic prints installed with sound

for motion-detection playback. Enactment and gesture via choreography, sound

design, motion-triggered playback, and intervention became important artistic

strategies as well.

I’m really into method. Perhaps that’s really trans of me. I would like to

forward “trans” as a method, rather than only a figure. Both my works Still Life:

Israel Eats Itself and Mechitza 7.1 involve a performer working with my imagis-

tic instructions, in a live composition that implicates the audience as unex-

pected participants instead of passive recipients.Mechitza 7.1 uses the architecture

of gender binary as a point of departure. I created a collaborative method as

an artwork, and simultaneously presented a choreographed sound piece, with

electroacoustic composers and a dancer, to an audience. During rehearsals we

studied and processed materials relevant to the topic of separation architectures:

topographical and hydration maps of Palestine, Chassidic imagery, Torah motifs,

photographs I made in Israel/Palestine, Talmud study, and my own archive of

field recordings, fromwhich we created nine distinct movement vocabularies. The

sound material is recordings of the human voice: conversations, lectures, classes,

worship, all of which have been behind some kind of enclosure, systemically and/

or physically behind segregated spaces with unique and Jewish relationships to the

state and gender identity. I used the same gestural vocabulary to create the score

for the musique concrète. I used my archive of field recordings to create a sonic

event that includes shards of many other sonic events as an interrogation of

“border.” To shatter and reconstitute these sound files also required of each of the

collaborators deeper excavations of our own racism and xenophobia. I developed

a method of making that is simultaneously gestural and produces gesture-objects.

The method I developed for Mechitza 7.1 I now use to teach performance

technique. Participants/researchers are encouraged to build something to let go

of, which results in shared authorship, a mutual accountability, and a method as

a goal.

DJ: If trans identities are present as an aesthetic approach, to what extent can we

perhaps look for strategies of disclosure and concealment in your work? In works

such as Self Portrait #1: Reverence or Fear of a Bearded Planet—collective Semitic
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self-portrait after Robert Blanchon (2007–present) or Still Life: Israel Eats Itself,

there is a level of conceptualization and abstraction that both presents and obscures

your body and its history. In the context of trans artists, it’s really different from, say,

Kate Bornstein, for whom there is seemingly little or no concealment. Del LaGrace

Volcano’s photographs expose hidden histories, as well as genitals. To what extent do

you deal with concealment and disclosure?

TW: When I first began gender transition in the late nineties, I was a student at

the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. I disclosed my status to my adviser, a

feminist in performance, who actually recommended Janice Raymond. I was

terrified and had no idea what was going to happen to me. Then I started working

with Barbara DeGenevieve, a professor of photography at the school. My life

completely changed. Barbara connected me with her collaborator Susan Stryker.

Barbara introduced our generation of researchers to her notion of the “porno-

graphic sublime.” We were making some of the first “genderfuck” Internet porn,

and I made the first FTM-on-FTM porn for the Internet. Barbara pushed me to

realize that the only way I might have access to places I was otherwise forbidden to

go was through my work. I made Self Portrait #1: Reverence, a performance using

motifs from Judaism, liturgy, and homoerotics, to gain access to sacred sanctums

of masculinity—the men’s toilet, the male intergenerational homoerotic bond,

and the men’s prayer space. I had no vision of what I could become, because this

had never been done before. I described it as a self-portrait, saying, “In this piece, I

am the man, I am the boy, and I am the stall.” The other performer is physically

smaller thanme and not wearing a hat, so he becomes the “boy.” You don’t see the

face or mouth of the “boy” in the scene; he is squatting down in front of me. You

see my orthodox man’s hat, my face, singing, my movement simultaneously

praying and thrusting. In the triptych, you see our shoes, facing each other in

profile in the stall, his tsitsis swaying. It looks like a patterned, secret liaison. The

soundtrack is the asynchronous vocal singing a prayer, in the acoustics of the

men’s toilet. Faculty and administrators, mostly nontrans gays, had a hard time

accepting that I could render religion and homoerotics or queer sex in the same

frame, and they insisted on reading Self Portrait #1 as an image condemning

statutory rape. I had to disclose to the School of the Art Institute of Chicago’s

lawyer whether or not I was wearing a strap-on and engage on the whole dis-

cussion of whether or not this is a simulated sex act and whether the performer’s

youthful look meant that the creation and consumption of the image was to

be considered illegal. That’s when I had to change the title to Self Portrait #1:

Reverence because, again, people wanted work by a trans person to be docu-

mentary, and the relationship of sex to the spirit/emotion as criminal rather than

reverent. This was the first of a few times when the youthful appearance of FTMs

in my early work made administrators very upset with me. I was threatened with
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deportation over that at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Reverence

was also censored in my first major museum exhibition in 2006, one week before

opening, in Madison, Wisconsin, when the museum director feared a mythic and

faceless group of Jews would be upset with him. I gave them instead Techiat ha

Metim, a performance video critical of the apartheid wall, and they showed that

instead.

DJ: How did these ideas develop in later work?

TW: My project Fear of a Bearded Planet—collective Semitic self-portrait after

Robert Blanchon (2007–present) comes from my countless experiences of being

misread asMuslim and what happens when I disclose that I’m Jewish. For Fear of a

Bearded Planet, I visit souvenir portrait artists while traveling. When asked my

nationality, I invite the artists to guess. The resulting portraits include caricatures

ranging from “Muslim terrorist extremist” to “Shylock.” The repetition of this

situation and the accumulation of so many drawings make a portrait of multi-

plicity. Installed salon style, the drawings become a collective portrait of the

Semite through the lens of both the European conscience and American Isla-

mophobia. Fear of a Bearded Planet is a reveal of the fractured violence of

racialization, and it traces and catalog these experiences and critiques the notion

of “passing.”

In my endurance performance Still Life: Israel Eats Itself there is a gradual

disclosure. The figure is applying a black substance to his skin and then scraping

this layer off, and eating it. The under layer is then covered and recovered and

scraped again. It’s an image of how the state cannibalizes its own human capital.

The state creates a gender in the form of the soldier; the soldier then has only this

crumbling myth to nourish himself on; as it’s falling apart, he scrapes this outer

layer off to sublimate it, to eat it, and then covers up again with another layer to

eat. By the end of the tape, the soldier I interviewed has disclosed that he has

PTSD, doesn’t sleep, and, even with this faltering grip, still attempts to cling to his

nationalist refrain. The more he discloses the more his myth falls apart.

DJ: The cutting of hair is important in your work. We could read it as a symbol of

transformation or of visual change, but it is also interesting in terms of performance

because of its relative singularity, as an event that can’t easily or frequently be

duplicated.

TW: Hair is a loaded material. It’s a semi-living archive of everything that passed

through you. Viewers feel they have had an authentic experience of bearing

witness, that they have watched a transformation. It’s very pleasurable. They are

witnessing the hair fall off my body as they watch themselves shift in what
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meaning they ascribe to my appearance. As I change signifiers, I shift from cat-

egory of “ambiguously raced Semite” to “ambiguously gendered white person.”

Sometimes it makes people cry.

DJ: The voice is important in your work. The “grain” of the voice is particu-

larly interesting for a project that involves self-individuation. The specificity of the

texts that you vocalize also seems important.

TW: Since 2012, my new performance projects involve bringing my own body

back into the work. A focus of my activity is the research and development of site-

specific endurance performances for the a cappella transsexual voice. I’ve been

developing a curriculum for the FTM voice, derived from the various schools of

training I’ve had the privilege to enjoy,Western and non-Western. The voice is the

place where all your symptoms, everything that’s going on with you, is imme-

diately apparent. My goals with this include a theoretical text, as well as case

studies with more people on the FTM spectrum, and, ultimately, to be able to take

this curriculum to any male-identified person. I’ve already had a few non-

transmen express interest in doing this voice work with me, which made me think

that I could develop a larger project around vocal production—as an artwork

and as a method of critical enactment. My research involves developing reper-

toire, researching locations and experimenting with various juxtapositions of my

identity with architectural sites. I use a building as an amplification system, with

vocals echoing and reflecting the resonances of architectural features and his-

torical events. “Singing with architecture” has become a critical methodology for

my performance practice.

In January 2012, I performed Red Food, my first-ever solo vocal perfor-

mances in about ten years, in memory of queer and FTM friends who had recently

died or committed suicide and the femme widows they left behind to deal with

the shatter. This coincided with the tenth anniversary of the passing of my father

and the death anniversary of my dear friend, the artist Flo McGarrell. I shaved my

head and beard, I served everyone red food garnished with edible gold, and sang.

The repertoire was all material from Central Asian/Eastern European Jewish

Diaspora, some Yiddish, some secular, and some liturgical chant—all of it engages

ideas of physical transformation predicating destiny in some way, via motifs of

unrequited love, death, and transformation. In Red Food, my interpretation of the

songs engages queer utopia in relation to Jewish concepts of destiny, longing, and

the messianic. I’m thinking about various Chassidic concepts of what the messi-

anic is, and the Derridean concept of the future to come, as unpredictable (le

future as opposed to l’avenir).

In 2013, I performed The 71st Face, in Austria. I used the amazing acoustics

and architecture of the entire museum, finally exiting the museum to walk down
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to the river and release some of my cut hair into the eastward-flowing Danube.

The 71st Face is a queer approach to themes of physical transformation and

migration. I’m singing in my parents’ first language: Yiddish. I do not sing the

anthems of countries. I performed Chassidic psalms, Yiddish “women’s songs”

from Central Asia, and Lou Reed’s “Candy Says” translated into Yiddish. A

cappella is the voice at its most exposed, with nowhere to rest or hide. It is thus full

of conceptual and symbolic potential, and it has a strong political resonance for

individuals marginalized by state or societal borders. This and other projects

developed my theory of transgender vocal production as a critical, embodied

response to ideas of physical and national boundaries.

Dominic Johnson is a senior lecturer in the Department of Drama at Queen Mary, University of

London. He is the author of Glorious Catastrophe: Jack Smith, Performance and Visual Culture

(2012) and Theatre and the Visual (2012). He is the editor of four books, including most

recently Pleading in the Blood: The Art and Performances of Ron Athey (2013) and Critical Live

Art: Contemporary Histories of Performance in the UK (2013). He is associate editor of Con-

temporary Theatre, and in 2012 he guest-edited a special issue of the journal titled “Live Art in

the UK.”

Tobaron Waxman is an artist and curator who sings. Tobaron’s performances for a cappella

transsexual voice, photography, installations, and videos have exhibited internationally.

Tobaron is a research collaborator of the Canadian Consortium for Performance and Politics in

the Americas, working to develop Towards a Trans Art History, a multilingual archive of
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A R C H I V E

Trans Art in the 1990s
A 2001 Interview with Jordy Jones

T. BENJAMIN SINGER

Abstract In 2001, Ben Singer interviewed Jordy Jones about his role in shaping a vision of “Trans

Art” in the 1990s and into the new millennium. Much of that discussion focused on curatorial

concerns, such as the challenges of exerting creative control in community contexts and the

importance of developing an audience in conversation with contemporary creative practice. Excerpts

of this historical interview are presented here.

Keywords art, culture, curation, exhibition, history, trans

I n 2000 and 2001, health care activist/scholar Ben Singer recorded a number of

oral history interviews with trans cultural producers for a prospective dis-

sertation on trans art. One of the leading voices was that of San Francisco–based

curator, artist, and activist Jordy Jones. Jones’s curatorial work was influential in

shaping a vision of trans art in the 1990s and into the new millennium.1 At the

time of this interview in May 2001, Jones had just launched Trans-Art, a sub-

stantial month-long exhibition and events series that bridged art venues and

subcultural spaces. Trans-Art was anchored by a visual arts exhibition, Looking

Trans, which occupied galleries in the San Francisco Public Library and the GLBT

Historical Society. Other events included Performing Gender, an evening of

performance, music, and spoken word; a roundtable discussion of scholars and

activists; and a community forum on spirituality.

Singer’s interview began with an invitation for Jones to talk about his

criteria for including work in the Trans-Art series. Much of the ensuing discussion

focuses on curatorial concerns, such as the challenges of exerting creative control

in community contexts and the importance of developing an audience in con-

versation with contemporary creative practice. Other subjects included the his-

torical exoticization of trans bodies, its overlap with Orientalist traditions, and its

impact on the contemporary context for trans self-representation; the sense of

movement inherent in the trans- prefix and its invitation to move beyond gender;
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and the overlap between Buddhism and transgender experience as sources of

insight into impermanence as the condition of being.

The excerpts reproduced below are of special interest for their docu-

mentation of trans cultural production as a collective effort. Creative practi-

tioners, scholars, community organizers, and audiences all contributed to the

possibility for larger scale developments such as those spearheaded by Jones. The

Trans-Art exhibition was not only the accomplishment of a handful of com-

munity-based (but not necessarily trans-identified) artists and performers. As

important, the event also drew on the strengths and energy of archivists, librar-

ians, and activists to provide context and to keep pressing issues at the forefront of

cultural activities. This reminds us how the public manifestations of trans cultural

production has always exceeded the solitary model of the artist in their studio.

Audiences and artists grew (and grew bolder) together, mirroring larger cultural

developments in these years that saw a more visible public solidarity among trans

individuals and the early edifications of today’s public trans community in which

politics and collectivity are a central theme.

The importance of these groundbreaking, but not too distant, events and

communities cannot be understated. For instance, the nomenclature of trans-

itself must be understood in relation to these collective formations. Today, when

those in the academy deploy the prefix trans-, they generally cite texts such as the

2008 introduction to the special issue of WSQ: Women’s Studies Quarterly edited

by Susan Stryker, Paisley Currah, and Lisa Jean Moore. In that introduction,

however, Stryker’s explanation of the prefix and its meaning bears traces of the

ways in which Jones and Singer discussed “trans” in 2001. Stryker’s scholarly

usage, in fact, drew from her own earlier participation in the community of trans

cultural producers in the Bay Area. (In 2001, Stryker was the executive director of

the GLBT Historical Society, one of the sponsoring institutions for the Trans-Art

show.) In the excerpts of the 2001 interview included here, one can already see

evidence of the richly textured community usage of trans- and the debates sur-

rounding it since the mid-1990s. This alone points to the ways in which the

current academic formations around trans have their roots in community-based

and activist practices.

The excerpts below are largely about the attempts to forge context and

audience for the emergence of “trans art.” Jones’s example reminds us that such

activities as curation and collective organizing are themselves instances of trans

cultural production and community formation—necessary and urgent ones.

Jones shows us that the production of trans cultural events was not only about

establishing visibility and declaring presence; beyond that, it was about forging

bonds and cultivating supportive and interested audiences constituted around

trans as a diverse community. Because the focus of Jones’s (and others’) efforts
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was on the immediate need to demonstrate and declare the need for such sus-

taining community formations, less attention was given to archiving and docu-

mentation. In particular, many of the artists whose work he showcased have

disappeared, shifted practices, or otherwise proven difficult to recover—even at

the narrow interval of a decade. That is why this interview is such an important

document, as it provides a testament to these practices and informs the debates,

successes, and challenges of today.

Ben Singer: Tell me about your current exhibit at the San Francisco GLBT His-

torical Society.

Jordy Jones: We have a range of representations and artists and not all of them

are transsexual. Not all of them are even transgender, but they are for the most

part working with issues of embodiment of one sort or another. . . .

BS: Originally I asked you about art related to transsexuality, but I chose re-

embodiment to circumvent the medical model of transsexuality and to talk about

bodies undergoing some sort of transition.

JJ: That’s why I use the word trans instead of transgender.

BS: Why are you using trans instead of just talking about reembodiment or some-

thing else?

JJ: Because it is literally trans. It is passing from one type of embodiment to

another. It’s not a single thing. I wanted to look at types of reembodiment that do

not necessarily refer specifically to trans-ing gender. I specifically tried to avoid

things that are merely representational because I am not particularly interested in

pictures of transsexuals [when they are functioning] as a form of anthropology.

. . .

BS: Before we get too far, it would be useful if you said a little bit more about what

you think trans art is and how it fits into your shows. What is the trans art context? Or

even, why trans?Why trans instead of transgender art or transsexual art? How do you

see trans as anything other than another identity category that becomes enabling of

representation or, at the same time, places a frame around the work thatmight limit it?

JJ: I think it would be hard to make it into an identity category. It is certainly not

my intention to do so. For me, I use trans as an idea category that . . . organizes by

rupturing the assumptions of natural gender in one way or another. [For instance,

consider a piece of Cooper Lee Bombardier’s that is in the Trans-Art show.] . . . The

work is comprised of a diptych called Forgive and Forget. Basically it is a picture of a
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fork and a knife. The knife is “Forgive” and the fork is “Forget.” In this case, the

human body doesn’t really come into the frame. It’s about the passing of categories:

What’s a fork and what’s a knife? Why is one forgive? Why is the other forget?

What’s being forgiven?What’s being forgotten? Is the gender being forgotten? Is this

about gender at all? Tome it can be. I look at this fork and this knife and I think: well

these are two very different things, just as males and females are considered very

different. Also, it’s a diptych, so there is a physical separation between them. Then

there are these twowords, which are also different words but have something of one

another in them because fully half of their letters are shared. There is passing

between the languages signified by the utensils—whatever the utensils are intended

to signify. So I think of the trans part heremore in the terms of passing. Not passing

as something, but passing through something—or between things in the case of this

particular nonrepresentational piece.

BS: Without having to nail things down too specifically, what exactly are we passing

through?

JJ: Passage; just passage.

. . .

[Later in the interview, Singer asked Jones to describe the precursors to the Trans-Art

series of 2001. Jones explained that his first event, Trans Central, was an art

installation and series of events held in 1997 at the Lab, a 3,500 foot art space in San

Francisco’s Mission district. For the visual exhibition Jones included photography,

painting, new media, and installation work by artists including Hans Scheirl, Chloe

Atkins, Del LaGrace Volcano, and Kent Taylor; Justin Vivian Bond and Rodney

O’Neal Austin performed.]

JJ: Jack [Halberstam] did an academic reading, but I wanted to program it right

into the middle of my evening of performance because I was very interested in

mixing things up. One of my ideas with Trans Central was to not just be talking

about trans in terms of people’s bodies but also in terms of venues.

BS: What about the venue was trans?

JJ: Well, Trans Central at the Lab was the name of the show at that space. One of

the things that I wanted to do there was to complicate the category of venue so I

wanted it to be unclear about whether one was in an art gallery, a nightclub, a

lecture hall, a salon, or a cabaret. The whole event had elements of all of those

things. I did not do theater seating. Instead, I had a big stage and then I had this

smaller area with risers, and on the risers were café tables and people sat around

in little groups of threes and fours at the tables. It was set up like a cabaret or a
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nightclub. In that structure the flow of performers was very mixed up in terms of

what was going on, but it flowed well because of the conceptual thread that ran

through everything. We had everything from a lecture, to a film, to a drag per-

formance, to music, to readings, etc. I was really proud of my audience. For

example, when Jack was reading her paper, quite a few people in the audience

pulled tablets out of their breast pockets and started taking notes. I was so thrilled

I couldn’t believe it. They were taking notes very seriously and attentively. When

the lecture was over, the drag queens came on.

BS: Tell me what thrilled you about that?

JJ: Well, Jack was worried that people were just going to look at her like a bug and

wonder why she was reading a paper in a gallery. She was really nervous.

BS: Was it a theory-based paper or academically oriented?

JJ: Yes, it was an academic paper about drag kings. And she was really worried

that it would seem out of place. I was proud because it worked in seamlessly. Some

music had come beforehand, and when she was up giving the talk people had just

been tapping their feet a fewminutes before and now they were taking notes. Then

she went off stage and a fashion show came on and people started doing this little

[starts snapping] beatnik hipster thing. I was like, “My audience is so good, they

can just shift modes this fast.” It was really because of the audience that this was

able to happen. A different audience would not have reacted that way. But this

audience already had a mindset where venues and genres, and indeed sexes and

genders, were not as static as they are normally considered to be. So they were

already prepared for that kind of melting—the melting of the types of perfor-

mance and the mixed nature of the venue worked quite well.

BS: It seems that in terms of the meaning of trans- as moving across boundaries that

the audience was able to read across different genres and codes (semiotic codes) and

then respond appropriately for that particular moment given what was happening.

JJ: Yes, exactly. They weren’t thrown off by the fact that there was a lecture and

then a fashion show. They passed right along into the show from being at a lecture

minutes before. It was smooth and it was seamless. I felt like a DJ who was creating

good segues between improbable materials.

. . .

There were two more [Trans-Art events], one in 1999 and then the other in 2001,

[which was] a simple visual art show at the Forward Motion Conference in

Burbank, California [a national FTM/transmasculine conference].
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BS: The Forward Motion Conference is a very different venue than Trans Central at

the Lab or the GLBT Historical Society exhibit.

JJ: Yes, it was very, very different. I managed to work with the venue because in

this case I did not try to turn it into anything that it wasn’t. The venue, a standard

hotel room, was a given. It was a big hotel room of the sort that they use for

meetings, not necessarily for sleeping, although there was also a bed there. It was

funny because the hotel people kept putting the bed up because it was the sort of

bed you could store in the wall. I kept taking it down because I wanted it in the

show. I had a couple of pictures on the bed. I realized that if I tried to disguise that

this was a hotel room, it was going to come off really half-assed. Whereas if I

played with it, I could make it work. I even had people believing for a while that

the art was put there, but then I’d let them in on the joke. First, though, I talked

people through the work and there were certain pieces that were hotel art that had

been bolted to the wall. I just worked with everything on display and created an

entire story about why the hotel art pieces bolted to the wall were trans art.

BS: What were they?

JJ: Well, there were two paintings that were abstracts. From them I pulled out

elements: “See this inverted pink triangle which represents the female pudenda

which has this red X through it? This represents the artist turning his back on his

former life.” I had the whole thing down. I really had people convinced that hotel

painting was part of the show and it was all mediocre abstract hotel art that was

bolted to the wall. But it was there and I got a kick out of it and of course

eventually let people in on the joke.

BS: While using the existing hotel art was a joke, it certainly raises the issue again of

whether trans art is a matter of formal content, whether it is a reading practice, or

whether it is a narrative that you attach to an object. Right?

JJ: Yeah, I think it’s a combination of those things. In that case, those preexisting

pictures on the hotel wall were, for those three days, they were trans art. They were

not intended to be; they weren’t after the other work came down. But for that brief

moment in time, they were.

BS: They qualified based on the context of where they were located and the act of your

trans reading practice, right?

JJ: And my explanation of them as being that. My drawing attention to them in a

different manner than they were originally intended. Framing.
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T. Benjamin Singer is a Mellon visiting assistant professor of women’s and gender studies at

Vanderbilt University. His work has appeared in The Transgender Studies Reader, the Journal of

Medical Humanities, and Discourse.

Jordy Jones is an independent scholar, curator, and artist. He received his PhD from the

University of California, Irvine, where he trained as a historian of photography. His first book,

The Mayor of Folsom Street: The Auto/Biography of Alan Selby, aka Mr. S, will be published in

spring 2015.

Note

1. For a partial list of Jones’s activities at this time, see his 2002 resume, archived online

at www.killerbanshee.com/evolutionofgender/jones.html. See also Jones’s papers at the

SFGLBT Historical Society (finding aid is available at www.oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark

:/13030/kt0779r441/entire_text/). These feature materials relating to his work with the

Transgender Civil Rights Implementation Task Force, which passed a groundbreaking 2002

plan to cover health benefits for trans people employed by the city of San Francisco. This

collection, however, barely mentions the curatorial efforts that this interview discusses.
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B O O K R E V I E W

Writing the Body

DYLAN MCCARTHY BLACKSTON

Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and Poetics

Edited by TC Tolbert and Tim Trace Peterson

Callicoon, NY: Nightboat Press, 2013. 538 pp.

How do trans and genderqueer poets write the body onto and against the page?

What expressions and forms—even if amorphous ones—does the body use and

take in its poetic becomings? Troubling the Line: Trans and Genderqueer Poetry and

Poetics (2013), edited by TC Tolbert and Tim Trace Peterson, is a collection that

grapples with these questions and many more. It is the first collection to explicitly

highlight trans and genderqueer poetry even as neither the work in the collection

nor the editors of the collection define what trans and genderqueer poetry is. In

fact, both editors note in their respective introductions that they had no desire to

categorically define, much less police, the gender identities of the poets whose

work is present in the text (Peterson: 15; Tolbert: 10). Both editors express a need

for opening up, through poetry, the possibilities, nuances, and multiplicities of

trans and genderqueer. Some of these poets have been published multiple times;

for others, this marks their first publication (Peterson: 15).

Both editors speak of an urgency to create this collection. This urgency is

expressed by Peterson as an “aporia of isolation” that “consists of a basic inability

to articulate or make visible the position that one occupies in publicly, socially, or

politically understandable language” (16). Similarly, Tolbert notes his desire to

“read what other trans and genderqueer poets were writing. I needed to see their

forms, listen to their syntax, learn from how they were composing themselves on

and off the page” (8). This urgency was met by the work of fifty-five poets, whose

work forms what Peterson calls a “bridge” text (15). “Not a canon but one hun-

dred hands pushing against a wall of homogeneity—gendered, social and lin-

guistic,” Tolbert writes (13).
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Rather than attempting to synopsize or analyze each work, I focus on a

small number of poets and their poetic statements to provide a sense of the type of

work in the anthology—a review method that inevitably excludes more than it

includes. The poems in the collection are as diverse as the poets’ stories, experi-

ences, and identities. For example, some of the work has obvious cadence, and the

reader can imagine it being read aloud; contrastingly, other poems are works of

visual art as much as they are “readable” poetry.

Whether their work appears in ambiguous form or as theoretical play, the

contributors in this collection navigate the multiple spaces of gender and living

that they inhabit. For example, forms vary from left-aligned stanzas on the left

side of the page to the use of scattered symbols and nonalphabetic characters; the

use of the latter style is perhaps intended to express or form that which words

consisting of Latin letters might not have the capacity to make visible. In Lilith

Latini’s elegant five-stanza poem, “Decisions,” she expresses the feelings of depart-

ing the private:

From her throat tension popped,

pearls played crack the whip and

flung out of their orbit.

A quick breath then she turned on her toe,

moved over the spinning beads,

and out the door. (350)

Perhaps simply a story of leaving the house, or a story of an anxious transperson

leaving a space of relative comfort to face the world, the poem exudes a simul-

taneous quietude and discomfort through its five-stanza tercet form that con-

cludes with an exit scene—a movement into the unformed, unknown. As she

states in her poetics statement (more on poetics statements momentarily), “Even

before I began talking about my trans identity or transitioning, it always felt that

my body was public space because of my high femme gender presentation” (351).

Meg Day’s poem “forget everything you know about the way a body is

built” begins with a full-page image including nine boxes, each filled with a line

drawing of a person exhibiting the hand gestures involved in speaking a word or

phrase in sign language. On the next page, the textually based part of the poem

begins on the right side of the page:

the way

my lineage

is deaf
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the way

America is deaf

not deaf. (384)

The only words on the left side of the page appear approximately half-way down

the corresponding column of text on the right. Those words are “I am not deaf”

(384). These lines express how hearing occurs metonymically and culturally far

beyond the body, even as the body’s capacity to hear in narrow ways is prized in

dominant culture. Day’s poem disrupts the ways we read, hear, see; it conveys an

alternate way of thinking about connection. While poignantly subtle, by

extending the body into the unknown, both Latini’s and Day’s poems interrupt

narrow notions of transness and give shape to what it means to write the poetic

trans and genderqueer body onto the page.

Trans and genderqueer, as words, identities, and movements conveyed in

the collection, do not express gender trajectories but intensities that at some

moments in the text are very clear and at other moments, beautifully confusing.

The poets in this collection write the body alive. Their poems are often about

gender, but the work also expresses the physical presence of many other forms of

bodily categorization; for example, processes of racialization, systemic poverty,

illness, and labor—all of which centralize the body without necessarily naming it.

One of the two editors of this collection, TC Tolbert, is the author of

spirare (2012) and territories of folding (2011) and is, along with many other things,

the assistant director of Casa Libre en la Solana, a poetry venue, living space, and

community-gathering space in Tucson, Arizona.1 Tolbert states in his introduc-

tion: “If there is one thing that I wanted to usher in with this collection, it is an

opening—an attempt to expand the range of what is possible for trans and

genderqueer poets and to acknowledge that there is no such thing as a monolithic

trans and genderqueer poetry” (9–10). It is no wonder, then, that the poetry that

appears in the collection is ripe with potential to transverse, to fold inward and

outward toward new forms of textual-bodily interaction. There may not be a

“monolithic trans and genderqueer poetry,” but there most certainly is a trans

and genderqueer poetics threaded throughout the collection, even if that poetics

is, thankfully, not containable or capable of capture.

The other editor of this collection is Tim Trace Peterson, author of Since I

Moved In (2007) and Violet Speech (2011) and the editor of EOAGH: A Journal of

the Arts. In Peterson’s introduction, she asserts: “The book is . . . of course an

opening gesture to provoke what TC and I both hope will be a long and pro-

ductive conversation about trans and genderqueer poetry, a category about which

there is currently barely any available commentary or discussion so far” (15).

Later, when discussing her research investigating “a history for trans poets,” she
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notes that “there are few literary precedents which combine poetry as a literary

category with phenomena or sensibilities we would retrospectively recognize as

‘transgender’ in a visible way” (17). Thus, on a fundamental level, this collection

theorizes the connections among trans and genderqueer embodiment, trans

affect, and poetry. The yet-to-be-described poetic virtuality of trans, then,

becomes a critical lens through which to explore the potential of trans and

genderqueer as bodies, sentiments, and movements.

Each contributor’s work—with the exception of a few, including but not

limited to the work of two deceased poets included in the collection, kari edwards

and JohnWieners—is accompanied by an individually titled “poetics statement.”

While reading, I was particularly focused on the juxtaposition of poetry with

poetics statements. There were poems I did not like accompanied by a poetics

statement to which I deeply connected and vice versa. As is often the case with

artists’ statements, the contextualization provided by the poetics statements may

offer readers additional ways to engage each work. Of course, also like artist

statements, it is possible that the poetics statements may have the capacity to limit

one’s reading. That being said, I rarely, if ever, found that to be the case in this text,

perhaps because the structures of the poetics statements varied as drastically as the

poetic forms they accompanied. For example, Ari Banias, a first generation Greek

American, titled his statement “On Being a Stranger. Instinct, Messiness, Binaries,

Failure, Discomfort, and How I Think I Write Poems.” In it, he describes his

poetics of foreignness. He states, “I imagine foreignness as the place where otherness

and possibility may meet—a location that holds a charge, a place from which to

speak as an intimate stranger. . . . Far more compelling to me than aesthetic sin-

gularity or purity are expansiveness and multiplicity” (64). It is difficult to separate

the concepts of expansiveness and multiplicity from poetry—as a genre, it is not

boxy; it does not easily contain. Thus, a poetics of foreignness suggests trans inti-

macies, movement- and change-focused circuits of experience and living.

This notion of movement and in-betweenness is what Micha Cárdenas

alternately describes in her poetics statement—and in her work outside of this

collection—as “transreal.”2 As Cárdenas notes: “I decided to respond to people

who denied the reality of my gender, my body andmy sexuality on a daily basis by

claiming the space of the transreal, rejecting the real/unreal binary by living

between multiple realities” (398). This seems a poetics of art making and living: a

space from which to experience and react through bodily enactments of

betweenness that entirely disengage from the possibility of stasis. Appearance and

disappearance surface as critical and embodied aspects of this poetic. Similarly, in

“Escape Artists,” Amir Rabiyah discusses his own premature birth, stating: “I left

one world & then I came into this world. I was premature, so they boxed me in

[for safety measures.] I was much bigger than expected, especially for someone
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born so early. When I asked mymother how long Iwas incubated, she said, I don’t

know—I’m not good with time. My first, most intimate contact was with a box.

Later, I would become obsessed with magicians” (45). Trans writing, in these

terms, involves writing into and out of boxes, of exploring the ways in which

those boxes convey different types of intimacies without exactly locating how or

in what ways those intimacies (or those boxes) will appear.

As Jaime Shearn Coan beautifully writes in “forcing the hand”:

a new way of knowing

the muscle, extending

thin metal into thigh

it almost doesn’t feel

right how smoothly

like the body should react

reinforce its thirty-one years

as is

the divine slides in

and the body

ever faithful, believes (262)

In his poetics statement, Shearn Coan notes, “Rather than romanticize or con-

demn, I want to welcome in the presence of our ghosts (including our former

selves); to call attention to how they blend and bend our bodies in new directions”

(265). Whether through the act of injecting hormones or looking at a photograph

of his father, in Coan’s poems, the body believes—it follows, it leads, it suggests,

it appears: “a body begins in the shaping / breath between palms / air between

teeth” (Day: 382).

The collection persistently inquires: Is there a trans and genderqueer

poetics? Is there a trans poem? Perhaps what we are invited to consider, then, is

how poetry as a genre opens different doors to explore the types of trans and

genderqueer living and embodiment that might otherwise be occluded in more

direct forms of writing.3 While the book as a whole certainly works through this

question, its contributors also make direct and urgent assertions (albeit playful

ones, too) about what a trans poetics is and is not. Joy Ladin, in her “Trans Poetics

Manifesto,” states, “Like all poetics, trans poetics are ways that poetry can happen:

not the only ways, not the best ways, not the truest ways, not the noblest ways, not

the most experimental ways: poetry doesn’t care how it happens.” She continues,

“Like all poetics, trans poetics are partly fantasy. They only exist when we see
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them, and we only see them when we need to. . . . Like all poetics, trans poetics

may be consciously conjured, or recognized in retrospect” (306). The trans poetic

fantasy to which Ladin refers is precisely what this collection seems to generate;

not content with absence, but certainly not content with sameness, the contrib-

utors to this collection create space by working through trans and genderqueer as

a conduit of poetic connection. That said, Ladin is likely right to state that the

collection and the trans poetics that it both is and produces are possibly only

“recognized in retrospect,” even as the poems in the collection are active and

moving in the present.

Each poem in this collection is its own body—in connection with its

writer—that expresses but does not define trans or genderqueer. This (dis)

connection is what makes this mixture of poems and poetics statements so

dynamic and useful. This collection is the first of its kind, and I view it as a hugely

successful effort. Perhaps its only weakness is expressed by both of the editors in

their respective introductions: to narrow the collection to fifty-five poets inevi-

tably excludes many other ways of writing the trans body, of moving within the

interstices of a formerly felt but intangible collection of trans and genderqueer

poetry. However, I recognize the stretch I am making to call this an unac-

knowledged gap or weakness. I think it is, instead, another potential. Building

from this collection will be a challenge worth the effort; I look forward to the next

anthology.

This text is useful for readers interested in how trans-ness moves through

poetry. As TT Jax states, “Poetry is an act of the body, an internal, intestinal

movement. Poetry moves like an interstitial cellular revolt, rattling up words and

rhythms from the deepest secret stuff of us” (496). This collection is useful for

poetry readers across all spectrums, from scholars and activists to scholar-activists

or any reader who draws inspiration from writing the body in innovative ways.

Partially because I relate to this collection as a poet and a transperson and partially

as a result of simply reading this specific and groundbreaking collection, I will

continue to think about the “intersections (and/or disconnections) between [my]

experience of the body (as a trans and/or genderqueer person) and the ways [I]

use language” (Tolbert: 9). It is possible that is all any of us can do as we navigate

the capillary spaces of gender. Thus, perhaps writing the trans and genderqueer

body into poetic becoming is the intervention that the contributors to Troubling

the Line begin—what an immense and critical task.

Dylan McCarthy Blackston is a graduate student in gender and women’s studies at the

University of Arizona. Dylan may be reached at dylanmb@email.arizona.edu.
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Notes

1. See www.tctolbert.com/index.html for more information.

2. See transreal.org as well as Cárdenas’s work in The Transreal: Political Aesthetics of

Crossing Realities, edited by Zach Blas and Wolfgang Schirmacher (2012).

3. Thanks to Eliza Steinbock for helping me to clarify this connection.
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B O O K R E V I E W

Choosing Life

MAXINE L. GROSSMAN

Through the Door of Life: A Jewish Journey between Genders

Joy Ladin

Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2012. x + 255 pp.

Midway through a memoir of transition that is at once rueful, humorous, pro-

found, and a touch evasive, Joy Ladin reflects on a notable experience from her

childhood. She is seven years old and has gone berry picking with her family.

Surrounded by buzzing bees and “a maze of bushes bursting with blueberries,”

she understands that God is “there for the taking. . . . It was all so clear,” she writes,

“but no one seemed to know it. It was a secret, and it was my job to tell it, to tell

the truth about the world we were living in, the God we were living with” (170).

The responsibility is too much for a small child to bear, and the moment passes

into her memory as a failure of nerve. “God was there, beyond a doubt,” she

writes, “but I was missing in action” (171).

In Through the Door of Life, Ladin repeatedly revisits questions of absence

and presence, life and death. A poet and a professor of English and creative

writing, Ladin is the only out trans faculty member at Yeshiva University, an

institution that identifies itself as exemplifying Torah Umadda (“Torah and sec-

ular knowledge”), “melding the ancient traditions of Jewish law and life with the

heritage of Western civilization” (Yeshiva University 2014). She came out to her

university’s administration shortly after receiving early tenure in spring 2007. Her

memoir opens in the fall of 2008, with her return to teaching after a year-long

involuntary paid leave, and then pivots back to tell the story of her decision to

come out, the breakup of her marriage and family, and the beginning of a new

period in which she chose to accept the responsibility of presence over absence—

in the words of the biblical book of Deuteronomy, to “choose life” over its

opposite.
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For Ladin, such a choice was neither easy nor obvious. Her memories

of childhood include a series of moments that all contributed to her self-

understanding as a girl who presented as a boy and who had to learn to wear “the

façade of maleness and betray what he was within” (25). A consequence of this

tension was the pattern she developed, of neglecting and punishing the masculine

physical body in which she was trapped. “Hurting himself felt good,” she writes of

that little boy’s experience. “It was a kind of revenge on the body that was always

hurting him, and a kind of freedom, a way of showing how little he and his body

meant to each other” (25). Thoughts of suicide and practices of self-harm con-

tinued for Ladin into early adulthood, as cycles of repeated “gender breakdowns”

were followed by periods of self-punishment: “After one breakdown, I ended a

fifteen-cup-a-day coffee habit overnight; after another, I resolved to eat only when

someone else offered me food. Being a man became a gulag of neurotic com-

pulsions. I was the only guard, the only prisoner, the frozen ground and the

barbed wire fence. Give up, I told myself. There is no escape” (39).

As someone who had first heard of Ladin in the context of her role as “the

first openly transgender employee of an Orthodox Jewish institution” (as her

book bio frames it), I was especially curious to understand her relationship to a

particular type of American Jewish community. Films like Trembling Before G-d

andKeep Not Silent have created a public space in which “Orthodox” and “LGBT”

identity canmix—for perhaps the first time in explicit, public Jewish discourse—

and I expected to see Ladin addressing a specific set of Jewish ritual concerns:

would she continue to count within a minyan (religious prayer quorum) after

transitioning or would she continue to put on tefillin (phylacteries) during daily

prayer? But Ladin’s questions stand mostly outside the realm of halakhah, Jewish

law and the gendered practices it entails. Instead, Ladin’s spiritual autobiography—

revealed directly and indirectly through the course of her memoir—reflects a

postdenominational diversity of American Jewish experiences: participation in

Friday night Shabbat services at the Greenwich Village Temple; travel to Jerusalem

and visits to the Wailing Wall (as she calls it) with her wife and children; and a

religious background provided by a rationalist atheist Jewish father, a mother

who participated in Jewish tradition but “was noncommittal about why,” and a

childhood of Sabbath synagogue services spent in the company of her community’s

“old, heavily accented, reflexively Orthodox men” (83).

Ladin’s engagement with Jewish tradition is richly textured and, in the best

possible sense, challenging. She opens her memoir, wonderfully without apology,

by rethinking the meaning and practice of the Jewish Shehekheyanu (“that you

have preserved my life”) blessing. Traditionally reserved for periodic special

occasions (like the eating of the first fruit of a new season), the prayer thanks God

for allowing the person to have survived to participate once more in an infrequent
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ritual. Ladin changes both the functionality and the periodicity of the blessing, by

reciting it each morning while taking her daily doses of estrogen and progester-

one. The recitation thus serves two purposes, both marking the sanctity of her

posttransition body and also recognizing—each day, and notmerely occasionally—

the miracle of her life as a woman. She does similar spiritual work with the

traditional morning blessings that require men to thank God for making them

men, while requiring women to thank God “for making me according to your

will.” These blessings have long been a thorn in the side of religiously observant

Jewish feminists, who note the ugly superiority of the first blessing and the dis-

missiveness of the second, which assumes that women must live with their sub-

ordinate status because that’s simply how God made them. For Ladin, of course,

the first blessing formed a kind of repeated abuse—that she should thank God

each morning for causing her to appear to be the gender she knew herself not to

be; her embrace of the second blessing in its place, in contrast, serves as cele-

bratory confirmation of the God-given origins of her correct gender identity.

Two themes in particular make this an explicitly Jewish memoir. The first

is Ladin’s engagement with what is perhaps the most famous ethical observation

within the Jewish tradition, Hillel’s tripartite query: “If I am not for myself, who

will be for me? If I am only for myself, what am I? And if not now, when?” (15–18).

The answers to these questions are found, she asserts, “not through one magic

‘Yes!’ but through innumerable, sometimes agonizing decisions, choices, com-

mitments” (17). The greatest of those decisions, the one that provides the other

primary theme of this volume, is the decision to “choose life.” She writes with

passion of her childhood encounter with this choice, in the old Hertz edition of

the Torah (Pentateuch) that was found in so many twentieth-century American

synagogues. The book of Deuteronomy—traditionally Moses’s last speech to the

people of Israel, before his death and their entry into the land—includes his

challenge to them, at Deut. 30:19:

I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day:

I have set before you life and death, blessing and curse.

Therefore choose life, that you and your seed may live. (83)

For Ladin—who had known herself to be “different” from her preschool years,

and transsexual from the age of eight (when she encountered the term in a mag-

azine of her mother’s)(26)—these words were transformative. The text, after all,

does not expect people to simply live life or to accept life but, rather, to choose it,

and for that choice to be a hard one. As Ladin puts it,
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Moses expected everyone to exhibit the hesitation, the confusion, the cowardice

that I had thought were mine alone. Staring into the future he wouldn’t live to see,

Moses was begging us to do what he feared we wouldn’t or couldn’t do—to

distinguish between life and death, and to choose the former.

His honesty still takes my breath away. (83)

Ladin’s reading of Deuteronomy, and her treatment of Moses as its tradi-

tional author/speaker, is a delight. Both he and God come alive as characters with

personalities—and not always nice ones—in Ladin’s poetic imagination and

spiritual journey. “No wonder God almost killed him on the road to Egypt,” she

continues a page later. “Not only because of the gall of a shepherd cold-shouldering

an offer from God—but because Moses wouldn’t willingly choose life unless the

only alternative was death” (84).

Ladin, too, and in her own words, displays a problematic unwillingness to

choose life over death, and her confusion of the twomakes for lively, tense reading

through the course of her memoir. Suicide is an ever-present option for her, from

earliest childhood until the very moments when she begins her transition. The

purchase in 2005 of a life-insurance policy with a two-year “no suicide” clause

provides a time-stamp for that decision. “If I killed myself too soon, my family

wouldn’t get a cent,” she writes. “I started counting down the weeks.” Ultimately,

though, she experiences a shift in perspective, from “turning death into a way of

life” (85) to allowing the death of her earlier existence to make room for the life

that would follow: “You can kill Jay,” a “voice of self-preservation” tells her at last,

“but you can’t hurt Joy” (88).

The person of “Jay,” and the prison in which he is trapped for more than

forty years, is bounded on all sides by foundational relationships: a loving mar-

riage of nearly a quarter-century’s duration; three articulate and intensely adored

children; a successful career; and a commitment to community and the com-

munity’s shared values. Ladin’s treatment of these relationships makes for potent

and sometimes painful reading.

Ladin describes her relationship with her children in the frankest of tones.

The kids come across as almost preternaturally articulate, especially her elder

daughter: “‘Now you’ll tell me you love me,’ she would say, her seven-year-old

voice dripping with the sarcasm of a bitter fifty-year-old. ‘Now you’ll say whatever

I feel is okay.’ She would stop, smile horribly, and laugh. ‘But then, everything you

say is a lie’” (90). The problem of love is one that Ladin addresses head-on,

ultimately realizing that what matters is not whether her children love her (which

she cannot, in any case, control) but whether she can continue to love them in

spite of all that she is putting them through. So she plays outdoor war games with

her son and allows him to bully her and “train” her for battle, in ways that
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eventually gain his grudging respect. She commits herself to the family rela-

tionship in whatever form it might take, reciting episodes of Smallville during

rides in the car, offering them food and love, and living with their rejection of all

she has to offer. It’s impossible to read this book and not wonder where those

children are now—Ladin’s son turned twenty this past spring; her daughters are

fourteen and ten (31)—and where they stand in relation to this parental love.

Ladin’s treatment of her now ex-wife manages to strike a fine balance

between the tolerance and understanding borne of guilt and a frankness that

appears to stem from long-brewing frustration. While acknowledging the pro-

found lie at the heart of their twenty-five year relationship, Ladin insists that she

made her gender identity clear from early in the relationship. In return, she writes,

My brand-new life partner . . . made it clear that, although she could accept that

I had transsexual feelings, she could not accept any expression of them. Within

a few weeks, we had completed the first cycle of a fitful pattern that would

recur throughout our twenties. I would be consumed by gender dysphoria and

unsuccessfully seek professional help; my wife would offer me the choice between

becoming myself and being loved. It was a horrible choice but not a hard one, and

with practice it got easier. (29)

Ladin seems to recognize her ex-wife’s experience of suffering, misery, and loss.

Accounts of their conversations, though, portray her in a rather unattractive light:

“‘I hope you’ll be happy,’ she says. ‘I hope you’ll be happy, knowing that you’ve

destroyed four lives to walk around in a dress’” (37). External to this memoir

there is a larger story, one in which Ladin’s ex-wife has written a memoir of her

own (Sex Changes: A Memoir of Marriage, Gender, and Moving On [2012]) and

maintains a blog of the same title (Benvenuto 2014), and in which accusations of

harassment and hostility have played out both online and in person (apparently

police had to be called after an altercation at a reading). Especially in situations as

fraught as this, memoiristic representations of other people can be partial and

even unfair. But a cursory read of the blog Sex Changes suggests at minimum that

Ladin has captured her ex’s tone and perspective with convincing verisimilitude.

This is not to say that Ladin always comes across as fair, realistic, or even

ethical in this book. Her relationship with Annie, a graduate student in her

twenties who becomes her first female friend and a kind of one-woman support

network early in Ladin’s transition (and while Ladin is still married and living at

home) seems dangerously close to an emotional affair, and it is most certainly

an example of leaning too hard on someone with too-limited resources (“She

emailed me multiple times a day; spoke to me daily on the phone, drove herself to

the edge of nervous breakdown in an effort to keep me going” [32]). Similarly
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curious is the reference to her midtransition experience of “being thrown, for no

reason I could understand, out of a house I’d been invited to live in” (189). But for

the most part, Ladin owns up to her choices, even the more horrifying ones, such

as when she knowingly betrays her son’s trust in an effort to win points in an

argument with his mother: “without regard for his safety, without respect for

the risk he had taken in speaking of what was so difficult for him” (139). She is

thoughtful, too, in recalling an interaction with her daughter’s doctor that leads

her wife to “hiss, . . . ‘But I guess I shouldn’t be surprised. No matter what’s going

on, it’s always about you’” (137).

A memoir is indeed always about its author, but another set of primary

relationships hovers just beneath the surface of the story, and Ladin addresses it

directly in chapter 12, “The Day My Father Died.” Ladin’s father serves as some-

thing of an invisible unmoved mover in the book. Like God, he never justifies his

actions, and like God, his actions are treated as sometimes incomprehensible: “by

the time I was twenty-two, my father had disowned me completely—he never

told anyone why” (104). One wonders how much of their tension was related to

ordinary parent-child conflicts and how much to unspoken tensions with regard

to gender identity. “Once he told me that, if I couldn’t be honest with him, I

couldn’t be his son and that, since he didn’t need any more friends, he had

nothing more to say to me” (117). Ladin tells the story of traveling home as a

young adult to try to force a confrontation, only to send this panicked father

fleeing to his car in bathrobe, pajamas, and slippers. Tinges of humor color the

pathos of the story, but without reducing its traumatic effect. Ladin’s relationship

with God is equally fraught but ultimately more satisfying, if only because the

silence that meets her attempts to communicate is at least an articulate silence

and not a blank turning away. As Ladin remarks, if God by and large responds to

her pleas with silence, it’s at least the case that “God’s silence comes in many

varieties” (166).

Ladin’s career is another wall of the prison that must be broken down in

order to set her free, and the results of this rupture are treated in surprisingly

irenic terms. Yes, Yeshiva does suspend her from teaching after she comes out as

trans, and yes, it takes a lawsuit to get her back on the faculty. Yes, too, the New

York Post is able to locate a colleague to say nasty things about her gender identity

and to assert (against the classical rabbinic evidence, I would argue) that “there is

just no leeway in Jewish law for a transsexual” (14). But Ladin also writes glowingly

of her dean’s behavior toward her at their first meeting after her announcement:

“The dean’s face, as always, was frank and focused. She rose, smiling, and offered

me her hand. ‘You look lovely,’ she said. ‘I wasn’t sure what to expect’” (218). On

her return to campus a year later, Ladin writes, it is the ordinariness of it all that

strikes her as most amazing, the sight of her office and her desk, “heaped with the
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same stacks of papers, . . . but the name beside the door said, ‘Dr. Joy Ladin.’ It

was a miracle. I—the real me—was here, in plain sight.” And again, “Here, in the

heart of the Orthodox Jewish world, a transwoman was neither a curiosity nor

a monstrosity; I was just another middle-aged woman going about her busi-

ness” (10).

Teaching at an all-women’s Orthodox Jewish university is one thing for a

male-presenting Jewish professor, whatever his gender identity, and something

else entirely for a professor who presents as a woman. Ladin writes with surprise

and appreciation of her students’ responses to her, both during her suspension

and after her return to full-time teaching. Midway through her year away, she

writes, a group of students asked to meet with her off-campus. “None of us knew

the etiquette for this kind of encounter, and none of us was prepared for how

quickly we relaxed with one another” (220). However, “because I didn’t look

transgender, they responded to me as they responded to other women.” Ladin

then continues, “There was something they just had to ask me they said, when we

were all settled around the table. One young woman looked hesitantly at another,

and finally one of them said it: ‘Are men really as bad as they seem on dates?’”

(221). The return to teaching poetry in the classroom is similarly sweet, and Ladin

writes movingly of the student she calls “Rachel,” who comes alive in poetic

discussions and accepts Ladin’s transition as a fait accompli.

In reading this book, I initially found it remarkable that Ladin could be a

successful poet while chaining off so many aspects of her consciousness and self-

identity. But as she demonstrates, a feel for words and imagery can be potent

even—or perhaps especially—in settings where some strong feelings are off-

limits. At the time of her transition, Ladin writes, “My solitude was like an

emotional echo chamber. It reverberated with griefs and longings, anguish and

excitement I couldn’t share. I was stunned by the intensity of all this emotion. Did

people, real people, feel all the time? Feelings had always come to me singly, over

great distances, arriving like dusty messengers exhausted by the effort of reaching

the remote country in which I lived” (110). Ladin’s poetic vision can be searing,

even shocking, in its rawness, as in chapter 7, “Choosing Life,” but she can also

show a remarkably light touch, as in chapter 6, “Truth,” which bubbles with

laughter, both nervous and light-hearted. On answering an acquaintance’s

questions on a lunch date that was also a test-drive of her new gender status: “Not

only did I not go to an all-girl school; I only recently started to use all-girl

bathrooms” (75). And concerning a thrift-shopping adventure that finds her

unable to escape the clutches of a lovely lemon-yellow dress, which she very much

wants to buy even though it is several sizes too small: “There are some battles a

transsexual has to fight alone. . . . I was trapped in a femininity I could neither fit

nor escape. In a way, the dress was me, after all” (101).
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Ultimately, the great contribution of Ladin’s memoir is to awaken readers

at the level of imagination and vision—not only at the level of political con-

sciousness or empathetic awareness. Life, Ladin argues, is snarled up in death in

ways that bring the choice of one painfully close to the experience of the other.

Thus, she writes, in describing her separation from her wife and her departure

from their shared home: “I’m leaving my children, I said. And therefore choose life.

I’m abandoning my family. And therefore choose life. I don’t really exist. And

therefore choose life. . . . I can’t stand the pain. And therefore choose life. I need to

die. And therefore choose life . . .” (95). The choice is not an easy one to make, but

neither is it a mere option. “Transition isn’t progress,” Ladin asserts. “It’s

necessity. I didn’t choose transition because I thought it would make me happy; I

did it because I had to” (189). Readers will find much to enjoy, to laugh over, and

yes, to question, in this poignant, challenging, and evocative example of the

choice of life over death and struggle over passive acceptance.

Maxine L. Grossman is an associate professor of Jewish studies and religious studies in the

Meyerhoff Center for Jewish Studies at the University of Maryland. She is editor of Rediscovering

the Dead Sea Scrolls: An Assessment of Old and New Methods and Approaches (2010) and is

founding coeditor of the Journal of Ancient Judaism.
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As a constant seeker of young-adult speculative fiction that engages with issues of

race and gender and that features queer and genderqueer/trans characters, I

recently found Robin Wasserman’s young-adult dystopian-future trilogy The

Cold Awakening, comprising Skinned, Crashed, and Wired, to be a potent

exploration of the significance of medical technology in identity, race, dis/ability,

and gender. The first book, Skinned, starts with a slam: “Lia Kahn is dead. I am Lia

Kahn. Therefore . . . I am dead. Except here’s the thing: I’m not” (1). Both playing

with and challenging Descartes’s fundamental tenet, “I think, therefore I am,”

Wasserman introduces her trilogy as the stage of a fast-paced science-fiction

adventure and insightful dialogue on the nature of existence and the physiological

location of identity, as told by the self-identified spokesperson of young, white

privilege, Lia Kahn.

Lia Kahn’s perfect, privileged life ends abruptly in a car accident that leaves

her mangled and fatally injured. But she wakes up to discover that in order to save

her life but without her consent, her brain was removed, frozen, sliced in razor-

thin sections, scanned, and downloaded into a mechanized body. This is the new
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life-saving and/or enhancing technology of BioMax Corp. Lia’s body looks mostly

human, but it never eats, sleeps, dreams, gets sick, or dies. A BioMax scientist

explains to Lia, “All your memories, all your experiences, everything you are was

simply transferred to a more durable casing. Just like copying a file. Nothing more

mysterious than that” (33).

Of course, Skinned is the tale of just how much more complicated and

mysterious it is to be transferred. Lia is not convinced by the BioMax marketing

campaign. She does not feel human anymore. After learning to use her new body

in “rehab,” described in much the same way as a person recovering from a stroke

learning to walk and talk again, Lia discovers that her old friends abandon her, her

boyfriend betrays her, and the culture for which she was once a trendsetter now

deems her a freak, undeserving of basic human rights. She faces persecution and

violence from religious fundamentalists, who call her a “skinner,” and when her

own family rejects her, she finds imperfect refuge with other “mechs” (the term

chosen and preferred by those who have been downloaded).

In rehab, Lia meets sixteen-year-old Quinn, who volunteered to be

transferred because her own body was severely crippled as a young child. For

Quinn, who is unimaginably rich, her new body is pure freedom, purchased when

she became legal age for the medical process of being downloaded. When Lia

refuses to embrace her own new self with gratitude, Quinn describes what she has

now compared to her old body: “This body that actually works. This life. Anything

I want” (80). Quinn presents a counterpoint to Lia’s self-hatred and rage. Where

Lia started with a perfectly able body, and feels her loss keenly, Quinn finally feels

able. But Quinn has a body she designed for herself in specific detail, to be an

avatar of her ideal self-image. Because Lia didn’t plan her own transfer, she was

downloaded into a stock body that BioMax had on hand. It looks roughly like her

original body: white, blond, blue eyed—but somewhere in the world there are

other mechs with the exact same model of body, an uncomfortable fact that

comes to bite in the second book, Crashed.

Quinn introduces Lia to her lover, Ani. While Quinn and Ani’s is the only

queer relationship featured in the series, this aspect goes without comment,

blending in with apparent acceptance, even from the fundamentalist religious

group that poses the greatest threat to Lia and the other mechs. It is precisely this

choice that I want to see more in young-adult speculative/science-fiction/fantasy

literature, the choice to populate the story with a diversity of people and pref-

erences and relationships while not telling a central coming-out story about being

queer. My appreciation of this choice is not intended to discredit young-adult

coming-out stories. As long as we have to come out, it is vital that we continue to

write culturally relevant coming-out stories and that youth have access to them.

Without those narratives, we couldn’t have stories in which queer characters don’t
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have to come out, where the presence of queer is simply not a big deal. This kind

of ambient queerness makes me feel really welcome in a book, the way Iwould like

to feel welcome in the world.

In the second half of Skinned, Lia’s disconnection and disassociation with

her body deepens. She is aware that she is “anatomically correct,” but she doesn’t

process sensation the way she once did, doesn’t feel pain in the same way, can’t

access familiar feelings of pleasure, and has no idea if she can still have sex or what

it would feel like. BioMax offers her marketing propaganda about the wonderful

new life a BioMax body provides, and when Lia doesn’t buy it, Quinn introduces

her to Jude, the charismatic rebel leader of a fast-forming network of mechs. Jude

hides an enigmatic past, preaches the superiority of the mech body over the

weaknesses of the “org body,” and guides mechs in using self-inflicted pain and

fear, their strongest feelings, to engage with their bodies.

Org is short for organic, or human, and I think of it as another word for cis-

gendered, though none of Wasserman’s characters ever use that term. But it’s not

that simple: what is cis-bodied in a world where everyone with enough credits alters

their children’s genes to select for physical and mental attributes, and age-defying

modifications mean you can’t tell if someone is thirty or eighty years old? That Lia’s

culture can program and control appearance and physical development might help

explain why no one ever discusses gender or applies the ability to construct bodies

to gender identity. Or it might not. Even if gender is precisely regulated, the lack of

discussion around this particular issue feels like a glaring omission.

And since Wasserman made the subtle and powerful choice to depict

ambient queerness in Skinned, I wanted her to make more interesting choices to

engage directly with gender somewhere in this trilogy. Skinned, Crashed, and

Wired offer a rich plot and setting in which to explore the intersection of race,

gender, privilege, and the possibilities of biotechnologies concerning identity and

culture. Wasserman frames a thrilling fictional experiment but, unfortunately,

does not truly take the plunge into the uncharted realms of gender-queerness and

transing that feel so clear and close to her narrative. Reading the second book of

the trilogy, Crashed, I felt like I was reading (or perhaps writing) a parallel text in

my head that went further and asked the questions I wanted it to explore: To what

extent and where are queerness and gender located within the body, mind, senses,

and personality? To what extent and in what ways can gender and identity transfer

between physical forms in the context of the body modification technologies of

Lia Kahn’s world? I can so easily imagine a transgender character existing in this

story, seeking or struggling with the transfer process to amech body, and colliding

with access, classist privilege, and dysphoria. With Wasserman’s bravely realistic

and immediately relevant depictions of culture clashing and clambering around

what it means to be a constructed body or a “natural” body, and what types of
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construction are acceptable to mainstream society, I am disappointed that she did

not push the edge a bit more, or name the narrative implications for what they are:

transgressive.

I want to forgive Wasserman for this oversight, or assume that she was

exploring transness but through race and dis/ability rather than gender. That is, of

course, an entirely legitimate exploration. The student of the Tao in me wants to

say, She’s doing by not doing, telling the story by not telling it directly. How fasci-

nating. But the gender-queer activist in me keeps saying, But still . . . you depicted a

queer relationship as totally acceptable and engaged with race, ableism, privilege and

oppression, corporate power complexes, reality-TV culture, and body technology, and

you couldn’t talk about gender identity?Wasserman comes as close to approaching

trans- as it is possible to do without actually going there. And there is so much

potential for that conversation. So why not go there?Was she afraid it would be too

much to tackle when she was already addressing so much? Was her publisher

afraid the mainstream market wouldn’t buy it? That parents and schools would

reject it? Considering the publishing and marketing climate for young-adult lit,

any of these theories may be true. I ask myself the same questions as a writer.

Alternately, I can appreciate the possibility thatWassermanmay have doubted she

could write trans- with the same depth and courage she applied to the other main

issues and thus shouldn’t attempt it. But at some point, we as science-fiction/

fantasy/speculative fiction writers must take the risk and begin to address and

engage trans-, so that we can fail and try again, so that others will try and fail and

try again. I can only speak for myself, but I would have forgiven Wasserman for

trying imperfectly to explore transness through her concept of downloading,

literally transferring. We owe a diverse and nuanced experience of young-adult

speculative literature to the young people we once were and to the young people

who are now searching for themselves in the books we are writing for them.

Despite ignoring the presence of gender in her tale, Wasserman is not

afraid to talk about the complexities of institutionalized racism through Lia’s

story. Throughout Skinned Lia hints that there are other people who are not

white, she’s just never seen any in real life. When Jude takes Lia on a fieldtrip to a

city, we begin to see the dystopian part of Lia’s segregated world. The cities are

dilapidated shells of a bygone era. While Lia’s class of citizens live on enormous

rural estates, drive automated cars, and eat free-range beef, people in cities live in

crumbling concrete tenements, eat soy burgers, and lack access to medical facil-

ities. People of color live in the cities and sometimes escape to corptowns, where a

corporation like BioMax provides employment, food, and medical services and

citizens provide total obedience and manual labor.

Lia eventually discovers that Jude and his lifelong buddy Riley, both mechs

now, were from the city and, like Lia, were given stock bodies, all of which are
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white. Lia asks Ani why she and Jude volunteered to be transferred, first telling us:

“Everyone knew that the first mechs had been volunteers from the cities and the

corp-towns. What everyone also knew, though no one said it, was that you’d be

crazy to volunteer for something like that unless you had no other choice” (291).

But Lia is still surprised when Ani says, “Lia, what makes you think we

volunteered?” (294). When Ani shows Lia a picture of them in the BioMax facility

before their operations, Ani looks at Lia’s expression and asks, “What? Did you

think we were white?” (295). She goes on to explain, “We were the first. . . . An

experiment. So they used what they had, and what they had were standard-issue

bodies for their standard-issue rich white clients. . . . You think I like this?” Ani

presses. “You think I like the fact that my parents wouldn’t even recognize me?”

(296).

Ani summarizes Jude’s teachings to the mechs: “Jude says race is irrelevant,

since it’s not like we even have skin anymore, not really. He says being a mech is

like being part of a new race” (296). Lia is reluctant to accept Jude’s philosophy. It

seems too simple. As it pertains to her, she is still mourning the past she has lost,

and she has not accepted her new future, much less embraced it. And as she

questions what she is, if not her body, she cannot deny the significance of memory

in composing the “I” she is both clinging to and searching for. None of the

characters beside Jude directly discuss the implications of the erasure of race, aka

the erasure of anything other than whiteness. Jude’s statement that race is irrel-

evant to mechs draws attention to the fact that mechs can, in some ways, escape

aspects of poverty: they no longer require food and they can’t get sick or be killed

with guns and other kinds of violence contained within the racialized and

impoverished urban centers where Ani, Jude, and Riley are from. The escape is

imperfect, however, because the mechs still require mechanical repairs, access to

their servers, and connection to the power grid, all of which the BioMax cor-

poration controls and dispenses, leaving mechs just as subject to the corporate

institution as they were before.

Wasserman introduces racial contentions and complexities and depicts

Lia’s attempt to fix them but, ultimately, does not pretend to solve them with a

science-fiction panacea, a choice I appreciate even more than a touch of queer-

ness-sans-comment. At the end of the final book, Lia’s world is just as racist,

oppressive, and troubling as it was when she introduces us to it. While Wasser-

man’s withholding of an ideal fix might be unsatisfying to some readers, it was

satisfying to me, because it was real. It makes sense that Lia Kahn, rich and white

and learning about the issues of race and class, oppression and agency, for the first

time, is not able to neatly solve those issues in the course of her yearlong odyssey.

There are plenty of tales out there of privileged, white heroes saving the day, and

they ring false, condescending, and disempowering. So, I appreciate that Lia’s
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journey is a personal one, and while she tries to improve the lot of her friends, she

eventually realizes that her help is also problematic.

In Wired, Lia’s intentions are genuine when she tries to help Riley, whose

mech body is from BioMax stock: white and so different from the body of color

Lia learns Riley had before download. But she trips over her own privilege at the

same time that she tries to use it for good.When Riley dies at the end ofCrashed—

that is, when his body is destroyed beyond repair in an explosion—Lia knows

BioMax will simply download his scanned brain into a newmech body. But rather

than download him into another copy of the BioMax stock, Lia convinces her

own father to pay the exorbitant expense of a designer body for Riley, made to

mirror as closely as possible his body before the transfer: not only his original

race but also “natural,” because people who live in the cities lack the luxury of

genetically engineering their appearance, abilities, and health. Lia hopes that Riley

will now have one less dissociative experience to contend with.

But if that sounds too easy to be true, that’s because it is. Since Riley was

already “dead” and unavailable to ask, Lia arranges for the new body without his

consent. After he is downloaded and they reunite inWired, she expresses her own

response, “I knew the different body didn’t make him a different person. At least it

shouldn’t have. But there was something that didn’t fit the way it had before. It

wasn’t the larger hands or the sturdier build or the darker skin. This body was as

handsome as the last, maybe more so, because there was a confidence about him

that hadn’t been there before” (56–57). Later, Lia explains, “We never talked about

the fact that his new body had been bought withmy father’s money. Not since he’d

first found out, and freaked. It doesn’t mean he owns you, I’d told him. But now he

owns you, doesn’t he? Riley had said” (83–84). Lia is unprepared for the conse-

quences of purchasing identity for someone else. She struggles to affect a larger

issue of class and race by attempting to help just one person she cares about, but

the method she chooses harkens to issues of ownership and slavery, agency and

consent. A noble try, but because she doesn’t have the same past of oppression to

give her perspective, she misses the complications. This is a cautionary tale for all

of us who want to affect change but must simultaneously address our own

privilege and acknowledge the complexities of and our own implication in

institutionalized racism/classism/ableism/sexism/etc.

Wasserman also craftily approaches the intersection of ableism and race.

She counterposes Quinn, Jude, and Ani, all of whom left disabled bodies behind

to be downloaded. However, Jude’s initial consent in the operation remains

questionable, despite how he embraces his mech body and community. And

unlike Quinn, who was white to begin with, Jude and Ani did not have the

resources to access bodies of their choosing and thus received white BioMax stock

bodies, highlighting the cost of access to ability. In this case, they traded, or were
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forced to trade, their racial identities for physical ability and potential escape from

hunger and sickness.

In the end, Wasserman winds up her story arc, perhaps too abruptly, in a

final climactic moment. By that time, Lia is finally aware of (at least some of) the

complexities of oppression in her world. The conclusion itself is exhilarating and

offers rich territory for debating the role of hope and hero agency, omnipotent

power and the potential fallout from using it, even and especially for good.

Although The Cold Awakening trilogy lacks the direct engagement with gender

and transness I so long for, those themes are floating just below the surface. The

trilogy as a whole is a compelling vehicle for exploring and questioning power

structures and how power is used righteously or selflessly—and how blurry that

line can be. Finally,Wasserman’s characters ask us howwe really know who we are

and how we continue to know, as both our bodies and the world around us

change drastically.

S. A. Halkyard teaches creative writing and graphic storytelling workshops in Madison, Wis-

consin, where S. A. also reads and writes young-adult post-apocalyptic science fiction and

fantasy, featuring queer and genderqueer characters and themes.
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B O O K R E V I E W

For Today I Am a Trans Writer

AARON RAZ LINK

For Today I Am a Boy

Kim Fu

New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2014. 242 pp.

More than anything else, For Today I Am a Boy is a good book. Its spare prose says

much with few words, a job not easy to do well and harder to do well without

sounding like an imitation of Ernest Hemingway. In Kim Fu’s capable hands, the

language evokes instead the determination of native Cantonese speakers using

English, the minimalism of a good one-liner, and the habit of years of words not

said. The style matches the story. It’s a tale of the children of immigrants, strangers

in a strange land that is also their own. Immigration is perhaps the closest suitable

metaphor for transsexual experience, and the novel’s protagonist is a transsexual

woman who has no idea transition is possible and no language to describe her life.

But this book’s cardinal virtue is that neither the immigrant nor the transsexual

experience here is a metaphor for something else. Both are nuanced and necessary

realities of their own. The writer uses them as a specific lens through which

readers discover larger human realities: the tension between individuality and

belonging, love, family, and the way unrealized dreamsmay seduce and destroy us

while the tangible imperfection of realized ones can set us free.

The protagonist spends most of the story as Peter Huang. (Fu’s humor is

always skillfully integrated, not always subtle. This reviewer found it evocative of

both family legends and the realities of transsexual life.) Peter’s Chinese name,

Juan Chuan, hovers constantly, a present ghost; it means Powerful King. The novel

begins with conflicting tales of the character’s birth: the mother’s, the butcher’s at

the meat store where she goes into labor, the protagonist’s reconstruction of

events. Juan Chuan is all we are told of the father’s story. Much of the early part of

the novel unpacks the meaning held in those two words, the last he ever speaks in
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Cantonese. In a book too busy being a good novel to be “about gender,” the words

stand not for the evils of male hegemony but for the desperate hope of a man who

left everything behind in order to become someone and discovered the only

someone he could become would be a five-foot-tall Chinese immigrant with a

thick accent in a small Canadian town. Juan Chuan embodies the dream of a next

generation in which the unrealized dreams of the last may live. “Without you,” the

father says, teaching his six-year-old to shave, “I die—no king.” Meanwhile, the

mother dreams she is a dead pig, Cantonese food. She gives birth to three girls and

a boy who turns out to be a fourth. She is notable mostly for her absence in their

lives. After forty years in a small Canadian town, when she outlives her husband

and finally does try to show up, she is turned away at the American border as an

illegal Chinese immigrant. Peter is the protagonist of the novel and the narrative

follows her story. But how all four siblings come to terms with the ways they both

are and are not like the generation before them—and the people around them—

is the book’s central question.

This is not a question the people around them can answer, for the Huang

sisters understand as young people from the dominant culture rarely do that

family and history cannot be denied away. Each generation must either be made

to fit the family story or make the family story fit them. In the end, Peter chooses

to do the latter. Fumakes clear that Peter’s choice is interwoven with the choices of

her sisters. One of the book’s themes is that the individual choices we make to

imprison or release ourselves both mirror and facilitate the same choices in

others, particularly in families. The oldest daughter escapes the life of a prodigy to

join a slacker commune in Europe; the next becomes a hard-nosed lawyer who

drinks too much; and the youngest, a bohemian rebel. Peter, who spends her

childhood clandestinely cooking for the family and worshipping an Italian

matron on the Food Channel, becomes a chef.

The book’s tone is often funny, but never flippant, and can also be grim;

the terrible seriousness of boys in dead-end rural towns and the macho power

plays in tony restaurant kitchens are seen here with dry-eyed clarity. But Fu uses

them to reveal, as few books with trans characters do, that boorish working men

are as likely to be accepting as anyone else. Difficult circumstances are handled

with sly humor: the young protagonist’s infatuation with a character she knows

only as Chef, a kind of rollicking pastiche of Anthony Bourdain, and her dalliance

with a fundamentalist Christian ex-gay movement and a self-hating “ex-lesbian”

who also wants to be married. The book’s pain and laughter come from the same

source, a narrative voice wise enough to know, as in Jean Renoir’s The Rules of the

Game, that everyone has their reasons.

The author plays out her themes of love and belonging with food. Even

more than clothing, food is the barometer of situations and relationships, and its
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images here are often unforgettable: hands grown tough enough to handle hot

lemons, sudden loneliness as a cloud of black flies rising from discarded pork

skins in an opened trash can, a dysfunctional relationship as a mountain of

cookies eaten without thinking.

Two of the book’s funniest scenes revolve around food. In the first, a

hostile waiter tells Peter during a job trial that John, a teenaged cook, is the boss’s

nephew who “used to be his niece.” Peter responds to the shock of learning that

people can transform physically not by dropping beads but by dropping steak.

After John discovers that Peter is a closeted trans person, he invites her to

dinner, where she meets his friends in what is often called “the trans community”:

“The chickpea salad has mayo in it. The green salad has soy sauce in it. The pasta

has cheese and gluten in it. But the macaroons are gluten-free, and nothing has

shellfish or meat.” . . .

“I don’t eat eggs,” said a blond girl. Her eyeliner was drawn in sharp points

nearly an inch away from each eye.

“And some of us can’t eat dairy,” added the boy in the skin-tight baby-

blue pants.

“Mayo’s not dairy,” Eileen said.

“Oh.”

The floor was now open. “I can’t eat wheat,” explained a thick-bodied girl

with a deep voice.

The girl with the aviator glasses said, “Me neither. And shellfish gives

me hives.”

“I’m allergic to nuts and soy,” Blue-Pants chimed in. “And mushrooms.”

John said, “I don’t eat mushrooms either, but that’s not an allergy.

Something about the texture just makes me want to retch.”

Deep-Voice said, “Oh, I’m like that about potatoes.”

Eileen turned to me. “I’m sorry, Peter. I forgot to ask you if you had any

food sensitivities.”

“Um, no,” I said. They seemed to be waiting for me to say something else,

so I added, “It’s sort of funny that you all do, isn’t it? Have so many allergies,

I mean. For one group of friends.”

“They’re not all allergies. Some are intolerances,” Pointy-Makeup-No-

Eggs said. . . .

“I read somewhere it’s a generational thing,” said Blue-Pants-No-

Soy. . . . “Something about us not getting tapeworms, or parasites, or something. . . .”

Deep-Voice-No-Wheat said, “Or maybe it’s all in our heads. We’re the

hypochondriac generation.”

Aviators-No-Shellfish replied, “My EpiPen would disagree with you.”
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“My stomach hurts so bad when I eat dairy. Like I can’t get out of bed,”

Pointy-Makeup-No-Eggs said.

“Maybe in previous generations they wouldn’t have figured it out, and you

would have just died,” I said. “Maybe there wasn’t as much choice. Maybe you just

had to eat what was there or starve.”

Blue-Pants tapped the tongs together like a castanet to get my attention.

“What are you saying? That we should just suck it up and deal with it? Lisa would

asphyxiate, you know. Her throat closes up.”

“No,” I said. Even though we all sat around the table, it felt as though they

were all facing me. “Sorry. I just meant that no one would have thought to blame

the nuts.”

“Shellfish,” said No-Shellfish, apparently Lisa.

“Shellfish.” It was rare for me to talk so much at once, especially to

strangers. “You wouldn’t realize it was the shellfish. You wouldn’t try it out and

think about how you felt afterward. If you lived somewhere where the domi-

nant food was shellfish, you’d just have a reaction and die, and no one would

know why.”

“Why are you talking about Lisa dying?” asked Pointy.

“Sorry,” I repeated. I turned my eyes down to my plate. It was the only one

still empty. (214–16)

This particular communication gap may never have been so clearly evoked before

in writing. In the end, of course, “the trans community” isn’t. These friends will be

beside her when she first goes out in public in a dress, hear her choose her own

name, be a group with which she can face down the terror of murder and make

the decision to live. But their presence cannot validate the lives of transsexual

people from different backgrounds or replace family and home.

Fu’s narrative voice is omniscient in the Huang family; in following Peter’s

first-person story, the reader shares the feelings of the other members. Even when

they are enemies, these people know each other’s stories. Outside the family the

narrative switches to standard first person; Peter is alone with her thoughts. While

John’s trans community is rendered with insight, sympathy, and respect, they

remain friendly strangers.

Fu critiques the stereotypical progress narrative in which our hero finds

heterosexual salvation and 2.2 kids behind a white picket fence. But the book goes

further by revealing that the dream of this narrative is like any other dysfunctional

relationship in which people are valued only as symbols. Such substitutes for

living can feel like a safe home for people who have been kept down, not because

the substitutes are heterosexual but because they are unreal: they require us to do

nothing for ourselves. The book also goes beyond the stereotypical progress
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narrative in which our hero finds queer salvation and 2.2 partners in an alternative

community, staying behind its white picket fences. In taking a third path, the

author has written not only a skillful book but amature one. Dreams are necessary

here—but as a step toward realities. Themes relevant to both immigration and

transsexual transition, which are too often handled in inept and judgmental ways

in political writing, are touched on skillfully: what assimilation and difference

mean in real life, what is and isn’t possible to change about our bodies and

backgrounds, the relationship between situations we have to deal with and choices

that are our own. The book ends with the deeper questions behind family: who are

we and where do we come from? Kim Fu’s radical message is that an honest

answer to both questions is necessary for us to live our lives fully, and it may

require us to connect both within and across the borders we are the most sure

separate us. If we read the book as a minority feminist novel, its third-wave

message is that being a woman doesn’t mean all women’s experience is compa-

rable. If we read it as a trans novel by a nontrans writer, it suggests some trans and

other minority experiences can be comparable, and we shouldn’t assume queer

feminism can say more about trans experience than can the kid from the ethnic

restaurant kitchen or the immigrant guy on the corner.

Aaron Raz Link is an essayist and an assistant professor at the Pacific Northwest College of Art.

His work includes What Becomes You (2008) and recent essays in Fourth Genre, TriQuarterly

Online, and the anthology of writers on writing Family Trouble.
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